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A Christian Education 
Harding is a Christian college of 
arts and sciences. Its purpose is to give 
students an education of high quality 
which will lead to an understanding 
and a philosophy of life consistent with 
Christian ideals. It aims to develop a 
solid foundation of intellectual, physi-
cal, and spiritual values upon which 
students may build useful and happy 
lives. 
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College Calendar 1954-55 
FALL SEMESTER 
President's reception for faculty .......... .......... 4-6 p.m ., Sept. 8 
Faculty conference .... ........... ...... ................ .. ............. Sept. 9-10 
Freshman assembly .... ......... ........ ... .. ......... ..... .. 8 a.m., Sept. 13 
Assembly for sophomores, juniors & seniors .. 9 a.m., Sept. 13 
Orientation and counseling ·· ············ ········ ··· ··········· Sept. 13-15 
Registration for fall semester ·························· ············ Sept. 16 
Class work begins ··········· ·· ······························ · 8 a.m., Sept. 1'7 
Faculty-student reception ..... ....... .. .................. 8 p.m., Sept. 18 
Lectureship ······················· ········ ················· ················ Nov. 15-18 
Thanksgiving .. ...... from 4:35p.m., Nov. 24 to 8 a.m., Nov. 30 
Final application date for degree, spring semester ...... Dec. 1'7 
Christmas recess ...... from 4,35 p.m., Dec.17 to 8 a.m., Jan. 4 
Semester examinations ·················· ····· ····· ········· ······ · Jan. 26-29 
SPRING SEMESTER 
Counseling new students·· ············ ··························· ···· ··· Jan. 31 
Registration for spring semester ·············· ··········· ·········· · Feb. 1 
Class work begins···· ·········· ··········· ······················· 8 a.m., Feb. 2 
Spring recess ...... from 4:35p.m., March 31 to 8 a.m., April5 
Final application date for degree, summer term ..... ... April 30 
Annual field day ...................... ...... ......... ........................... May 6 
President's reception for seniors ..... ...... .. .. .... ... 8 p.m., May 28 
Baccalaureate service ··· ········ ···· ·· ·················· ····· 8 p .m ., May 29 
Final examinations .......... .............. ...... ............ May 28-June 1 
Alumni Day .. ........ ... ................. .. .................................. ... . June 1 
Commencement exercises .... .. .................. ...... .. 10 a.m., June 2 Annual alumni luncheon 
and business meeting ...... .. .......... ........ 12:30 p.m., June 2 
SUMMER TERM 
Counseling new students .............................. 8-12 a.m ., June 6 
Registration for summer term ...... ...... .. .......... 1-4 p.m. , June 6 
Class work begins ........ .. ......... .......... ....... ........... . '7 a.m., June '7 
Nati"""-l /u,li<U.y ······························································ July 4 
Examinations, first term ...... ............. .............. .......... ....... July 9 
Class work begins, second term ...... .... ............ .. ... .. ....... July 11 
Final application date for degree, fall semester .......... July 30 
1i'inal examinations ......... ............................................... Aug. 12 
C' -
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1
\ 
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8 
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Board of Trustees 
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD 
C. L. GANus, SR., cu.,..,., ............... New Orleans, Louisia,. 
L. M. GRAvES, M.D., VWE·CHA'""'""' .. .. Memphis, Ten'"'"•• 
W. 0. BEE"<AN, TREASURER .............................. Dallas, Texas 
RICHARD D. FuLLER, SECRETARY . . . .. ...... . Memphis, Tennessee 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
FLANoy ALEXANDER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Delight, Arkansas 
D. F. ANouma .......... ... ............ ...... ... .............. Ckveland, Ohio 
GEORGE S. BENSON, EX·OFFicw . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . Searcy, Arkansas 
Lou,. GREEN, ····· ·································· · ········ Tulsa, Oklahoma 
LEl<AN JOHNSoN, .......... . ........... . ....... We,.tchee, Washington 
HousToN T. KARNEs, . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . Baton Rouge, Louisia,. 
GooncE W. KIEFFER, ········ ·· · ····· ··· ······· ·· ···· Florence, Alabama 
VERNoN LovmccooD ............. . ....... . . ... Memphis, Ten,.,.see 
JIM BILL McimEER ····· ············ ··············· Nashville, Tenne"ee 
T. J. McREYNOLDs ·· · ····· · ··················· · ·· · Morrilton, Arkans., 
MILTON PEEBLES ..... . . ...... ........ . .. ......... . ... ... Saratoga, Arkans., 
W. D. RHoDES .... ····· ·· ········· ··· ······· · ··········· ··· · · Wichita, Kans., 
J. A. T:aoMPSON ·········· · ··········· · ·· ········ · ·········· Searcy, Arkans., 
JoHN YouNc, M.D. ············································ Dallas, Tex., 
LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE PRESIDENT 
R!CB:ARD G. DEENER 
EWING P. PYEATT PoRTER RoDGERs, M.D. 
ORAN J. VAUGHAN 
I ministrative Organization 
OFFICERS 
lllAJtT BENSON, . ., M A LL.D. President of the College 
LINI!: SEARS, PH.D. Dean of the College 
14 I fOLMES, PH.D. Administrative Consultant 
A LEWIS PH.D. II • ' . Academic Assistant 
Executtve to the President 
Y'l ON C AMPBELL, B.S., BErig~cuti;~ Assistant in Fmanc . Gen U.S. Army Ret.. e 
X • 
' KNox SuMMITT, PH.D. 
\Vu . LIAM MATTox, PH.D. 
IN r... G ANUS, JR., PH.D. 
Y Sll r J'>L E Y MASON, M.A. 
!oAt H. C ROOM, M.A. 
Regtstrar 
Dean of Students 
Dean, 
School of American Studies 
Director of the 
Training School 
Business Manager 
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HARDING COLLEGI 
FACULTY 
C..wFoan W. ALLEN, M:.A. (University of Oklahoma) 
Assistant Professor of English. 1954. 
JAMEs H. ATK;NsoN, M:.A. (Texas Technological College) 
Assistant Professor of English and American Literaturr 1954. 
JAMEs L. ATTEBERRY, JR., M.A. (University of Texas) 
Assistant Professor of English. 1953. 
JAMES D. BALEs, PH.D. (University of California) 
Professor of Christian Doctrine. 1944, 1947. * 
BoNNIE BELL BEACH, M.E. (University of Arkansas) 
Assistant Professor of Education. 1953. 
CECIL MuRL BEcK, M.A. (North Texas State College) 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Health . .1953. 
MILDRED L. BELL, M.S. (North Texas State College) 
Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 1952. ** 
TaELMA DuMAs BELL, M:.S. (Texas State College for Women) 
Professor of Home Economics and Chairman of the Department. 1937. 
GEORGE STuART BENSON, M:.A. Wniversity of Clllcago) 
President of the College. 1936. 
M. E. BERRYHILL, M.A. (George Peabody College) . 
Professor of Physical Education and Health and 
Chairman of the Department. 1937, 1946. 
W«u.,. LEsL,. BunKE, M:.A. (Northwestern University) 
Profess.or of Greek and German and Chairman of the 
Department of Foreign Languages and Literature. 1944, 1947. 
JAMEs G. Buaaow, M:.A. (University of South CaroUna) 
Assistant Professor of History. 1954. 
NEIL B. CoPE, M.S.J. (Northwestern University) 
Professor of Journalism and Chairman of the 
Department. 1936, 1947. 
• Y..,. date lndi~t., ye~ of ""Plo:nnent; "OOnd date, ,_'-'"ted to present rank or position. 
** On leave of absence 1954-55 
9 
. 't of Arkansas) M B.A. (Umversl Y. 1952. I vI • . f Economtcs. 
f nt l'rofessor o . t Choir College) 
M.M. (Westmms er . 
t UAv 1 • JR., f Music. 1953. fanl Professor o 
B A (Harding College) p ]It AN, . l954 
1 
1(11 i1t Art. · d M College) 
I) I •~s. M. . f Christian Educatwn. • S (Oklahoma A. an · · 1939 tlat•l Professor o . ) 
, M.A. ( V~n er Administration. 1 · d bilt University 954 
I!M of Busmess Peabody College) 
M A (George · 1954 J ]( lltlliELL FENN' B. . . ess Educatwn. . P f sor of usm ) 
•••I•• ro es h t rn University 
M (Nort wes e 
N f•tJt.URIGHT, ~~f Music. 1950. 
ttu lit Professo University) 
r CANUS, JR., PH!i c3r:I:::,~n of the Department of 1 .. HIT of History as . e 1946 1952. • S · l ctenc · ' 1 
I lury and octa State Teachers Co-
M S L S (East Texas • I' GLASS, .. . . 
c I 
'r''' ICm. 1954. M thodist University) 
l.o\ltP HAYS, . . f B'ble and Church ts or . B D (Southern e H' t y 1953. 
111!1 lrmt Professor o t T State College) 
H EDRICK En.D. (Northt. ex:!d Business. 1952, , roN f ' of Accoun tng ""' mte Pro essor 
I I I A and M . College) 
M A (Oklahoma . 950 ** , llt:SSER, f. · of English. 1 · 
lhaa tant Pro essor . f N braska) 
D (University o e h Department I. HOLMES, PH. . . d Chairman of t. e 1952 
N1'• of I'IISOr of F!coBm~c~:: and Political Sctence. 
of Economtes, usm nsas) 
S (University of Arka 
IN \1. HUGHES, M. . f Education. 1953. 
lh illtant Professor o College) 
M A (George Peab?dy 1951. ' lher,L LASATER, . .f Biological Sctence. A llill tant Professor o 
f absence 1954-55 lnwe o 
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10 
HARDING COg_Ea~-: 
PEARL LATHAM, M.A. (University of Oklahoma) 
Assistant Professor of English. 1947. 
M. L. LAwsoN, M.S. (University of Oklahoma) 
Assistant Professor of Physics. 1954. 
JACK PEARL LEWis, PH.D. (Harvard University) 
Associate Professor of Bible. 1954. 
LEONARD LEWis, En.D. (University of Texas) 
Professor of Education. 1953. 
RussELL A. LEWis, Pa.D. (University of Texas) 
Professor of Education. 1951. 
GLORIA JOANE LILLY, B.A. (Harding College) 
Assistant Librarian. 1954. 
EuZABETH B.l\!AsoN, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Professor of Art and Chairman of the Department. 1946, 1950. 
FouNT WILLIAM MATTOx, Pa.D. (George Peabody College) 
Professor of Church History. 1942, 1944. 
ROBERT R. MEYERs, M.A. (University of Oklahoma) 
Assistant Professor of English. 1952. ** 
ERLE THoMAs MooRE, En.D. (Columbia University) 
Professor of Music and Chairman of the Department. 1948. 
THoMAS H. 0LBRICHT, M.A. (State Un;versity of Iowa) 
Assistant Professor of Speech. 1954. 
MELCHIOR PALYI, D.P.E. (University of Munich) 
Visiting Lecturer, School of American Studies, 1952. 
CHARLES G. PITNER, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Professor of Mathematics and Chairman of the 
Department. 1950. 
JosEPH E. Pnvoa, Pn.D. (Lou;s;ana State Un;vers;ty) 
Professor of Physical Science and Chairman of the Department. 1944. 
IiuoH Ii.u<vLEy RHonEs, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Associate Professor of Physical Education and Health. 1944. 
** On leave of absence 
A (Scarritt College) 
ill ' M. . f Bible. 1946, 1954. r I rQ/r1f/IOT 0 ) 
. · ty of Texas h AI ., I, H.D. (Un~versi and Chairman of t e , /llrological Sctence 
I I "
1 
• 
1945
· · £Chicago) 
" PH.D. (Unive.rsity o f the Department 
N ' • h d Chatrman o ot r,'nglts an . . 1924. 
' d H mamttes. 
t air u tl u b d College) · 
'' r. M.A. (Georget.Pea 1~4~ 1954. 
' f Educa ton. ' ) 1 
l'm/rssor 
0 
1 
. 1 Seminary 
D (Princeton Theo oglCa 
I n ' B. . f Religion . 1954. nt l'ru/1'1180r o 
A (Harding College) 
Ml n , B. ·. l Education. 1954. 
I •r iu f>hystca . 't £Michigan) 
P D (Umversi Y 0 1954 'rAAit, H. · l 't · l Science. · 
'' l'm/essor of Po t tea . ' t of Oklahoma) 
M A (Umversi Y 
V STAPLETON, ' iish 1932, 1949. 
t T'rofessor of Eng . . 't o£ Arkansas) 
M S (Umversi y 1950 ** I.AJU STEVENS, ·. io ical Science. . . I 
nt Professor of Bw g . 't o£ Missoun) 
P D (Umversi Y . n I 0 SuMMIT~, H~d· Psychology and Chatrma 
' "f Educatwn a933 1937. 
II. /)rpartment. 1 ' State Teachers) 
B S E (Arkansas • 'I'IIOMPSON, ' .. · 1954. 
A t • Economws. 
11 
1 '"' m Home University) 
M A (Louisiana St~te f the Department. I \'' . s' h and Chatrman 0 J .,,, of peec 't ) I 
" . St te Universi Y I,J, A (Louisiana a W ALKER, M. . 953 \\'"' r.~;R of Speech. 1 . 
llf{lul Professor p erdine College) 
U Wr-wr, M.A. (Geo~:ek~Plj_952. . 
tl(lul Professor of . £Southern Califorma) 
T D (University 0 h . n of the 
r', ,Jn., ~- . d Religion and C at.rma h 1951. 
/nil or of BtbfleB'bl Religion and Phtlosop y. 
1J I'~' rtment o t e, U . ity o£ Kentucky) 
PHD ( mvers 
lA I () WtLLIAMS, i Chemistry. 1954. ''"lit Professor o 
v uf nbscnce 1954-55 
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EMERITI 
WoonsoN HARDING "-
E . .<'U(MSTRONG B A 
HARDING COLLI-
merzta Profess 1 S , . ., 
or 0 peech and D 
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL B A ean of Women. 
Associate Profes:or .E., . 
F merztus of B 'bl LORENCE M C t e. 
I . ATiiCART B A nstructor in El ' · ., 
f W ementary Ed . o omen. o ucatton and De E . 
an mente, 
LoNNIE E. .PRYOR, M.A., 
Assoctate Professor E . 
J merztus ofS · lS . ESSE p S OCta etence o 
. EWELL, LL.D. . 
Lecturer in Bible nd p . 
• Christian Colle;e. o reszdent Emeritus of Abilene 
Teaching Part time 
DIVISIONAL CHAIRMEN 
1954-56 
CLIFTON L. GANus, JR., PE:.D 
ERLE TaoMAs MooRE En D 
JOSEPH: E. PRYOR, P~.D. . . 
WILLIAM KNox S 
UMMITT Pa.D. 
EVAN ULREY, M.A. , 
W. B. WEsT, JR., Ta.D. 
Social Sci(')lr 
Fine Art 
Natural Sciew, 
Educatio ,, 
Humanitir 
Religin, 
13 
fJ/N(; COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
A/lttirs: Lloyd C. Sears, Chairman, Clifton 
111, ,s, , Erie T. Moore, Joseph E. Pryor, William 
111 tl, Evan Ulrey, W. B. West, Jr. 
('ommittee: George S. Benson, Chairman, 
C 1 nom, Russell A. Lewis, Charles G. Pitner, 
Pryor, Lloyd C. Sears, William K. Summitt. 
ty A//nirs: W illiam K. Summitt, Chairman, Adlai 
m, Frnnk L. Holmes, Hugh H. Rhodes. 
rtl l'lunt: Adlai S. Croom, Chairman, Elizabeth 
"· .Jnck Wood Sears, W . B. West, Jr. , George 
, :it udcnt Representative. 
11 rtl J. D. Fenn, Chiarman, M. E. Berryhill, 
W. Mnltox, Charles G. Pitner, Edward G. Sewell. 
N••lcttions: Neil B. Cope, Chairman, William P . 
II, Adla i S. Croom, Perry S. Mason, Fount W. 
1 , Tommy Parish, Student Representative. 
I ttl Affairs: Fount W . Mattox, Chairman, James 
Att4 lx rry, Cecil M. Beck, M. E. Berryhill, Inez 
k n Edward G. Sewell, Ken Noland, Student Rep-
nl,tav . 
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_14____________________ HARnmacoLL~ 
ACADEMY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FACULTY 
HARVEY ARNOLD, B.A. (Harding College) 
Speech and Bible 
GEORGE EDwARD BAGGETT, B.A. (Harding College) 
Choral and Instrumental Music 
HERBERT DEAN, B.A. (Harding College) Art 
HvGH M. GRoovER, B.A. (Harding College) 
Physical Education and Athletic Coach 
ELOISE JoHNSON, B.A. (Harding College) English 
CLARIECE KELLAMs, B.A. (Harding College) 
Elementary School 
ELLEN WHEELER KN>om, M.A. (Montessori Training School; 
George Peabody College) Elementary School 
EvELYN LASATER, B.S. (George Peabody College) Science 
JonN B. LAsATER, M.A. (George Peabody College) Science 
IRis MARTIN, B.A. (Harding College) 
Elementary School 
PEERy S>nPLEY MAsoN, M.A. (George Peabody College) Superintendent 
BuLA MouDY, B.A. (Harding College) 
Home Economics 
INEz PicKENs, B.A. (Harding College) English 
MARY PITNER, B.A. (Harding College) Business 
W>LRURN RA>NEY, H .En. (SulRoss State College) 
Principal, Elementary School 
KATHRYN C. RITCHIE, B.A. (Harding College) Mathematics 
ALPHA LEE TuRMAN, B.A. (Harding College) 
Elementary School 
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DOROTHY BECK, B.A. 
WILLIAM K NOX SUMMITT, PH.D. 
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. Consultant Administrattve Secretary 
Dean, 
A rican Studies School of me Secretary 
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Assistant Registrar 
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FoUNT B A M ' Dornutone. 
INEZ PICKENS, . . A Coordinator of l enG s thcart Hall C
ECIL MuRL BEcK, M . . Counse or, a . 
l East Dormttory 
EDWINA WILSON Counse or, . 
LoTT TucKER, B.A. Counselor, West Dorm•t;. 
B LAsATER, M.A. f Student Employme 
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ADLAI S. CROOM, M.A. 
Business 
BILLIE DIXON 
JEss RHODEs, M .A . 
LOTT TUCKER, B.A. 
BILLIE ROWLETT 
JANICE MYER 
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Alumni Association 
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Executive Secretary of the Alumni Association 
KAY ENGLAND Secretary 
Library 
PARALEE P. GLASS, M .A. , M .S.L.S. 
HELLEN RUTH YOHE, B.A. 
JOANE LILLY, B .A. Assistant 
Assistant 
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ELBERT TURMAN 
VVARRENL. VVALLACE Chief Engineer 
Stockroom 
Auxiliary Enterprises 
JOHN LEE DYKES, M .S. Manager, Student Center 
GERTRUDE DYKES Manager, College Book Store 
CORINNE HART Dietitian and Manager, Cafeteria and Inn 
GREGG RHODES Manager, College Laundry 
ROBERT STREET Manager, College Farms 
HERMAN VVEST Manager, College Press 
Roy YOHE Manager, Concrete Materials Plant 
Science Hall 
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General Information 
Aims of the College 
A" n Christian institution of higher learning Harding 
II l'\' nssists its students to build a philosophy of life upon 
luundntion of Christian ideals and to develop skills and 
t,.J&tac~ necessary for earning a living. 
One of the most important factors in the educational 
H>cl'!IS is the personal contact between student and teacher. 
tiiCitmts will find association with the faculty a stimulating 
nd challenging intellectual experience. Faculty members at 
Jlmling a re concerned with all the needs and requirements 
1l tudents and desire to help in the solution of any problem, 
lt~-thcr academic or personal. 
The various courses that make up the curriculum are 
~ ., 11 challenging factor in the student's college experience. 
'"' curriculum is organized to give students adequate prep-
•llon for a chosen vocation or profession and to provide 
I • 11ll students intellectual, social and spiritual development. 
I h• whole curriculum, as well as individual courses, is re-
I Nl and adapted from time to time to meet the changing 
tnirements of students. 
Student activities give many opportunities for self-
t•lopment. Sports, dramatics, debate, music, publications 
·I other activities afford opportunities for leadership train-
n nnd the exercise of particular skills and abilities. Lee-
' 1••·!1, concerts and other special events are also of value 
l 1 tudents. Social clubs encourage democratic, Christian 
•Pcrat ion as well as development in leadership. A wise 
f, · lll'C of act ivities makes possible a measure of growth that 
&t .. !ltudent can attain in no other way. 
To summarize, the purposes of the College are achieved 
tl• 1 ough the help of interested instructors and counselors, 
through academic courses organized to meet the student's 
J • • ds and through activities that give opportunity for recrea-
l c n, cooperation with others and leadership training. 
Academic Standing 
Harding College is fully accredited by the North Central 
·.ociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Its graduates 
11 admitted to the leading graduate and professional schools. 
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HARDING COLLEGE ----------------------------------------------------~
Historical Sketch 
The institution, first known as Arkansas Christian Col-
lege, received its charter in Morrilton, Arkansa,, in 1919. 
Actual operation of the College did not begin Until1922. Two 
years later the Board of Trustees of Arkansas Christian Col-
lege Purcha,ed the a,et' of Harper College, Harper, Kan,as, 
founded in 1915, and combined the facult;e, and facilitie, of 
the two in,titution,. The ••me year, 1924, the Board of 
Tru,tee, changed the name to Harding College. The College 
continued it, operation, in Morrilton until 1934 when the 
facilitie. and •ite of a college plant once occupied by Gallo-
way College in Searcy, Arkan,.,, were purcha,.d and the 
institution moved to its present location. 
The College wa. named in memory of Jame, A. Harding, 
co-founder and fir.t Preaident of Na.hvil!e Bible School (now 
David Lip•comb College), in Na,hville, Tenne,ee. Preacher, 
t eacher and Chri•tian educator, Jame. A. Harding gave to 
hia co-workera and a"ociatea an enthu,ia., for Chriatian 
education that r emaina a •ignificant tradition at Harding College. 
The College ;, under the control of a '<11-pe'Petuating 
Board of Truateea who are m ember. of the church of Chri,t. 
The College attempts to be non.,.ctarian in apirit and prac-
tice. It enrolls students of any religious faith. 
Location 
Searcy i• the county "'at and trading center of White 
County, one of the large,t count;., in Arkan•a•. Population 
of the town ia about 7,000. Searcy ;, 50 mile, northea,t 
of Little Rock on U. S. Ifighw.y 67 and 115 mile, we.t of 
Memphi,, Tenne,ee, on U. S. Highway 64. Tran,portation 
to Searcy by train;, via Mi,ouri Pacific Railroad to Kensett, 
three mil., from Searcy. Bu, traveler. reach Searcy by Missouri Pacific Trailways. 
Campus Facilities 
fl'US FACILITIES 19 
$500 000 make 1 d at more than ' d best-, rlucational facilities,hva u~st efficien , compact an 
ullcge P an . the South. I t one oft em ppcd campuses m . . 
d · · m Butldmg · the •nistration-Au ttonu . . building occuJ.nes . 
. t t"on Auditormm . dmimstrative 'l'he Admims ra 1 - us It contams a d . class-
"""! pa.> 'ffin mall auditori=, recor t'ng capacity of 
T on the camp · ding stu 10s, 
d fnculty o ces, s ditorium with ?-.sea J 
llns and a l~rgeb a.yding is air-conditione . l 0. The entire Ul 
t Memorial Library . d d equipped with 
'<mon . ir-conditwne ·~- . It will ac-
The new library _Is a nd lighting facilities. ne time. 
he most modern heat~~Yr~ of the student body at o •Hunodate about one-
. Studies Building . . d b "lding houses the 
h"rncan air-cond>hone m bu,ineaa 
This new th:ee:tsfudies, offices, clhs~~~ili~ies and a 
hool o~ AmeJIC;ractice rooms, researc f visual aid ma-l• bora tones an . pped for all types o . til auditorium equi 
••nls. 
· voice, 
fl
rsic Hall · t dios for Piano, 
"ld" contains s u tice rooms The music bm mgl has classrooms, prac h It a so ... b md and c o~usd rtment facilities. ntl other music epa 
The campua con,;,,, of about forty acre. within ea,y 
walking di•tance of the bu,ine, ooction of town. Additional 
college Property, chiefly land belonging to the college fanna, lies southeast of the campus. 
/C l<od., Memorial Fie!~ H o::.. ba•ketball court•, a:d '~!:,~; 
The field house as showers, classr~oms 
flll k, equipment ro~~sfor physical education. I wilities for sports a 
The twentY-two building, of the college plant and its 
other a,ets are valued at more than $5,000,000. Equipment 
utus Student Center . . a community center for 
" Thi• air-conditioneditb]';~~,: ilie college book,tore~&:: ludents and t
eachers. bl" ations alumni f t dent pu IC ' "l"t· ffi s o s u d other faci 1 Ies. ,Jnce, inn, o ce banquet room an t.udent darkroom,
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Residence Halls 
HARDING COLLEG 
21 
Laboratories and Studios Five dormitories provide housing for approximately 3 
women and 350 men. Pattie Cobb and Cathcart Halls a 
r esidences for women. Men live in Armstrong Hall, Ea 
Hal! and West Hall. Most of the rooms in the dormitories 
except East and West Halls , are built on the suite plan wit}! 
connecting baths for each two rooms. "Vet Village" provide 
apartments for married students. They are not restricted to ve era s.
Faculty Housing 
. I ical sciences there are a~e­c' both physical and bw :f'here are three J.,ge bhf""" 
I <'quipped bbo<aton:. anying stockrooms,_ a a'::; -
I '·•lrntories WitThhacc~y~cs laboratory providles ebio)_ 
d offices. e p 1 h sics. Two arge . 
I I,',~ the basic co';lrse in ?ol :~~ ~o~ courses in bactenol-
•I<O<atodes prov.•de I';~J::iant physiology: uip-
umtomy and an~ma the cooking labo<atones ;j'j eq The 
lu home econom>cs,l t . stoves of latest mo e s. h' g Sewell Hall , completed in 1952, has seven modern apart-
ment,. In addition the College owns and rents to faculty 
and staff a number of private residences on and near th, campus. 
Other Buildings 
Additional facilities include an indoor swimming Pool, 
scionce a nnex, home economics demonstration house, train-
ing school and academy building, infirmary, heating plant, 
workshops, laundry and other service buildings. 
The Library 
The Primary purpose of the college library is the enrich. 
ment of the curriculum by the provision of materials related 
to course offerings and by guidance in the wise use of such materials. 
Library holdings include approximately 37,000 volumes, 
200 periodicals, eight daily newspapers and hundreds of 
pamphlets. In addition to printed materials an excellent col-
lection of recordings, consisting of approximately 650 records 
in music and speech, is cataloged and available for student 
listening. A collection of <nusic scores has also been initiated. 
The library staff, in cooperation with the Various de-
Partmenta, offe,., an unusually complete program of training 
in the facilities and use of the library. Library instruction 
is offered through appropriate classes to freshmen and sopho-
mores, while continuous individual instruction is given as the demand arises. 
The Student Handbook and the Faculty-Staff Handbook 
may be consulted for the detailed statement on library Policies and regulations. 
"'h both gas and :,:~t;I~ machines a!'d othe~e~a~o:::e 
''" laboratory has. lothing and texhles. At I home 
1•11\Cnt for courses m ?t majors to pursue ac ua ent house permi s 
flnl{oment and consumer programs. classroom-studio and '' ~r.~:; Art Department haks tah.~rggepainting, ceramics and k t a· s for s e c I ' ' lurge wor s u w T 
I ,.,., and crafts. . ddition to its studio fac. d 
' 'The Speech Dei?artment m ~he college auditoriums an 1. . I qmpment uses 
nnd c moca e · facilities. facilities, 
h•'lsionai record.mg. with its excellent staghe L. hting 
The large auditormm, f Music and Speec . Ig . t t th
e Departments o t"l Make-up studws, HI asse o lly versa I e. 
I sound facilities are unusua oms for costumes and scel~e],~ 
),', ,.;ng rooms an~ :~r:f:g;.o The auditorium has "c- •g 
'' located beneat 16 m motion pictures. und projectors for m . 
Recreational Facilities . -
. - in Rhodes Memoria~ Field Indoor recreation. Islcednt~~~~e basketball court~, m~oor 
I facilities me u e · rink boxmg rmg, 
I louse. ts lley ball courts, skatm~ I g~ trampol;ne. 
uftball flodor, vot ping pong tabl~s a~ ar ol makes year-huffieboar cour sd white-tiled swimmmg po 
A steam-heate ' h 
. ing possible. I . fields for touc -' uund swnnm I cilities include two P ayfinfd sporls. There luotb';;;:d~~~tb:n, bat'b~I te':::.~s ~~:;,. e The Academy has 
"' five cone<ete-sur ace ound in 
r ts 
0
~~rf~~!b~!l!el!creadti:~~!s:~iJ~e;t c:n:~r.be T1ed ~~k= 
· t lounges an rt rooms an 
the dormi .ory. have kitchenettes, pah. Yd kroom is avail-' 's dormitones . d hotograp IC ar 
t ~ . n sets. A well-eqmppe f p mera enthusiasts. VtSio. h St dent Center or ca nble m t e u 
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HARDING COLLEG 
Expenses 
The boarding student can meet all regular expenses 
tuition, feea, room and board for approximately $730 fort 
school year (except atudents in the School of America 
Studiea). The non-boarding atudent can meet expenaea 
tuition and feea for about $300. Billa are due and payable a the beginning of each semester. 
Room and Board 
Rooma in all dormitoriea '"' $12.50 for four weeks 
Meala at the college cafeteria are $35 for four weeka. Becauae 
of po,.ible inatability of food costs the College reserves the 
right to change cost of meals without previous notice. 
Regular Tuition and Fees 
The achool year of nine months ia divided into aemeatere 
of 18 weeks each. For a atudent carrying the normal load of 
16 houra in the regular liberal arta Program the following would be the expense: 
$9.00 
Tuition (- per semester hour) 
Registration fee (activities, library, health) 
Total 
$J44.oo 
Semester .... 
30 
$150 
Year 
$240 
60 
$300 
Fees for School of American Studies 
Coat of tuition, feea, apecial tripa, board and room ia 
$1,000 per Year for atudents enrolled in the School of Ameri. 
can Studiea. For non-boarding students the cost ia $575. 
Special Tuition and Fees 
Private inatruction in Piano, voice, violin, orcheatra or 
band inatruments and speech require in addition to the 
semester hour charge a special fee as follows: 
,.;s _ _________ _ 23 
~Tircial Fees 
. t ·att"on fee (after day set n•iJS I 
lur regular enrollment) 
., of class, each change 
tntement in class after 
"'ccessive absences 
, ·Up examinations 
atl.on of applications for r•pnr 
traching certilicates 
n~cripts 
$ 5.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1 .00 
1.00 
1.00 
10.50 ,tluation fee ht "stry 
·t in c em ' 5 00 1 , de age de post s 1 ss breakage) · 
each course (returnable, e 
mJcs for Veterans a s tuition, fees, books 
World War II: The govel:nmpel~~ ~ ~ubsistence alloWw an·clde 
f t ·n supp Ies H d" g for OI It,,~ ~~tco~ ~ov~':.'"wi~ah~~~ 'ili~!;"C~:fica~:a '"of Eligibility 
'r II veterans 346 . an I P 
blic Law 16 or . . 550 veterans receive . 
t•r u d Pubhc Law . . penses In 
Korean: Un er college and hvmg ex d dz"-
ffi . t to cover h Id · be ma e 11 -wnnce su C<en ram Application a ou a.ible prior 
II' liberal arta progf th~ College aa early aa po nied by a 
!ly to the Dean o lications should be ~cc?mpa nd by a 
, enrollment. h The :.!'."an• a educational object<ve:r: ahowing 
' •tcment of t e t:'f~ d copy of his discharge pap t t · or cer I Ie . 
holos a <e d , L w 16 for d<a-
' sDe~vicbelerde·c?f.h~se entering uhnd.er ptaut~IVet:rans Adminis-
Isa · d I to t e1r s I 
'hied veterans shoul app Y nseiing and approva . t . headquarters for cou t n\ lOll 
11•/u-nds . . o•ta of a college muat be baa~;~;,~~ 
Since the ope]j":;t c all atudents are gnu~te!t a~ast one .m estimated enrod m. g that they are to remam . 
Two Private lessons Per week 
One private lesson per week 
Class instruction in voice 
Piano rental, one hour per day 
Piano rental, two hours per day 
Semester 
$37.50 
22.50 
7.5Q_ 
4.50 
9.00 
Year 
$75.00 
45.00 
15.00 
9.00 
18.00 
"th the understan m d 
w t f b th regular an ~cme~~n a student withdrawds, bef~:d~oliow~ng p~licy: . ·n be governe Y d 'lpecial tuition WI 
80 
per cent refun 
Within 2 weeks 
60 
per cent refund 
Between 2 and 3 weeks 40 per cent refund 
Between 3 and 4 weeks 20 per cent refund 
Between 4 and 5 weeks No refund 
After 5 weeks 
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. HARDING COLLEGJJ. 
~~d~ - 14 )LARSHIPS 25 
st!Jdent's accoun~· a~d board will be r 
~Ithdrawal have biS In order and the re efund_ed Provided a 
~~0~, or special fees~e1/~ht. ~o refund i~u;:!~ons gove~ning 
m nk s misconduct the . e. Withdrawal result ; of regrstra. 
\'cholarships, Loan Funds, Awards, Student Aids 
a e any refunds ' Institution is und s rom the stu. 
. er no obligation to 
l>r. George S. Benson Student Loan Fund of $1,000.00 
' tablished by the faculty of Harding College in honor of 
B nson's election as Arkansan of 1953. It provides for 
Reserving Rooms 
$ Every reservat. 10. If the rese H?n must be accom . 
provided the reqr;;:t;o::r is cancelled, t~=~ed b! ~ deposit of 
one month befo s Is made to the C 11 eposit Is refunded 
deJ?osit cannot b re the. opening of th o ege not later thaz{ 
It ls returned to ethPP1Ied to the stude:t'semester. A room 
any. breakage or de student at the closes ~urhent expenses. 
provrded the stude t~mage charges to r o t e Year minus 
n s account is in orde ooms or furniture 
Furnishings f R r. 
or ooms 
Rooms are f . 
chairs h urnrshed · th . 
1" ' c ests and m. WI smgle b d 
mens, covers t 1 rrrors. Student h e s, study desk 
Wish to make' tho~e s and such oth s s ~uld bring Pillow!' 
err rooms attractiv:.r articles as they ma; 
Th The Summer Session 
the t e summer session t H 
otal proa-r a arding · . 
h?-mmer sessio~ :mst~ the institution~s a;I Integral Part of 
tIs educational Progr u ent can either accely means of the 
age at Hardi am. Summer t d erate or broad 
dent Thenter an~gc~fet~~:onditioned scl~s=~~;::vl"bthe adva~~ 
e summe . · • r rary, stu 
o_£ six days per ::essron is divided into . -
SIX hours each ter;:k. E A student may c two five-week terms 
. xpenses are as f alrlry a maximum of 
0 ows: 
Tuition ( $7 50 
RegistratioZ: f per s:mester hour) One Term 
B ee (achvitie l"b $45.00 
oard and room s, I rary, health) 
7.50 
Total 59.38 -
Both Terms 
$90.00 
15.00 
118.75 
Reservations d $111.88 $-;;;-; 
mer session shouldabe ~~quests for informat· f . 
Irected to the D IOn or the sum-
ean of Students. 
t term loans to undergraduate students. 
Booth Brothers Memorial Scholarship, established by 
Booth family of Searcy as a memorial scholarship of 
10, allows the income to be awarded annually to a Searcy 
l••nt. 
W. J. Carr Scholarship was founded by a gift of $2,500 
1 W. J. Carr of Junction City, Arkansas. 
glizabeth J. Couchman Memorial Fund of $940, made 
1ble through the generosity of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Couch-
,. of Winchester, Kentucky, permits the income to be 
lied on a student scholarship annually. 
Detroit Alumni Chapter Scholarship provides financial 
I tance to a student whom it selects from the Detroit, 
1 • higan, area with approval of the College. · 
Earhart Loan Fund of $7,500 is used for loans to stu-
Ill!! at Harding. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim G. Ferguson Student Loan Fund of 
000 is available to worthy students who have done satis-
lory work in Harding College for at least one semester 
,,J whose scholarship record is entirely satisfactory. The 
1 imum loan is $150 per semester. The amount loaned 
.my one student shall not exceed $400. 
C. L. Ganus Loan Fund, established by Mr. C. L. Ganus, 
1 , of New Orleans, Louisiana, has made available $2,000 an-
a.tlly as a loan fund for deserving students who could not 
'horwise attend college. As these loans are repaid other 
'•tdcnts make use of the fund. 
Dr. L. K . Hm·ding Memorial Scholarship, created by a 
•ft of $5,000 from Mrs. L. K. Harding of Henning, Tennessee, 
Ill memory of her husband, Dr. L. K. Harding, the eldest 
•n of J ames A. Harding for whom the College is named. The 
•u·ome from this scholarship serves to carry on the type of 
·•rk in which Dr. Harding was so deeply interested. 
Mr. and Mrs. Farris Johnson Student Loan Fund, a sum 
~ I $100 given by Mr. and Mrs. Farris Johnson of Wenatchee, 
.Vushington, is used to assist Bible majors. 
Jesse H. Jones and Mary Gibbs Jones Scholarships, es-
' ablished through the generosity of Jesse H . Jones and Mary 
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Gibbs Jones of Houston, Texas, Provides a fund of $2,000 
nualJy to finance scholarships for young men and wom 
outstanding ability in the Schoo) of American Studies. 
dividua) scholarships va.-,. from $250 to $500 annually. 
Mrs. Pauline Law Scholarship of $2,500, e"ab)ished 
wil) of Mrs. Pauline Law of Granite, Oklahoma, permits 
interest from the fund to be used in scholarships for min; terial students selected by the College. 
Orphan Scholarship Fund of $6,000, raised by friends 
Harding College, Was established to assist students from tain orphan homes. 
Sam. W. Peebles Memorial Scholarship, now $1,500, 
started by comrades and friends of Lt. Sam W. Peebles, 
a graduate of 1938, Who was killed in service on N 
22, 1944. It had been his PUrpose to establish a "'"'"J""'"'""'I~' I 
fund to help deserving students. It is hoped that it may b, 
increased by his friends until it is large enough to fulfill hi, dream.. 
J. M. Pryor Ministerial Student Fund of $150 was 
created by Mr. J . M. Pryor to aid ministerial students. 
Mr. and Mrs. Je"e P. Sewell Loan Fund, now $200, is 
available to deserving "udents who have attended at least 
one semester at Harding College, who are doing satisfactory Work and who are of good character. 
Sterling Stores, Inc., Student Lean Fund of $500 is avail-
able to deserving students who have attended at least one 
semester at Harding College, who are doing satisfactory Work and who are of good character. 
Ralph Stirm.an Scholarship Was established by friends 
and relatives of Ralph Sth·mau, a member of the class of '42, who died of polio in December, 1952. 
Student Loan Fund, amounting to $900, is Provided to help worthy students of Harding College. 
The Ganus AWards of $100 each are given to the boy 
and the girl making the highest scholastic averages at Har-
ding College during the academic Year. These awards are 
given through the generosity of Mr. C. L. Ganus, Sr., of New Orl ans, Louisiana. 
The Sewell AWards, contributed annually by Mr. and Mrs. 
Jesse P . Sewell, grant $100 to a student below Senior standing 
and $100 to a student of senior standing. Funds are to be 
applied on school expenses for the following Year. Recipients 
of these awards are chosen by a committee composed of the 
27 
d two other faculty d partment an 
f th Bibl~ e t Utley of 1 by 
him. M Mor on f 
I '" tablished by r. f $100 each . or 
II I Awards, es nnual awards o 1 ent durmg 
· grant a t deve opm · t H£orma, . the greates . the recipien s. I virl showmg lt will determme The facu Y year. 
· h 1 hips d t in college II Other Sc o ar;bat for every .stu e!ho finds it 
II have shown 'th equal abihty t' n To in-
lluther _studento~~in a co~lege educa ~~rding Col-
li nnposs•ble to worth-while whrf. ships through tl , <' students IS \lish similar sc o ar others to esta 
I legacies. . d Grants-in-Aid . 
h l 
shzhs an t ·n-aid Honor Sc oar r h' s or gran s-I 
· 1 scholars Ip k' graduates 
IIIli' scholarshipsil s~~~~er of high-ra; ~;~o students 
'alnble to a s.m:ior colleges e~ch ~d: Such schSc:lar-
' schools . ~r. JU with specia ne f~ur years. mce 
IO<'Cial abd•t'"\~r awarded for one ;:' ability as well as 
llld g raJ?-ts ma~ aids are basedb ~~o applications wditth. ~ I olarships an h uld su mi mmen a 10 
ltll need, students s do and letters of rehceors or others 
1 · 1 h' recor . 1 teac l'ty ·h•to scholars. Ip dents, principa s,_ bility, persona I 
: their sup~~li!;nof their workb.'~~!;,;:itted to the Dean know the q !'cations may 
I, <·ha racter. App i· cations for entrance. . d t with app I . 
•lu en s . Rehabilitatwn . at 
Vocational . bl d may receove, . l 
rmanently disa e. and financia 
Studentshwho ei:Zs p~ocation~l coll:gs:l~~!ining provdidbdy 
t to t ems ' t f their co · approve 
., cos ard the cos o . bled person" directly 
' istanc~ towl bJ'ective of the dista dent should ap~ly f the 1 
cabona 
0 
1 The s u 
1
. service o 
' '~e~~bilitati~n cju~:h."bilitation coun;:~n!"nd should at t~: 
•o the vocatw'i!':!ucation in his own ~r of the College so I)opartment o!·f the Business Manag 
llnme time no 1 Y. tance necessary. . any ass1s 
may g•ve E •h/oynw;t · 
Student mr help deservmg 
f ork is available to ho expect to 
A limite heir college expensesCoordinator of u students meetk t application to the d ount o w Those w St dent k must ma e wor 
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Employment and obtain specific Work '"ignments befo 
•·eaching the campus. Otherwise, the student should n 
count upon employment by the College. 
Students are advised not to apply for more work the 
is absolutely nece"ary. Any student who works more the 
39.) three hours a day must limit his academic load. (See Pag 
Alumni Association 
Harding College maintains an Alumni Ollice on the sec-
ond Boor of Ganus Student Center. This office serves as the 
center through Which the various activities of the Alumni 
A,ociation are coordinated. The purposes of the A"ociation 
are to promote the welfare of Harding College and a mutually 
beneficial relationship between the alumni and their Ahuo 
Mater. Under the direction of the Executive Secretary an 
UP-to-date file on all alumni is maintained. Meruhership in 
the A"ociation includes aJumn; of Harding College, Arkans., 
Christian College, FUn-per College, Cordell Christian College, 
Western Bible and Literary College, 1\ronea College and Potter Bible School. 
The Alumni News, containing infonuation about the 
College as wei] as alumni, is published quarterly and sent to 
all alumni in the active file. The Alumni 0/Jice a"ists in 
the orientation of new students at the beginning of each 
semester. m the fall two J>eriods of fellowship are planned 
-one in connection with the annual meeting of the Arkansas 
Education A"ociation and the other on the campus during 
the lectureship. The chief activities of the A"ociation are 
held during commencement Week in June at which time the 
annual busine" meeting is held. Alunmi are encouraged to 
make an annual contribution to the Alumni Fund. 
Active chapters of the A"ociation have been organized 
in a large number of centers. New chapters are organized 
annually. These chapters are helpful to the College in re. 
cruiting students, advertising and supplying financial aid. 
They also alford periods of fellowship for the alumni. 
Student Activities 
Co-cun-icular activities at Harding are designed to en-
courage each student's Participation in valuable group ex. 
Periences. Faculty members serve as advisors to all student organizations. 
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udent Association . 
St. osed of all students, d:.: 
• Student Associa;~f~~o~fween the stc:d~~~e::f the 
'do a closer coopity in achieving t~e O~J: of student 
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' 
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n a~d in f~~n~~;i~ilities ?£~he Col~~Y:ts of fifteen 
1,. •lion m t~ r sfudent A"oc,.bon body Representa-
•UncH of t e lly by the stud:nt 
1
° 
1
t,. committees ' . chosen annu_a rve on standmg acu 
f' um the Cou~cil ~h student welfare. h ·11'0 concerne w 
Religious Meetings the 
d Bible classes, he daily chapel an various interests In addition. t? t ro rams to meet the Monday Night 
.,, plans rehgdi?C:s P I gat Harding Is the d by students 
t Tra >bona e discusse t dy '•nlon s. h" h religious theme_s ar t groups also ~ u f 
''"ll at w IC b Special mteres r A senes 0 
I I nculty mem ~~~n work and ev~ge ~,:";hurch is con-
l·•·oblems. of h vital iS<ues aflectmg and ability each 
•• s treatmg tf e tstanding expenence I b men o ou 
\•·• .Y h f 11 semester. r tlurmg t e a 
Honor Society . . 1936 to 
ganized In t Society was or . . n the stu den The Alpha Hono_r superior scholarsdhlp I'ors who have d ecogn1ze . . an sen1 
•urage ab rhip is limited to ]Umof~e Society pres~nts h a 
lv. Mem h:ri, academic record. d ling member w>th t e hu ved a Ig ment to the gra ua 
'·lui at Commenceholastic record. 
·host four-year sc . 
. d Dramatzcs Forenstcs an . I d 
te oratorica an the College enter stb of invitational Contestants fro~ell as a limited num ;~ndable records. 
. hnting contes~hi~ they have. made cC::'mpus Players and 
l •urnaments. In tivities center m Tl he are presented as part 
Dramabc ac F three-act pays . . The Campus 
\lp/w p,; Omega. :;,us.ries. Member~h·~:~he Eta Omega 
I the annual Lyceut. ship Membershidp 1 tic fraternity, I . . b appren Ice . t. onal rama . bil l'lnyers Is Y Psi Omega, na I rior dramatic a -C 'hapter of ~lpha C pus Players of supe ' by invitatiOn to am 
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Music Activities 
Participation in the mu•ic organization, of the crunpu 
open to all Mudent,. The,e organization,, directed by me, 
hers of the music faculty, include the A Cappella Ch<nu., 
Hardi"<J Chorale, the Women's Ch<nal Club, the W 
Sextet, the Men's Ch<nal Club, the Men's Quartet arul 
Barul. These groups appear in programs on the campus, 
fore local organizations and in Mgh schools and churches 
Arkansas and near by states . A radio program, Hymns 
the Harding Campu,, is recorded weekly. Public recitals 
presented by the mu,ic faculty and music majors and 
opera, cast entirely frorn student talent, is produced in 
spring in cooperation with the Speech Department. 
Student Publications 
The Bison, the college weekly newspaper, i, edited 
publi,hed by students. The paper ha. won numerou, award, 
in the competitive events spon,ored by the Arkan,.s College Press Associa ion. 
The Petit Jean, the college annual, is published in the 
spring of each Year by a staff chosen by the editor and busi-
ne, ruanager who have been Previously selected from the senior class. 
Special Interest Clubs 
A number of organizations on the campus are designed 
to afford students with similar academic, profe,ionaJ or 
avocational interests the opportunity of meeting together. 
lnt.,..,tional Relations Club is affiliated with the Na-
tional A"odation of International Relations Clubs. The 
Primary purposes of the organization are to build interna-
t ional understanding through a consciou, effort to appreciate 
the problems of other countries and to analyze and criticize, 
in a constructive manner, the foreign policies of our owu 
government. In 1952-53 a delegation from Harding won the 
two top trophies at the first llfid-South llfodel United Nations 
attended by rnore than thirty colleges and universities. 
The Florence Cathcart Clwpter of Future Teachers of 
America aim, to stimulate the intere,ts of prospective teach" 
ers in professional problems. Afliliated with the national 
organization, the local chapter is one of the largest FTA 
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b h V e served f "t mem ers a d a number o I s 
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t • and natwna "t for those m e \~rt Club offers oppokrttuni tyher and discuss problems . . t wor oge 
I "•ntive de,gn o . writing 
l. m interec'J· b afforo, to thrn:e. interes';f ~~a.ionally 
I' Poetry ud. I "on and cnhcism an · ds for ISCUSS 
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': c.;:,:. Cl~ ~~hu~h;e:t:d!~:r;ufbl\h~!ioclubn h~~~ 
.md coopera hy Members o G Student needed photogr~p d darkroom in anus to the well-equippe 
dL m Series Lecture an yceu . . nd 
d" g universities a ar lecturers from outstani~~al reputation are 
I .. ,~h yed ert artists of _nat th College and the '~tlac an cone for presentatwn to e lrht to the campus 
ununity. 
Social Clubs 
ve been organized t.o , d en's social clubs ~a "f ith opportum-
Women' an m whole•ome •oc>al he w . e attitudes. 
•vide for studenJ!r~ip abilities and coop~i::;;,al parties, 
to develop l~a 1 d regular meetmg,, ' r that each 
Jub activitie• '~' u e It i, the collegh· P~ '?'social club. •nquets an_d ou I~gsitation to members Ip m 'II dent receive an Inv 
Athletics 
of intramural ath-. des an active program h sical education 
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Part. Among the major activitie, are " rag-tag" football, 
ball, baseball, ba<ketba]l, volleyball, tenni, and track 
field events. The excellent and varied facilities of 
Memorial Field 1Iou,e, the indoor 'Whruning pool 
skating rink are used extensively throughout the 
recreational purposes. Harding does not engage in collegiate competition. 
General Regulations 
One of the aims of Harding College is to maintain 
promote Christian standards of life. In all matters perta 
ing to per.onal conduct, •tudent, are exPected to behave 
re'Pon,ible citizens in a Chrhtian conununity. A •tudent 
application for admi,.ion to the in,titution implie, hi, 
ceptance of the objectives and regulations of the College. 
person who is antagonistic to the spirit of the College 
who does not intend to •upport it• regulation, •hould 
enroll. The College aims to have its discipline finn, rea<oc 
able and 'Y>npathetic. It re,.rve, the right to dimn;, 
student whenever in it, judgment the general welfare of tb 
institution seems to require such action. 
Student, are respon,ible for reading and ob,erving all 
regulation, in the Student Handbook. The following b.,;, 
regulations are de,igned to contribute to the welfare of each student. 
Bible Classes 
The College believe, that a knowledge of the Bible and 
an appreciation of its teaching, constitute the foundation 
for building happy and useful live,. Therefore, each •tudent 
;, required each •=e•ter to enrol] in a course in Bible or in 
an approved cour,. in a related field. The course must meet at least three times each week. 
Chapel Attendance 
One of the mo,t important period, of the day ;, the 
chapel •ervice which draws faculty and •tudents together 
in a common experience. The quiet devotional period ;, 
followed by program, which are de,igned to stimulate in-
tellectual, religious and ae,thetic development. Each •tudent is required to attend daily chapel. 
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lc,nce h services each attend churc H re require~ to 
rung and evemng. 
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tudents 11 ge regula-
d bserve co e . 
I udents are ex~dc~he!o p~rticipating in college em campus a 
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lang stude~ts are th~q~~;~Iation must be approved ExceptiOn to Is f t • 
"'' ident. 
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1 olc•nts w their relatwns Ip ho marry secretly or"':" h. with the College. •••tomatically sever 
Women stu-the use of tobacco. fi their T I College di.courage• k Men must con ne f 
;:• not permitted to s:;:o ye.rooms or to the room o to their own dormi or 
h•' ',llstudent who smokes. 
" from the College I . I . nd week-end, away ardians b
l',.rmi,wn '";.:f.~n consent of parentde~ts"::re not per' 
IU r
1
''' '!!~\~:he dormitory offie>alj;t !:;;, friend' in town. t c 1rec . ff-ca pus overnig ,, d to remain o 
•<I Cowiuct . ob.aene literature and picj 
bling hazmg, "th the mora llrinking~o1::ty a~e n~t :on'i'lit':.~e;:';, are expected 
'''"t ~nd of a Chri•tian inst<tub~';;emWve' accordingly. •II< ar s. h" f ct and govern ' •cognize t IS a 
Personnel Services 
·r ble to each student to ass~st · are avai a . · elude regis-p nnel services . M . or services In . 
. erhfs total devel.op~~dt. I t:!ting and counselmg ac-lurn. ln . ntation, lndiVI ua 
«·nt<on , one t needs. ember who •erve, 
'ording tho sttuJ:::t is a ssigned to a .facul~ mpersonal problems. Eac s u b th academic an AS his advisor for o 
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Freshmen and sophomores are generally assigned to lo\\ 
divl,ion coun,.,lor.. At the end of the •ophomore year s 
dents are counselled by the department chairmen in th 
respective major fields of interest. The Personnel Offi 
maintains a cumulative folder of information on each stude 
The Personnel Office is responsible for the college cale 
dar, the coordination and supervision of •tudent activit; 
and the maintenance and general oversight of the residen 
hal!,. In addition, this office provides vocational guidance f 
students and maintains a placement service for alumni the College. 
Health Service 
The Health Program provides within the registratio costs the following services for all students: 
1. A physical examination at the beginning of the semester in which the student enters. 
2. Emergency and accident care which can be ade-
quately administered in the college infirmary. 
3. Surgery fee for an acute attack of appendicitis. 
4. Hospitalization in the college infirmary upon 
recommendation of the college nurse. Since hospitaliza-
tion beyond our own infirmary •ervice is not included, 
students are advised to obtain insurance for more com-prehensive coverage. 
Smallpox vaccination is a requisite to entrance. 
Health service does not cover cost of drugs, extensive 
examinations, X-rays, dental care or medical attention for 
chronic illnesse, or accidents, including those incurred in 
voluntary actlvlt;e, such as intramural sports and outings, 
which require the services of a physician or outside hospital;. 
zation. These services >nay be arranged through the nurse 
but the student will be expected to pay the additional cost. 
A student may select hi, own physician in consultstion 
with the Health Service. The College does not assurue finan. 
cia! responsibility for medical service arranged by the 
student. F;nancial responsibility of the College for health 
service ends with the termination of one's student status. 
Academic Information 
Admission 
Harding College desires to admit students who are 
qualified to contribute to the college environment and can 
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. . ed An applicant's eligi-f, lltn t he . opportumii:~a~~~ic ~reparation, character, 
, ll•cided m terms o . . to do college work. II 
'nterests and abihty . . to Harding College 
>11 I f dmiSSlOn d'd te ·ltcation forms or a udents. Each can I. a 
II •htained fro~ thd ~,j,n t~~ ~tjectives and reg_ulat;;:~: 
I '•rome acquamte w ed for prompt actwn 
I oiJege. It is st:ongf;' urtmitted by July 15. The 
I :uns for a~misswn e s~urnished: an official tran-
" informatiOn must be the letters of recommenda-
,f the high school re~or?, f s fully completed. A 
d nd the admissiOn orm lication. Mar-•·,;tpu~:r: ot$10 should acctompat;h;~!da~~nd a deposit of . . an apar men 'udcnb desmng d t 
. h' h schools, or non-gr~ ua es 
'"'duate, of acc_redr~ O:~et the academic requrr~m:: 
I 'acceptable umts,_ m y Hicial tran•crlpt. Apphc'j, 
111\ission ~y pdrehs~n~I~~h~~l~, or those with fewe;q~i:e~ 
tnaccredite Ig . meet entrance r 
l t ble high school credits, hmla Y . I and achievement , ''P a . certain psyc o ogica 1 by passmg 
uc:ed Standing k at a recognized 
\ student who has cJ:'p1d!;;ttt;t'to Hacdi~g Co~~fd 
c or university may C d' dates for admisswn shh I d 
t ndinO' an I · t f high sc oo II, ndvance s a !"Student' a transcnp o. . I the 
··nt to the Dean. o .'· . f honorable dismissa ' 
II e work mdicatwn o . ed letters of recom-1 co eg . . ' f rms and the reqmr 
,,Jnr admisswns o I t student's 
I t' · ht t eva ua e a raHa~~~~g College reservel the ~~ cou~ses as meet theh re-
.· and to accept on Y su . Not more than t ree 
""cupt bl' hed for graduatwn. ·n be accepted 
d>Cments e•ta " k or 96 seme•ter ho~" ~· lleges not 
,.., of college. wor For gcaduates ~f )Unwr ~an•ferred. 
'Ord gra~ga~.,:~,ter hours of credrt "':~::dited in•titu-
l;~:e t;;e~h~~~;~;frn~~~kc:~~r~!~koed hZ~~~~"\.;'~:'?i~~::~ 
•ms mayb . f satisfactory wor co ' on the asis o 
utrance Tests . d to take a series of tests as_ a 
Each freshma~ is require Test results ~re made avail-l
rt of his orientatwn proglr amt~ assist in guidmg the studlentf 
1
11 
d t's counse or . · d remova o ble to the stu en the recogmtwn an ~~ the selection of courses, 
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weakne,., and the •election of fields of interests compaJ 
with ability and previou, preparation. A •tudent falliny 
low on the psychological test will be given probationary sL, 
until he demonstrates ability to do college work. 
Classification of Students 
Regular students carrying 12 or more hours per sema 
who have met entrance requirement, are cla,ified a. frt 
men. Those having 27 hour. of college credit at the bev 
ning of any seme,ter are e1assified a. sophomore,. Th 
with 60 hours are juniors. Those with 87 hours are ""''·"""• 
The neces,.ry scholar.hip must be maintained at each le, 
Non-degree students who do not meet entrance · 
but who wish to enroll in certain courses for personal""'""''"·-
ment may, upon approval of the Dean, be admitted as "!-''-""• students. 
Academic Regulations 
Class and Chapel Attendance. Admission to college im 
plies that the student will observe the regulations of 
•chool in regard to e1a, and chapel attendance. Regul" 
attendance and Pa<ticipation in cla,room activit;e, are nece, 
sary for the attailllnent of a student's educational objective 
Regular chapel attendance contributes to his moral, •piritual and intellectual growth. 
If the College should find that the student doe, not intend 
to meet hi, respon.ibilities for attendance at classes and cpapel, he will be asked to withdraw. 
Class Changes. No student is permitted to change or 
leave a cla, without the approval of the in,tructor, the coun. 
selor and the Dean. Any student changing a cla" will be 
charged a fee of $1.00 unle" the change is required by the 
institution. Cla, change, are not Permitted after the third 
week of any seme,ter except for unusual circum,tances and 
only with the approval of the in,tructor, counselor and the Dean. 
No charge is made for dropping a class. Any class 
dropped without the unanimous approval of the instructor, 
counselor and Dean will be marked F. Even though permis-
sion is given, a failure i, recorded if the student is below pass-
ing grade in the course at the time it is dropped. 
Late Enrollment. Students enrolling after the day set 
for registration are charged a late enrolhnent fee of $5.00. 
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. d I. s also reduced ac-k t be carne t r course wor o 
t , time of entr~nce. fter the third week o~ .the 
nt is not permitted a h first week of either 
r IlK somes e:s . this regulation mus 
t and after t e t be ap-
r " Exceptwns to I and the Dean. . 
(1,, instructor, th~ counse b:r of examination_s, m-
. A ufficient num t rovide a 
1 
•titans. 
5 
d ·ng a semester 
0 
P t k 
f IIIII, a re given urs udents are expected _to a e 
hnsis for grades: ~ If a student misses an I Che
duled exammatwns. fi ed by the college r .. ~ ·11 con rm · ·t bec
ause of I ness . . a college achvi Y I f ·ll . . t "cipatwn m · d 
f •mily phy,.c•an, par' or other cause sanctwde t 
I hy the faculty '"""'"\nation may be arranged ", 
f ·t'ltrar, a make-up exam I n emergency a stu en 
:ut.lnce of the instructor. n final examination out of 
nted permission to .ta~e a f the instructor and the '.c b ermisswn o . f 
hcdule only Y p f $100 examinatwn ee. 'd 
' I by the payment o R . ts of seme•ter and m• ; 
•rts and Grades. eports or guardians. A repor t to paren . rades are sen t t any hme. •~•~factory workh.may ~~ts~~ the student in each course l•nlnrship or ac Ievem 
" . iCd as follows: . 
\ - Excellent or o~tstandmg 
11-Good to supenor 
C-Average 1 st passing mark . 
!)-.Below averag~, the o:eovable by second examination F.--conditional failure, re . 
~'-Failure "thout reference to the quahty $-Satisfactory, but WI 
of achievement 
!
- Incomplete I d passing grade 
W-Withdrawn WI a dent has been una e o "th pprova an bl t 1 
may be given only ::0":,. t~~i~\:' in the judgm~~! b~ ':;,~ 
·o•lcte a cour'b for u~avoidable. Incomplete~{;'ted within 
'' uctor have ~en semester. Those not com 
c•d the followmg t" lly become F . d"t 
. d t" automa Ica h of ere I t 1pecifie Ime H A semester our f 18 f s ester our. ek or 
Definitih o :;-;"recitation or lecture "k.,';eequivalent •lll ires one ouhr hours of laboratory wor k Two or t ree 
• ~n~ hour of recitation. . In order to determin~ th~ 
I . Honors and Hh.onlr ~o~~~·following points are assigne 'udent's scholars Ip eve ' 
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for each hour of the indicated grade : E, F and S, 0. 
Students who achieve a scholastic level of 3.30 poi 
during their entire college course are graduated "cumla 
Those with an average of 3.60 are graduated "magna cu 
laude." Those who have an average of 3.85 are gradua "summa cum laude." 
Scholarship Levels. Students are urged to keep th 
"hoJa,.,hip levels a. high ., po,ible. The grade-poi 
average is the ratio of grade points achieved to the hou 
carried during the semester. Those falling below a ~1-''v ....... ~,. 
grade-point average will be placed on scholastic nrohat1:on• 
This average for the different cla,ifioations of studenia as follows: 
Fres1unen ...... .. ... .. .. .. . . ..... . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . ... .. . . .. . ... 1.50 
Sophomores . .... ........ .... .... ..... ... ...... .. ... ......... .... ..... .... .. 1.65 
Juniors ···· ··· ·· ····· ········· ·· ········ ······· ·· ······· ···· ········ ·· ·· ·· ···· · 1.90 
Seniors ....... .... ..... .. ... ..... ............. ....... .... ... ...... .... .... ..... 2.00 
If a student falls below his specified level, his counselor 
or the "hola,.,hip committee w;Jl advi<e with him. If he fall, 
below the level the following «me.ter he will be placed on 
"hola.tic Probation. A <tudent may remove this probation 
by achieving a «rue.ter grade average above the probation 
level. If a student on "hola.tic probation fails, in the judg. 
ment of the scholarship committee, to show satisfactory im. 
provement in hia work, he w;Jl be asked to withdraw froru the 
College. A student who fails in more than 50 per cent of the 
hou,., for which he ia enrolled may be "ked to withdraw 
from the College. One who b., been a.ked to withdraw be-
cau,., of low schola,.,hip may be Permitted to re-enroll pro-
bationally after the lapse of one semester. 
A student on scholastic probation, or one whose «>mula-
tive grade-point average is below 2.00, will be limited to not 
more than the normal load. When a student is on schol.,tic 
probation, he is not Permitted to repre<ent the College in any 
extracurricular activity, such a. chorus trips, debating, 
draruatic productions and student publications. This re.tric-
tion also appliea to a student who, in a given aerueater, falls 
below his specified average unle, he h., a cumulative aver-age of not less than 2.00. 
The College will attempt to notify both the student and 
his Parents regarding the student's scholarship deficiency. 
The student, however, is at all tiruea peraonally responsible 
for maintaining proper academic standards. 
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load is 16 hours I W k The normal courrtse f their expenses o or . k for pa o . d 
St dents who wor k to be carne . 
J • ~he amount of course wo;nroll for only 16 
,h.d Jl8 to 21 hours a week maflimit their load to 
tong . 22 to 28 hours mus r the Dean ' 1,.:,V,"':~~oaes of regis\':~~~'f~0~";hl: ;chedul'; 
lit -.tudents to varhy lonehip level for the sfemesdi·e{ 
h e sc o ars 18 h rs o ere . 
h mores d' ~s is 3.00 may ~arry I f o~he semester t l:v pre.ce m scholarship leve <?r 
uu l semors whose 19 hours of credit. "' 3.00 may carry 
. t fior Degrees Requzremen s h 1 of 
d ees· Bac e or the following egr . . Bible and College con~ers and Master of Arts m holastic 
o·holor 'd~-~~~~n~~ achieving a aatistact~r~o~ moral 
" In a . I 10 for any degree must e ~val to attain 
llu• cand>dd!:',t must have faculty a~phis aenior ~ear 
'\ ~ s\)uring the firat ";h"b':"a~ a lormalapphca-1.1 u d.'d te must present to e cnn 1 a 
f r Kt·aduation. S . e Degrees 
'' of Arts and Bachelor of . c~en~he completion ofb 1~8 I ' degree requires f h. h must e m 
'"' Baohe o" k at lea.t 32 o _w •c enior year. 
t ••t• hodrs ~f l';,~r than 15 o~ these ml ~hJu~ation listed 
I ,.,.o a~ no re uirements m Gener~ advanced level 
lu•t sat.sfyF ~~ fi~e hours must be m hola,.,hip level 
••••• ~e st.:'de~; must ha~e all a:~k~~~nted for grad-, . . . r field and m a w 
(J() in his maJO t I major are 
h departmen a t •II. . ents for eac f the depar -~pecific "'\!"'"'" description of courses or rred upon 
llo nod precedu£1, ~se stated the degd c~~ent is the 
I I. Unless o e h rriculum of any ep rompletion of t e cu 
hclor of Arts. 
. · .r Curriculum OruanzzattOn OJ • The 
.::.· . t two phases. 
· divided m 0 . d Minor The college prograJ:? ~ents and the MaJor an -1 Education Reqmre ;. nora t' 
Ids of Concentra wn. of Arts in Bible 
' •• . the degree of Master 
For information c~~c~h~r~;aduate bulletin. ,nd Religion consu 
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The General Education p 
Th rogram 
e complex · 
understandin CI~cumstances of our . 
our lives mos gt ol f blasiC principles in th times require 
f l 'f c ose y Th . e areas wh · h IT o I e and of the h . . e scwnces give in . h . IC a 
be related t th p YSICal world and Sig t Into the 
philosophy ~nd ~hadvanc~ment of hum::g_;:l~t how t?ese na 
which have in .e 'Jeative arts reveal th ·a are. Literatu 
culture. Histo;;lr:nd man. alnd helped t~ b:ii~ and vV>><.;C il-
men to meet th . socia science our 
to better understr d ~asic social proble!:e:ed th~ efforts 
~~ onte'ds own nat~:: ~:gd\eJ~~se disciplines :it1.o~nt the 
e s u ent to a . a Ion to his C t 
in which he 1' rnve at wholesome attitudea or should ena 
The G IVels and his responsibil't· es toward the 
11 enera Educ t' I Ies to man d a students th ~ Ion requirements . an to 
essential and fuesd basic understandings ate ~esigned to 
to furnish a brn ~~ental skills which ali h fJelop 
level courses. Fa ounda.tion of knowles ou possess 
following gro . or convemence they dgbe f<;r advanced 
I ups. may e listed in tho 
· Understanding Rer . 
Values: Bible 10:J., {~~us and Spiritual 
Il. Understanding th H .............. ................... 2 
1. The means of e uma~ and Creative s;i~l·~:··· · · ··· ·· 
English 101-10~o:~usmca,tion: . 
2. Th .' Peech 101 e creative spirit: ..................... ....... 9J 
Humanities 103, 201, 202 
III. Understanding the L ' . ................... .. .. .. ... 10 
1 Th rvmg World· .......... .. 
. e World of lif B' . 
2. Heal h e: rology 101-102 
Ph : and recreation: .... ............ ........ 6 ./ 
IV. Unde~~~c=~i!ducation 1~3, 203 .. .. .... .. .... ..... .. 
1 Th 1 g the Physrcal W ld· .... .. ......... 6 
. e anguage of or . 
Math . mathematics· 
2 ematrcs 101 or a m · 
. ;he ?hysical World: ore advanced course .. .... 2 j 
hysrcal Science 101 102 
V. Understandin th .' .............. ..... . .. 
1. The . g e Socral World: .. ..... .. ......... 4 
. Amerrcan scene: 
2 Socra] Science 101, 102 
. Wo~ld affairs and intern~~;· ..... .. ......... : ...................... 6 
Socral Science 201 202 onal relatrons: 
VI. Understandi ' ....... .. .............. . 
Psych 1 ng Human Behavior- .................... 6 
0 ogy 201 · 
.. ..... ...... 3 
54 
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-~--~------------------------
llil who complete Chemistry 111 and Physics 
Y wnive Physical Science 102. 
rll'rnl Education program is normally designed 
luunn and sophomore years. The student may be 
fr0111 o.ny specific course requirement if he can 
l hy a proficiency test that he already possesses 
I ',•l' to be sought in the course. Exemption based 
·•·ncy test carries no credit. 
'• · the second semester of the sophomore year and 
t hnn the beginning of the junior year the student 
cl to choose a field of concentration which normally 
or n departmental major of 30 to 40 semester hours 
nur of at least 18 hours. In a departmental major 
t ,,,. hours and in the accompanying minor six hours 
111 advanced level courses. 
th case of students who have made a choice of avoca-
profession for which there is no established depart-
1 major , a special field of concentration may be ar-
vith the assistance of the counselor and the approval 
I >o•nn and the chairmen of the departments concerned. 
, utd area major the student must complete a minimum 
hours in the area, 24 of which must be in advanced 
•JUrses. A minor is not required of those who elect a 
I •rca major. 
I'' nddition to the General Education courses and certain 
otbcd courses in the major and minor fields, other 
• · are selected by the student with the approval of his 
n c•lor. The prescribed courses for each major and minor 
1 tre listed with the offerings. 
Suggested Programs 
Students who have not definitely decided upon a pro-
tOn or a purpose toward which to direct their education 
II find it advantageous to complete as rapidly as possible 
I • prescribed work in General Education. Counselors will 
I lp to outline study programs to fit individual needs, but 
tl"' following is a suggested schedule of courses for the fresh-
' .1n and sophomore years. 
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HARDING COLLE -----------------------------------------------------First Year 
Semester Hours Second Year 
Biology 101-102 .. .... ... ..... .. .. .... 6 
English 101-102 ······ ········· ······· 6 
Humanit ies 103 ..... . .. . . ..... .. ... .. 2 
Semester Ho 
Humanities 201, 202 ... .. .. ....... 8 
Physical Education 103 ....... .. . 3 
Social Science 101, 102 .......... 6 
Speech 101 ······ ····· ···· ··· ·· ···· ······ 3 
Bible 101, 102 ···· ··· ·· ········ ··· ···· ·· 2 
Mathematics 101 ..... .. .......... ... 2 
Physical Education 203 ... .. .. ... 3 
Physical Science 101, 102 ... ... 4 
Electives . . . .. . .... .. .. . ... ... .. . . ...... ... 4 
Psychology 201 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3 
Social Science 201, 202 ... ....... 6 
Bible 201, 202 ... .. . . . . . ..... .. .. . . ... 2 
Electives ................... ............... 4 
32 
Studente who have a definite profession in >nind mo 
find it neoessary to postpone sorue of the Genera] Eduoatio, 
courses and to replaoe them with beginning oourses in the;, 
major fields. The following Pages outline a number of sug. 
gested plans for professional or Pre-professional curriculo. 
Changes should not be made in these programs without tho 
approval of the counselor. For specific requiremente a student 
seeking a Professional degree is advised to consult with hio 
Pre-professional advisor the most recent catalog of the in. 
stitution from which he intends to graduate. The adviso, 
for the pre-professional courses in agriculture, dentistry, 
medicine and medica] teohnology is the ohairruan of the 
32 
Biological Science Department; in arohiteoture and engineer-
ing, the chairman of the Physical Sdenoe Department; in law 
and social work, the chainnan of the Social Science Depart-ment. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
Studente interested in clerioal, secretarial or office 
supervisory positions may elect either the one or two-year terminal programs. 
First Semester One-Year Program 
Semester Hours Second Semester 
Semeste~ Hours 
English 102 ....... .. ........ ... ...... ... . 3 
Business Education 102, 
106, 117 ........................ ........ 9 
Bible 102 ... ........... ... ...... .. ......... 1 
Electives* ...... ..... ... .................... 4 
Business Education 101, 
105, 116 .................. ..... .. .. ..... 9 
English 101 ... ..... ........ .. .... .... .... 3 
Physical Education 103 .......... 1 
Bible 101 ............. ... .. .... .......... .. 1 
Electives* ...... ... .... .......... .......... . 3 
17 
• Elootiv., should bo oh~on &o<n tho foUowJng """""" Business 
•nd Econrunb 108, 112, 201, 205; Psyohology 201; Sooi•l Scien~ 101, 102 and Speech 01. 
17 
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Two-Year Program 
V car Semester Hours 
' s Education 101-102, 18 
. 106 116, 117 ........ ....... . 6 
h Hli-102 ........ ......... .... ... 1 
. I Education 103 ······· ··: 6 
.J Science 101, 102 ··:::::::. 2 
101, 102 .... ..... .. ..... ·.·.·: ........ 1 .. .......... .. ......... 
34 
Second Year Semester Hours 
3 Accounting 205t: ·····2i7···3i7·:·. 6 
· Educa wn ' 8 Busmes~ & Business 10 ' 1 
Economrcs .. . . . .. . . 1 
112, 201-202 .. ................. ...... 2 
nit ies 103 .......... · · 1 Hum~ l Education 203 ... ······. 3 Physica 201 ...... ... . Psychology · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . . . . .. . 3 s ech 101 ..... .. ....... .. ..... 2 
Bpble 201 202 . .... ...... .... ..... ...... 3 
Elect ives' ... ... ... ..... .. ...... ... ........ .. :.._ 
34 
d tion subjects h . g business e uca t d "n teac m Those interes e 1 degree program. . 1 t the fou r-year al<l comp e e 
Four-Year Program 
•t Year 
Semester Hours 
6 
·logy 1~~-1~~i~~·io5.~ios··:. 6 
mes~ ucd Business 
•nomics an . . . . ... . .. 5 108 112 ..... ........ ......... 6 
' 01102 ............ .. I. h 1 - ········ 2 
' .. IS . 'es 103 .. .. .. ..... ... ......... . 
fum~mtrEducation 103 .. ........ 1 
''YSJcal . 101 102 .......... 6 lal Science • 2 
'" 02 ........ ...... . •blc 101, 1 ....... .... -
34 
Third Year Semester Hours 
·n 205-206 ....... ......... ~ 
rc?unti :lducation 317 ........ .. 
llusmes~ & Business 6 
t:<oonomics .. ....... . 
201-202 ........................ ······· · 5 
P:du~tif~J~~ati~~-263"·:: .... .. .. ~ 
Physica 307 .. ...... .. .. ....... . f'sycholo~y 201 . .. .. .. .. . . .. . ... . 3 ~cial Science .............. . ... 3 
Hpeech 101 ·· ............ ..... ... ........ 4 
F.lectives ······ · ....... .. 
34 
Second Year Semester Hours 
. Education 101-102, 15 
Busmess 17 217 ... ....... ..... . 
116, .1. , 201 2o2 .............. s 
Hum~mtr~ducation 103 ........ .. 24 
Physical . 101 102 ... ··· Physical Science ' . . 3 
p hology 201 ·· · · · · ........ · · · · · · · · 2 Bi~l~ 201, 202 ··· ..... .... · ..... ........ _ 
34 
Fourth Year Semester Hours 
. Education 315 ...... .... 3 Busmes~ & Business 9 
Economics 68 ... .. ... . 
322, 330,3305 4"si······.·.·: ......... 1o Education • . 2o3 ... 2 
Physical ~duca~g~ ... .. . ::::::: ... 3 
Social Science ·: .... ... .......... 7 Electives* ..... ...... .... . 
34 
Must include one 300 course m . and Business. · Economics 
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---------------------------------------------------
HOME ECONOMICS (Bachelor of Science) 
The following program is arranged for those prepat to teach home economics. 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
Art 117, 118 ·· ··················· ······· 6 
English 101-102 ······················ 6 
Home Economics 101, 102 . .. . 6 
Second Year 
Humanities 103 ..................... . 2 
Physical Education 103 .......... 1 
Social Science 101, 102 .......... 6 
Speech 101 ... . .. . ........ .. ....... .. . ... 3 
Bible 101, 102 ..... ..... .... ... ........ . 2 
32 
Semester 
Chemistry 111-112 ..... ..... ........ I 
Home Economics 114, 
201, 202 ···· ······ ·· ········· ··········· 
Humanities 201, 202 ............. . 8 
Mathematics 101 .................... 2 
Psychology 201 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... 3 
Social Science 201 .. .... . .. .. .. .. . .. 3 
Bible 201, 202 .......................... 2 
Third Year 
33 
Fourth Year Semester Hours 
Biology 271, 275 ...................... 8 
Education 301 .......................... 5 
Home Economics 103 or 303 .. 3 
Home Economics 312, 323 .... 6 
Physical Education 203 .......... 3 
Physical Science 101 .......... .. .. 2 
Psychology 303 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . 3 
Electives .................. .................. 3 
Semester 
Education 305, 451 ................ 10 
Home Economics 313, 
324, 331-332, 403 ................ 15 
Social Science 202 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .... 3 
Electives ...... ... ......... .... ... . .... .... 4 
32 
33 
Deviation, from the Genera] Education requiremen.,, 
For leaching major, Biology 271 and 275 are taken in lieu 
of Biology 101-102, Home Economic, 114 i, sub,tituted for 
the lecture part of Phy,ica] Education 103, and Phy,ical Science 102 is waived. 
Non-teaching major, must complete Biology 101-102 and 
Phy,ica] Science 102, but may omit Education 301, 305 and 
451, Home Economic, 403 and the two-hour lecture Part of 
Phy,ica] Education 203. Sociology 255 may be •ub,tituted for 
Psychology 303. Such •tudent, may eleet not more than •ix additional hours in home economics. 
INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT AND DIETETICS 
(Bachelor of Science) 
The following program prepare, the •tudent for po,itions 
in in,titutional management, dietetic, and related fields. 
Semester Hours 
t1~l .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. i 
1 unics 102 ·············· 
2 
t' IOl~i· ·.·.:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.· i 
t uco.tion"' 103 ··· ····· 
6 ICC 101, 102 ....... ... 3
1
to2··:::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 
31 
Semester Hours 
8 '7 1, 275 .... : ............... .. 
and Busmess 
6 ,., ...................... .. 
.,00;;_;i~·s 331-332, 
9 ........................ 1 
gd~~~t.ion 203 .. .. .. .. .. 
3 •II~ 2.~.~ .. ::::::::::::::::::::::: · 5 
45 
Second year Semester Hours 
7 Chemistry 111~11;_i4···2oi··:::: 5 
Home Economrcs 02 , ..... 8 
Humanities. 201, iOl i6'2·: ..... 4 
Physcial ~crenc201 io2 . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Social Scrence • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Bible 201, 202 . . ... . ...... -
32 
Fourth year Semester Hours 
01 324 .......... 7 Chemistry 3 '. 3l3 ... 324, 
Home Economics ' .. 15 
335 336, 403 .. .. .. .......... .... 3 
Psych~logy 307 ............... ::::::::: 7 
Electives ...... .... .. ...... ... ...... -
32 
32 · Physical . 114 takes the p ace o 1110 Economics I f the lectures m 
ucation 103. . t g!y recommended. <'OUnting 205 rs s ron 
('EDUCATION . hould follow for the 
. to teach music s ro ram for the 
I hose pla~h~gcurriculum belolw .. dT~Ye fhe gchairman of two years ill be out me d senior years w ., an 
ft•partment. 
t ,.( Year 
Semester Hours 
6 •logy 101-102 ................. ..... 
6 !ish 101-102 ....... ........ ....... 2
t t hcmatics 101 ................ · .. · 8 
' . 111-112 .......................... 3 1111~ Ed tion 103 ......... . llys•cal uca 2 
l(~~h1~~i ............................................................. : ~ 
s:ble 101, 102 .................... ... . 
32 
Second year Semester Hours 
't' s 201 202 .............. 8 Hu~am re 132 , 251-252 ........ 10 
MUSIC 131, . ' 101 102 ...... 4 
Physical Scrence •............... 2 
Piano 10~ ................ l02 .......... 6 
Social Scrence 101, ... 2 
Bible 201, 202 .. ..................... -
32 
l'lnno an VOl d ·ce majors Should consult WI .th the chairman 
I the department. 
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PRE-AGRICULTURE 
Students planning agriculture as a vocation or profc 
may take one Year or in certain instances two years of 
agricultural training at Harding. The following is the 
gested arrangement of courses. 
First Year 
Semester Hours Biology 101-102, 104-105 ...... 8 
Chemistry 111-112 ...... ............ 7 
English 101-102 ......... .... ....... .. 6 
Humanities 103 .. . . .. . ..... .... .. .... 2 
Physical Education 103 ..... .. ... 3 
Speech 101 . .. . . ..... ... . .. . . . ... . ..... .. 3 
Bible 101, 102 .......... .... .......... .. 2 
Second Year 
Semester 
Biology 271, 313 ...... ...... ......... . 
Chemistry 151, 301 .. .. ... ... ..... . 
HUlllanities 201, 202 . ............ . 
Psychology 201 ............... ... .... .. 
Bible 201, 202 .......... ........ .... .. .. 
Electives* .. .... . .. .. ...... .... ...... ..... ~ 
31 
* Sociology 203, 204 are recommended for transfer to the University of Arkansas or Arkansas State College. 
PRE-ARCHITECTURE 
Students planning a career in architecture, architectu 
engineering or regional and city planning should expect 
spend five years to complete a degree. 
Those who transfer to Loui•iana State Univer,ity ll>a) 
complete the requirements for the degree in Architectural 
Engineering in two year. and a •ummer tenn alter fini•hin, 
the following two-year cour.e here, Provided no grade of D 
is received on work to be transferred. 
First Year 
Semester Hours 
Chemistry 111-112 ... ...... ........ . 7 
English 101-102 ...................... 6 
Humanities 103 .. ..... . .. .... .. . ... . . 2 
Mathematics 151, 152, 153 .... 10 
Speech 101 .... . . ... . . ... . .... ... . . ...... 3 
Bible 101, 102 ..................... ..... 2 
Electives . . . ... .... . .. . ..... . .. . ....... ... . 2 
Second Year 
Semester Hours Art 221-222 .............................. 4 
Chemistry 151 . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 3 
Mathematics 251-252 ............ 8 
Physics 201-202 ....... .. ...... ....... 8 
Social Science 101, 102 .......... 6 
Bible 201, 202 .. ....... ......... ........ 2 
Electives* .............. ....... .... ....... 3 
32 
* Political Science 250 or Geography 212 is recommended. 34 
PRE-DENTISTRY 
The minimum entrance requirement of most schools of 
denti,try is three year. of college work with a •choJa,.ic 
average of 2.50 for all work transferred. Preference is fre-
quently given to those who hold the Bachelor's degree. Stu-
47 ... ""''"ll I'ItO~G~R~A~M~S~-----------­
. g dental . before enterm . -
t h to obtam. a del?'r:eeither chemistry or bw 
I' <O)ect "' the>r maJo "" li•ted below. Thobe 
II , nnd include those cou ears should follow t e 
hr I ransfer afte[; threeeq~est Harding wi~llco~fel 
twro outlined. pon r'th a major in bw ogica 
uf Science d;1Ie~ ;he suggested. program ~v:~ 
I udents who o o I te two years m an appr 
ho successfully comp e . St 
I nlistry. . the School of De~b,try, ld 
Ill transferrmg t? 't of Kansas City, shou ' t or the Umversi y h r rst Y 
f II · ng courses. 
___ ,,., t lw 0 OWl Second Year S ester Hours 
em 
7 h . try 111-112 .... ........... .. . 8 
C emis T 201 202 .. ...... .. .. 
Humam le.s 15l 152 .. .... .. .. 7 Mathematics . ' 
3 
1 
· 1 Education 20 ....... . .. 
PhyslCa . 201 202 . . . .. .. .. . 6 
Social Science ' .. .. . .. . .... . . 2 
Bible 201, 202 ...... · .... · ............. 2 
Electives · · ......... · ...... · ... · -
33 
r Semester Hours 
Ill 102, 104-105 ...... ~ 
ICII 102 ...... ............... . 2 
103 ......... ......... ..... 1 
.rlucation 103 ...... .... 2 
dcnce 101 .......... .... 
6 ,, nee 101, 102 · · ... · .... 
3 Ill ................................ 2
I , 102 ....... ..... 2 
................................ ~ 
32 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
3 Bio lo~y 26315i .. 3oi~3o2 ... ·.·.·.·.·.· .. 11 
Chemistr1Y01 10•2 .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 6 G n - ..... 8 Ph~~~s 201-202 .............. ::·.·.:·.·.: 3 
p hology 201 .... . · ..... ... · · 3 Eilc~ives · · ..... · · .. · · ..... · · · · ... ...... .... :..__ 
34 
I'NGlNEERlNG ted two-year program for 
J'hc following is af sug~~sschools of engineermg. h I to t rans er y 
n ts w o P an Second ear Semester Hours 
I"' Y•u Sem~t<r Hom• Act 221-222 ·· ··························· j 
. istry 111-112 ................ ~ r'hemistry 151 ....... : ... ..... * ...... . .ij',, 101-102 ...... ···· ·· ·····: 2 iioonomi~ •nd Bu•m•~ .. 6 rn(l
nitie.s 110531 ... 1 .. 5 .. 2 .... 1 .. 5 ..3 .. ..... · .. 10 201-202 ......... . 1 ... 2 ..5 ..2.. .. ....... .... 8 
thematics 25 - ...... ... ... 1 ' thcmatiCs ' Hh 1 Mha sica! Education 203 .... ...... 8 
'"''"' Edu~tion ·:·:·:.·.:.· 3 ;.~,i~ 201-202 ····················· · 2 ' , <'Ch 101 ... ...... ............. . ... . 2 BI'ble 201, 202 ..................... ..... _ lblc 101, 02 ..................... -
31 32 
ld bstitute Chemistry 252. . . s shou su Chemical engineermg maJor 
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Chemical engineering majors who do not object to 
ing additional time to meet 'Pecific requirement, may 
a third year before transferring. The following "rrJ><r,,. suggested: 
Third Year 
Semester Hours Chemistry 301-302, 
343, 351-352 ....... ······· .. ... ..... 17 
Physics 351 or 354 . . . . . . .. 3 or 5 
Electives* ......... ... ...... .. 12 or 10 
32 * Should include Economics and Business 201-202 earlier.
PRE-LAW 
A liberal arts education is considered the best 
legal preparation. Students are advised to elect · a 
centration in social science and to take as much work 
possible in English composition and speech. Those who 
to enter law school after the completion of the · 
and plan ultimately to receive the Bachelor of Arts 
from Harding should consult the chairman of the 
partment of Social Science concerning their PJ::Ogram 
study. Upon request Harding will confer a Bachelor of 
degree on •tudent, who follow the '"••••ted program 
who successfully complete two years of work in an school of law. 
PRE-MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Student, who wi•h to prepare for thi, field of """"i"' 
may choose either a two or a three-year preparatory course. 
Tho,e who carry the three-Year cou"e may •o arrange the;, 
elective, here ., to receive the Bachelor of Science degree in 
biological •cience from thi, in,titution upon the '-ti•factory 
completion of their work in an approved •chool of technology. 
Student, choo,ing the minimum two-year cour,e should follow the outline below. 
First Year 
Semester Hours Biology 101-102, 104-105 ........ 8 
Chemistry 111-112 ................ .. 7 
English 101-102 ...................... 6 
Mathematics 152 .............. ...... .. 3 
Social Science 101 ........ ...... .... 3 
Speech 101 . . ........... .... ...... .. . .... 3 
Bible 101, 102 ...................... .. .. 2 
32 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Chemistry 151, 252 ... ............... 7 
Chemistry 301-302 ... .... .. ...... ... 8 
Physical Education 103 .... .. .... 1 
Physics 201-202 . ..... ... .. ....... ... . 8 
Psychology 201 .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ... . .. . 3 
Social Science 102 . . . . .. . ... . .. . . . .. 3 
Bible 201, 202 .......................... 2 
32 
· Armstrong Hall Room tn 
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· · 10 choosing the three-year program may spread the 
over a longer period and include the required General 
for the degree. The following plan is 
Second Year 
Semester Hours Semester Hours 
y 101-102, 104-105 ..... .. . 8 Chemistry 151, 252 .. ........ ...... 7 
•liStry 111-112 .. ........ .... .... 7 Humanities 201, 202 .............. 8 
' h 101-102 .... ........ .. ... ..... 6 
'•nities 103 ........ ........ .. .... 2 
Mathematics 151, 152 .. ........ ... 7 
Social Science 201, 202 ....... ... 6 
1rnl Science 101 .. ........ .... 2 Speech 101 ........ .......... .......... .. 3 
, •I Science 101, 102 .......... 6 Bible 201, 202 .... .. ...... .. .. ..... .. ... 2 
•• 101, 102 .................. .. ...... 2 
33 
33 
Third Year 
Semester Hours 
Biology 271 ............ ....... .. ......... 4 
Chemistry 301-302 .... ............ 8 
German 101-102 .................... 6 
Physical Education 103, 203 .. 2 
Physics 201-202 .......... .... ........ 8 
Psychology 201 .. .. ...... ........ ... .. . 3 
Electives .. .... .......... ...... ...... .. .... 4 
35 
PRE-MEDICINE 
Most schools of medicine require a m1mmum of three 
years of college work with a 3.50 grade average for admission. 
Preference is frequently given to those holding the Bachelor's 
degree. Students who wish to complete the Bachelor of 
Science degree before transferring to medical school should 
choose biological science or chemistry as their major field of 
concentration. Upon request Harding will confer a Bachelor 
of Science degree with a major in biological science on stu-
dents who follow the suggested program outlined and who 
successfully complete two years in an approved school of 
medicine. 
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------------_JH~ARDING COLLI 
The following cours~<>s d . -
me~ts of the University ~f 1rek esigned to meet the requ 
First Year r a~sas School of Medicine. 
Se t econd Year 
Che~istry 111_112 --~es er Hours . 
English_ ~01-102 ........ ~·- ···· · ···- .. . 7 Bwlo~y 101-102, 1~:~~~ter 
Humamties 103 ..... . ....... ..... 6 Chemistry 151 25
2 
... .. 
Mat~ematics 152 .. .. ·_-_·_-_·_·.·.-......... . 2 Hum~nities 2rii, 20.2 .. ...... ..... .. 
Phys!cal Education 103 ........ 3 Ph~sicai Education 203 ........ . .. 
Ph~szcal Science 101 .... .. .... 1 S?czal Science 201 202 ...... ... , l Socza! Science 101 10 .. .. .......... 2 Bzble 201, 202 ' ...... .. .. Speech 101 ' 2 .......... 6 .......................... 2 
Bible 101, 102 .. ..... .. ......... ......... 3 ........... ...... ......... 2 
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Third Year 
Biology 251_252 Semester Hours 
Chemistry 301-302 6 
German 101-102 ........ .. ...... 8 
Psychology 201 .. .................. .. 6 
Physics 201-202 ......... .. ............. 3 
Electives ...................... 8 
.. ............ ...... ......... 4 
PRE-PHARMACY 35 
Students of pharmac 
work here. The followi~g Y may co~plete two years of the' 
for ~dmission to the . Unive~~Y:;e~/11~ meet the requiremen:; 
macy . r ansas School of Ph 
First year ar-
Biolo~y 101_102. 1~~~~~ter Hours Chemistry 111-112 ...... 8 English 101-102 ...... ....... .. ... 7 
Mat~ematics 151 "152 ......... .. ... 6 
Physzcal Ed t ' ' ............ 7 . . uca zon 103 .. 1 S~czal Scien ce 101 or 102 ... ..... 3 
Bzble 101 102 .... .. 
• .. .... ...... ............ .. 2 
Second Year 
Biology 275 .. Semester Hours 
Chem!stry 15i"'252 .................. 3 
Chemzstry 30{302 ....... .. ....... 7 
Economics and B _ ......... ... .... 8 
201-202 usmess 
Phys!ca l Eci'~~~ti~~"2o3 .. .. ........ 6 
P~yszcs 201-202 .......... 1 
Bzble 201, 202 . .. .................... 8 
34 ......................... 2 
SOCIAL WORK 35 
Most positions ;n · 1 college course with ;- 2 5ocia servic.e require a four-year 
two years of graduate t~ain~~~o~arship average and one or 
St~dents may choose as their "' d n a school of social work 
of_ mterest such as home econoun_ ergraduate major any field 
~h~:~c~~· tbhutfm
11
ust . complete a ~~=l ~?3~olhogy or. the social 
e o owmg sub' t ours m at le t 
psychology and sociology, ]ec s: economics, political scien~:, 
Courses of Instruction 
'ollowing pages list the courses of instruction for 
•lid 1955-56. All courses will be offered as cataloged 
lr •u•nts justify. Courses offered "on demand" or "on 
11 demand" are so indicated. When a course is desig-
" ufTered on alternate years, in general the course with 
l nlternates and the year the course is to be offered 
' d. 
11 courses which must be taken in sequence, the first 
pt·erequisite to the second, are designated by joining 
11 ·~c numbers for the two successive semesters by a 
o.g., English 101-102. Year courses which need not 
t 11 in sequence are designated by separating the course 
• by a comma; e.g., Art 331, 332. 
f •urses numbered 100-199 are for freshmen; 200-299 
l'homores; 300-399 for juniors; and 400-499 for seniors . 
numbered 250-299 taken by second-semester sopho-
j uniors and seniors count as advanced credit. First-
fl.lr sophomores may receive advanced credit in these 
provided they are preceded by a year of freshman 
1 in the same subject. Courses numbered 250 or above 
11ot. open to freshmen. Courses numbered 300-399 may 
l·kcn by juniors and seniors only, except that second-
·•tcr sophomores may enroll in these courses with the 
··nt of the instructor and the department chairman. 
• ·lCS numbered 400-499 are open only to seniors. 
The semester hours credit which a course carries is 
•·n in parentheses following the title of the course. 
•Ill pies: 
English 331. SHAKESPEARE. (5) Fall. 
''" course carries five semester hours credit and is offered 
, the fall semester. 
Bible 318. DANIEL AND REVELATION. (2 or 3) Spring. 
l11s course may be taken for either two or three hours credit 
11d is offered in the spring semester. 
Art 333. ADVANCED ART HISTORY. (1-4) Offered on 
demand. 
!'his course may be taken for one to four hours credit either 
a mester. 
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HARDING COLLJ-.1 
Chemistry 111-112. GEN 
(4,3) Fall, Spring. ERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 
Chemistry Ill carries four h . 
!all semester. Chemistry II2urs c.redit and is offered in 
IS offered in the spring ctarnes three hours credit 
. . semes er Chern. t Ill . requisite to Chemistry 112. . IS ry Is a 
History 301 302 UNITE 
Spring. ' . D STATES IDSTORY. (3,3) Fall 
Either course may be t k f 
uled. History 301 is n ~ en or th~e~ hours credit as 
o a prereqUisite to History 302. 
' 
Mathematics 251-252. CALCULUS. (4,4) 
!~~:~~e~rse carries four hours credit and 
Fall, Spring. 
must be taken 1 
Art 201-202 INTROD 
2 or 3) Fall: Spring. UCTION TO PAINTING. (2 or 3, 
Either course may be tak f 
must be taken in sequenc:~ or two or three hours credit but 
Art 
Professor: Elizab th 
Associate Professor· J L eR bB. Mason, Chairman 
· · ee o erts 
The Department of Art is d . . 
~nderstanding of all students t esjgned to enrich the artistic 
m the arts, to supply the art' to . ~velop g~eater proficiency 
part~~nts and to prepare tea~h~~~ng reqmred by other de-
reqmrmg no special abilit of art. Many courses 
recomm~nded as electives.Y are open to all students and are 
MaJor: 30 hours of rt . I d' 
331,. 332, 375 and a seniora exhfu\u ITt courses ~01 or 102, 
art m. public schools must com II~ ose plannmg to teach 
work I.n education and psycholo~ te 18 hours of approved 
Mmor: 18 hours of rt . I : 
credit. a me udmg six hours of advanced 
101. VISUAL FUNDAMENTALS 3 . 
a survey of color, design, technique( fh Fall. Art onentation including 
102. FREEHAND D ' eory and current trends. 
duction to dr · .RAWING AND COMPOSITION (3) . 
position probk~~.g ~~i.;:rsitouc!is. mhedia. Studio work in dra~f~gmg. dintro-
u o ours per week. an com-
53 
ItT IN CLOTHING. (3) Fall. Color and design as related to 
nnd designing a wardrobe. Individual projects. 
\ItT IN THE HOME. (3) Spring. Home plans and architectural 
·lcction and care of furnishings and accessories, individual and 
periences in specific problems. 
INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING. (2 or 3, 2 or 3) Offered 
and. Creative experiences in water color , tempera and oil. Four 
tudio hours per week. Prerequisites: 101, 102 or consent of 
·or. 
1·•. ART EDUCATION. (2,2) Fall, Spring. An introduction to 
oblems of art educat ion and methods of t.eaching art in the 
11lury school. Projects designed and executed by students. 
' ''!. TECHNICAL DRAWING. (2,2 ) Fall, Spring. Basic problems 
1fting designed for both general students and students needing 
• .,. professional drawing. Use of instruments, geometrical problems 
arious projections. 
CERAMICS. (3 ) Fall. Materials and techniques involved in 
ang with clay. Class projects with clay in slab, coil and wheel 
•ods, glazing and firing. 
lo INDEPENDENT STUDY. (2-6) Offered on demand. Supervised 
adual work may be undertaken in the fields of print graphics, ce-
•cs and water color . 
111 250. COMMERCIAL ART. (2,2) Fall, Spr ing. Beginning problems 
I t•xercises in lettering, advertising, layout, design and techniques. 
11. HISTORIC COSTUME DESIGN. (3) Fall. Fashions of today 
• ·cd through historic background. Wardrobe problems and stage cos-
•ncs. Prerequisite: 117 or consent of the instructor. 
11, 332. ART HISTORY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. A study of art from 
••-historic to the present day with emphasis on Western Art. 
,:1. ADVANCED ART HISTORY. ( 1-4) Offered on demand. Inde-
ndent study in art history for qualified students. Prerequisites: 331, 
12 and consent of the instructor. 
11~. INDEPENDENT STUDY. (3-9) Offered on demand. Provides op-
a()rtunity for the well qualified student to do supervised individual work 
n the field of his special interest. Concent ration is permitted in the 
'~llowing areas: color theory, etching, sculpture, portrait painting and 
rt education. Prerequisite: Consent of inst ructor. 
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Bible, Religion and Philosophy 
Professors: 
WJ . B. West, Jr., Chairman 
ames D. Bales 
A . Fount William Mattox sszstant Professors: R 11 
usse Carroll Cannon 
Conard Hays 
Jack P. Lewis 
Lecturer· Jndy T. Ritchie 
Assisti · f esse P · Sewell 
P f ng rom other departments. ro essors · W'l . · 
· I ham Leslie Burke 
Jack Wood Sears 
A · Evan Ulrey 
sststant Professor· Carl B R b' 
· · o Inson 
The aims of the De art . 
losophy are to teach student~~t B~b~Ible, Religion and Ph, 
m en and Jesus Christ as th e I e as the will of God fOI 
men, to prepare students f e su.J?r;me revelation of God (, 
s_ervice, to develop in all s~:d~~Cia and ~o~ational Christiar 
hfe which will enabl th ts a Chnstian philosophy of 
the Christian Way an~ to em t o relate a~l learning and life to 
study in Bible and religit~~pare those Interested in graduatt. 
For _purposes of a balanced a d 
courses In Bible and I' . n more adequate training 
Biblical, doctrinal hist~~ -Iglon re divided into four fields: 
Major in Bibie and Rcl. ~n practical. · 
mum 40 including 18 hou:s I~~o~ Minidum 30 hours; maxi-
of 12 hours must be in the Bib <;t vance ~ork. A minimum 
6 hours in each of the othe th hca~ ~dld With not fewer than 
cal an~ practical. One yea; of rGe k . s - d?ctrinal, histori-
Mmor in Bible and R 1' . ree IS required. 
of 12 in the Biblical field a~d~hoen: 21 ?~urs with a minimum 
hthe approval of the departm / er;:a.mmg 9 h ours subject to ours must be advanced w ken c airman. Six of the 21 M . . B b or . 
aJor In i lical Languages: See page 75. 
BIBLICAL DIVISION 
Old Testament 
101. THE OLD TESTAMENT 
!ft~n3lod '!estamd ent; select ed. b~;~s !~ldl. A brief historical study of 
n In or er to le th passages are gi . 
day and for today. a rn e message of the Old TestaZ:::~ f~:c;:~ 
55 
111E BIBLICAL WORLD. (2) Fall. A historical and religious 
uf world conditions in Biblical times with special attention to 
tl and religious conditions in Palestine. 
JJ:WISH HISTORY. ( 2 or 3 ) Fall. History of the Jewish people 
•• beginning to the founding of the nation and their contribut ion 
civilizations. 
JEWISH HISTORY. (2 or 3) Spring. Continuation of J ewish 
from the founding of the nation to its restoration from Babylo-
lptivity. 
THE HEBREW PROPHETS. ( 2 or 3) Fall. The prophetic 
cs of the J ewish people, with their social, religious and historical 
'J and the importance of their message to that period and to 
1t t imes. 
HEBREW POETRY AND WISDOM LITERATURE. (2 or 3) Spring. 
JIMlms, Proverbs, Song of Songs, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes and 
In the light of their historical backgrounds, especially th e poetic 
isdom literature of the ancient Near East; their message for th eir 
1nd for today. 
ru Testament 
THE NEW TESTAMENT. (1) Spring. A historical study of 
beginnings of Christianity from the birth of the Christ to th e close 
he fir st centu?y. Selected passages from the gospels, Acts and t he 
tics are studied to present Chr ist, His mission, His message and 
church as revealed in the New Testament. 
Ill . LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS. (1) Fall. The four gospels; 
·cia! attention to Matthew; emohasis on the character and teachings 
Jesus. · 
"112. ACTS AND THE EPISTLES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. ( 1 ) 
pring. The New Testament churches in their congregational expr essions 
1d in the lives of individual Christ ians as revealed in the book of Acts 
Hi the epistles of the New Testament. 
110. THE FOUR GOSPELS. (2 or 3) Fall. The origin, characteristics 
nd relationships of the four gospels; content and message of t he four 
ospels. 
:112. ACTS, GALATIANS, ROMANS AND CORINTIDANS. {2 or 3) 
,Jpring. Historical backgr ounds; introduction; the founding and expan-
ion of the early church; problems and their solution in the Galatian, 
Roman and Corinthian churches; grounds for justification and defense 
1gainst the Judaizers; exposition of selected passages. 
!H4. SELECTED EPISTLES OF PAUL. (2 or 3) Fall. Alternates wit h 
316; offered 1954-55. Fir st and Second Thessalonians, Philippians, 
Colossians, Philemon, Ephesians, First Timothy, Titus and Second 
Timothy; historical setting; introduction to each book with its individual 
features; common relations in setting, thought and life; content; exposi-
tion of selected passages. 
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316. HEBREWS AND THE GENERAL EPISTLES. (2 or 3) F 
Alternates with 314; offered 1955-56. Historical background, introdt• 
tion, content and exposition of selected passages. 
318. DANIEL AND REVELATION. (2 or 3) Spring. Historical ' 
ting, introduction, including apocalyptic pattern and message, contt 
and exposition of selected passages. 
DOCTRINAL DIVISION 
107. SPECIAL BIBLE STUDY. (1 ) Spring. Principles of Biblic 
interpretation; special Bible topics. 
320. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. (2) Fall. Alternates WI' 
322; offered 1954-55. The development of Christian thought from U 
sub-apostolic age to the present; special attention to outstanding lead and major doctrines. 
322. THE KINGDOM OF GOD. (2) Fall. Alternates with 320; offcrc 
1955-56. The Kingdom of God in prophecy, its nature, its laws and ho consummation. 
324. EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. (2 or 3) Fall. Special empha 
on the credentials of Christ as constituting the heart of Christian C\, dence. 
326. SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. (2 or 3) Spring. Th 
Biblical doctrine of God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, man, the atonemcn• 
the church, the Christian life and eschatology. 
328. CHURCHES AND CREEDS. (2) Fall. The distinctive doctrint 
of modern Protestantism and Roman Catholicism in the light of th• 
New Testament; the question of authority in religion. 
329. MODERN RELIGIOUS CULTS. (2) Spring. The origin, growth 
beliefs and characteristics of the more significant cult movements '' America. 
HISTORICAL DIVISION 
330. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN HISTORY. (2) Fall. Selected studit 
in the expansion of Christianity, the development of various missionar, 
endeavors, insights into the problems and methods of Christian mission 
as viewed from their historical perspective. 
332. CHRISTIANITY AND WORLD CULTURE. (2) · Spring. The wor" 
of the church as seen in the perspective of historical and present-dn\ 
social change, revolution and cultural conflicts as observed and ox 
perienced both overseas and in the United States. 
335. CHURCH HISTORY. (2 or 3) Fall. The history of the churcr. 
from the close of the apostolic age to the reformation led by Martin Luther. 
336. CHURCH HISTORY. (2 or 3) Spring. The Protestant Reformn 
tion. Origin, growth and expansion of Protestant denominations. Histor) 
of the Restoration Movement in America. 
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'TICAL DIVISION 
hing Field MINISTER ( 1) 
ION OF THE CHRISTIAN :d BEGINNING PREPARAT .. tr are presented. Gm ance 
Proper attitudes t oward th~ ldm~n%w and do; preparation and t the beginning preacher s ou 
y of sermons. ONS (2 2) Fall 
DELIVERY OF SERM · ' ' 12. PREPARATION A~D. rmon reparation and delive~y; 
The fundamental pnnciples of se d pthe guidance of the m-
h' g of sermons un er h 1 tking and preac I.n d th t f the members oft e c ass. ' th his evaluation an a 0 
•r WI - ) Fall Motives con-HIS WORK (2 or 3 · 'h. THE MINISTER AN~ . : ractical aspects of preac I!lg; 
nd work as a Chnstlan seriatr;t, ~preparing for and conductmg 
~Is of work an d pr~p.er ';!Se o nne, 
Is weddings and visitatwns. . . f th 
' ) S ing The apprec1at10n o e 
PERSONAL EVANGELIS~. C~risti:S in. personal evangelism. Is of Jesus and of the ear Y 
,, CHER (2-3) Spring. Jesus as an 
JESUS THE MASTER TEA. iu· t'ons curriculum and teach-pic for Christian educators; his qua ICa I ' 
u•thods. CH (2) Fall. Objective~ and 
THE WORSHIP. OF T~ ;.H~ra~tice in conduct of worship. 
, ms of congregatwnal wois Ip. MUSIC (2-3) Fall. 
HISTORY AND ANALYSIS OF R~LIGIO~Shymns ~nd an evalua-. . · c hymn wnters an 
w and Chnstlanblmutsi the worship of the church. ,f hymns adapta e o 
k of the Church 
CHURCH (2 or 3) Fall. The 
THE WORK OF THE LtOCALd work of th~ local church. b . t' es governmen an 
'"'• o Jec IV ' CHURCH (2 or 3) 
THE EDUCATIONAL W<?RK OF TH~ ~h~C!~rch schooi versus the 
The church as a~ ~ducat.wnal age!lc), methods, organization and y school; superviswn; aims, curncu a, 
istration of the church school. 3) F 11 The child 
THE CHURCH AND THE CHILhDR~. t~e %ethodsaa;,_d materials 
. . d Special emp asis on . . l th 1u~ religious nee s. h ho auide their spintua grow · 
ble to parents and teac ers w " . Th 
UNG PEOPLE (2 or 3) Sprmg. e 
I THE CHURCH A~D T~~ "¥_0 needs with ~pedal emphasis on the 
, people and .t herr rTIIgbfu~o church school teachers. •ds and matenals ava a e 
tiLOSOPHY · Th 
OPHY (3 3) Fall, Sprmg. e ·•oz INTRODUCTION TO PHILOS d 'valu'es including views of .. · . · t and mo ern • · h' . lOphies underlymg ancien l tandards and their relations Ips t•, man , p~rs~:mal conduct, mora s 
, hristian prmciples. 
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250. CHRISTIAN E -
dations of h THICS. (3) Fall Eth' 
good; moral u:ap~/ot~duct as stated i~ the B~bletheporybal nd m orn 
a 1ves. · ro ems of t 
820. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN 
THOUGHT s 
324. EVIDENCES OF CHRIS . ee Bible 320. 
326. SYSTEMATIC C TIANITY. See Bible 324. 
HRISTIAN DOCTRINE. See Bible 326. 
Greek 251. 
Greek 252. 
Greek 301. 
Greek 302. 
Greek 303. 
Approved Related Courses 
THE GOSPEL OF JOHN. 
THE GOSPEL OF MARK. 
ROMANs. 
ACTS OF APOSTLES. 
I AND n TIMOTHY AND TITUS. 
Greek 304. WO 
RD STUDy IN THE NEW T 
Hebrew 303, 304. READINGS IN THE ESTAMENT. 
Hebrew 305. WORD STU HEBREW BIBLE. 
DY IN THE OLD TESTAME 
Philosophy 250 CHRIST NT. 
. IAN ETHICS. 
Speech 351. ORAL INTERPRET 
ATION OF LITERATURE. 
Biological Science 
Professor: J k W 
A · ac o d S ss~stant Professors: John B lloL ears, Chairman 
e asater 
The William Clark Stevens 
Department of B . 1 . 
:;[e~~o~~:i~~fo=:~c~b!~c~v~~ :o~~c~ro~~~:n~e b~:i~~~~~d t• 
cation. to t . necessary part f G gco 
d ' ram teachers of b · 1 ° eneral Edu ~~~t~~;; study. and to prepare I~t~~~t~o t equip students for 
s · ' nursmg, medical techn l o pursue medicine 
Ions. o ogy and simi1 f · 
B . l ar pro es· 10 ogy majors 1 
or ~he Bachelor of Sc~~e epect either the Bachelor of Art 
maJor see page 77 rogram. For the general . 
M · · science 
includi~:1J~lO~e1olr04oflA05rts) .d· 30 hours of biologi·cal . 
M · ' - an 18 h science 
a]or (Bachelor of S . ) ours of advanced w k Cience . 30 h . or . 
. ours m biological 
59 
•· including 101-102, 104-105 and 18 hours of advanced 
'27 hours in two other sciences (chemistry, physics or 
nutics); 6 hours in a fourth science and additional 
n the four fields to total 67 hours. (Geology or another 
cd science may be substituted for one of the supporting 
• · . ) One year of German or French or a reading pro-
Y in one of the languages, demonstrated by examina-
' required. 
\tinor : 18 hours in biological science including 101-102, 
I• ).> and 6 hours of advanced work. 
Ill!. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE. (3,3) Fall, Spring. An investiga-
ut a survey, of the "strategy and tactics" of science and of the 
rontributions of biology to modern man. The major areas of 
• ration are the dynamics of living things with particular emphasis 
physiology and nutrition of man; the relationships among the 
·ll'ganisms with emphasis on conservation; and heredity, eugenics 
nlution . Three lecture-demonstration-discussion periods per week. 
t 111:1. LABORATORY BIOLOGY. (1,1 ) Fall, Spring. A laboratory 
•••ral biology designed to com plement the basic course. Three hours 
•·ck. Prer equisite or co-requisit e: 101-102. 
NATURE STUDY. (2) Spring. Lectures and field trips. 
•.,2. COMPARATIVE MORPHOLOGY OF THE VERTEBRATES. 
Fall, Spring. An intensive compar at ive study of fossil and con-
•rnry vertebrates. First semester laboratory is concerned with 
mphioxus, lampr ey, dogfish and necturus. The second semester 
1tory is devoted to the dissection of the cat. Two lectures and 
holl1's laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
ADVANCED BOTANY. (3) Fall. Alternates with 325; offered 
5. An intensive study of the plant kingdom with special emphasis 
l1ssification, anatomy and life history of each m ajor group. Two 
•res and three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY. (3) Spring. Alternates with 
offered 1954-55. The fundamental facts and processes of develop-
l from germ -cell formation to th e completed, free-living organism. 
lectures and three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-
11 BACTERIOLOGY. (4) Fall. The history of bacteriology, physi-
·y and morphology of bacteria, techniques of isolating and identify-
bacteria, uses of and knowledge of bacteria in human affairs. Two 
ures and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-102 or 
· mist ry 111-112. 
· ·' · HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. (4) Spring. The 
ucture, funct ion, relationships and physiological processes of the 
• ious part s of the human body. Three lectures and three hours 
•oratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-102 or Chemistry 111-112. 
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303. HUMAN H 
1955 5 EREDITY (3) S . 
ance,- ~~ri!f~~~ =~~ch~~c~ds e~g h~(~~1y :;1t;;;1i!~s t:i~~~!~· 
311. INVERTEBRATE emcs. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
!he classification, mor ~~?LOGY. ANp PARASITOLOGY 
Invertebrates except th P. ogy, hfe history and h . 
1 
• (3J 
man. Two hours e msects. Attention is . P YS!o ogy of 
to complement 1oi:~t~~:d'~Jf:;52hours labo~a.f~;;~:~ ~~=k:an, ~13. ENTOMOLOGY 3 . . Prerequisite: 101-102. 
;:>5. The struct 1. \ ) Spnng. Altern t · 
importance of iure, c as~Iflcation, life histor a es WI~h 303; offered 
hours lecture a~~ect~ With special reference r~ fhhysiOJfogy. and CCo 
102. ree hours laboratory P oske o th1s region 
er wee . Prerequisi tt 
323. FIELD BIOLOGY 
263; offered 195- 5 AND ECOLOGY. (3) S . 
region; their cla~~/~· t'The principal plant andpru~g. ]Alternate, 
environments I Ica IOn and relationshi t anu;na groups ol 
trip per week ;;wo l~c~ures and three ph o physiCal and biolo 
· rerequ1s1te: 101-102 ours laboratory or 1 
325. PLANT p . 
1955-56 HYS~OLOGY. (3) F 1 
higher pla~t~ f~hoying of the diffe~·ent"\ti~:nates dith 256; 0 ((, 
Prerequisites: 104-1<f5 ec~ures and three hours ujs ban organs of 
410 or 56 and Chemistry 111-1f2 oratory per w~ 
· MICROLOGY ( · 
z:ticroscope slides ~f 2) Offered on demand 
Simple and establish /:llsh 3:nd tissues. Empha· . ~he preparation 
tor. e ec mques. Prerequisite· Cs IS giVen to a I• 
. onsent of the instn 
420. READINGS IN 
pendent stud or BI<_>LOGY. {1-3) Offered 
ciencies in t?eir b'tlto~Ial course for biology m o~ demand. An inc• 
instructor 10 ogical backgrounds p a~o:s to fill any drt 
. . rereqmsite: Consent of tl 
450. SEMINAR IN T 
sufficient demand B HE IDSTORY OF BIOLOG 
and investigation . . Pr:~:gr~n~tndsCand developmenty~f b~21) . Offered o 
qUIS! e : onsent of th . t IO ogical thoug!ll 
e Ins ructor. 
E . 
conomzcs, Business and Politir"'l S. . 
""" czence 
Professor: 
Ass?ciate Professor: 
Asszstant Professors: 
Special Lecturer: 
FrankL H 1 
D' · 0 mest.hairman & 
Irector of t e S h 1 
A · c oo of mencan Stu ies 
Charles D. Kenney 
Loren p. Beth · 
James N. Davis Jr 
James A. Hedri~k · 
John H. McBeth 
Benja:nin 0. Rice, Jr. 
Melchior Palyi 
. TING. BUSINESS 61 
t•urricula of the department provide basic education 
rnics and government; terminal and degree programs 
•• ~s for secretaries, office supervisors, accountants or 
• king a general knowledge of business; concentrated 
" of study for those planning to teach business edu-
l'COnomics, political science or to enter graduate 
nnd specialized curricula for a limited number of 
··d students intending to pursue leadership careers in 
management, law and government service. 
Bachelor of Arts Degree 
\1njor : 30 hours in accounting with the following sup-
, ,~~ courses: Business Education 315 and Economics and 
" "lS 108, 201-202, 255 and 368. 
'.1 in or: 18 hours of approved work in accounting plus 
'ollowing courses in Economics and Business: 108 and 
Business Education 315 and Economics and Business 
md 368 are recommended. 
r11ess Education 
Major: 54 hours including Accounting 205-206, Business 
11cntion 101-102, 105-106, 116, 117, 315, 317 and Eco-
rtics and Business 108, 112, 201-202 plus 12 additional 
u·s of advanced work. Students having taken shorthand 
I typing courses in high school or business college may 
kt a proficiency examination in lieu of 101 and 105. For 
·~e planning to teach business education in secondary 
hools, a minimum of 18 hours of psychology and education 
·ut·ses must be satisfactorily completed. (The department 
1r rs one-year and two-year terminal courses. See pages 42, 
II for suggested one, two and four-year programs.) 
··c>nomics 
Major: 30 hours in economics including 201-202, 255, 
: >4, 380 and 15 additional hours of advanced credit plus 12 
upporting hours of acceptable work in political science, 
\ merican history and sociology. Accounting 205-206 is 
trongly recommended. 
Minor: 18 hours of approved economics courses includ-
ing 201-202, 255 and 8 additional hours of advanced depart-
mental credit. 
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General Business 
11ajor: 40 hours f 
205-206, Business Edu o t. course work including Ace 
f08, 112, 201-202 255 caa22n ~~g 3nd Economics and IJ~o 
mg hours in adv~nced' d art' ' 53 or 368 and the 
. . ep mental credit. 
Polttwal Science 
11ajor: 36 hours in lT 1 . 
~md Social Science 201 2~2 
1 1A S_?I~nce including 2.) 1 
In any two fields and C: . : mimmum of six hour 
four remaining fields of ~lf·~~l of three hours each .,, 
elected from Constitution o C lea scie~ce. Courses are I 
;:~l~~;_~f~~:.ce, Internation~tA;f:~;~~e p~~~~~~~~~r;•• 
11m or: 18 hours in 1"t. 1 . 
and Social Science 201 20~o 1 lea . S~Ience including 251 
bel_c?mpleted in not fewe; t~ mi~hrimum of three hours ;,, 
po Itlca1 science. an ee of the six field 
. Bachelor of Science Degree 
Busmess Administration 
Major: 54 hours of 
Accounting 205-206 B . approved course work inG,lud 
~4~ness 108, 112, 2o1~o2e~5~d322ti36l15, Economics ~;; 
ours of work in advan~ed d ' and the remainin 
epartmenta1 credit. 
Public Affairs 
. Major: 54 hours of 
Incdl~din? ~ocial Science a~dlov2& .w3r6k in political science 
ere lt_within the departmen ' . ' hours of advanced 
of a modern foreign 1angua;e~r m related fields plus 12 hour 
Accounting 
205..'206. FVNDAMENTA 
Elementary accou . LS OF ACCOUNTING (3 
ti_o~s to single pr~:k1o;~ory, practice and shnple ·~ F~l~, Spr~g. 
Wslte or co-requisite· E s P~, Partnerships and corpo t.YSIS, applica-
. conomlcs and Business 108 ra Ions. Prereq-
301-302, INTERMEDIAT · 
and understandin of E AC~OUNTING. (3,3) Fall S . 
and interpretatioJ of o~cco~~tmg theory and practic~· fh'mg. Anal~sis 
and corJ?orations, includf!ra mg stB:tements and reports { preparat~on 
surplus, mventories d mg such 1tems as capital t k Partnerships 
an reserves. Prerequisite: 205-206~c transactions, 
J'ING. BUSINESS 63 
--------------·~-------
I ACCOUNTING. (3) Spring. Alternates with 306; offered 
11 ments of production under the job cost, process cost and 
.t systems; inventorying of materials; payrolls and taxes; 
·I{C plans and other related topics. Prerequisite: 205-206. 
.!tAL INCOME TAXES. (3) Spring. Alternates with 305; 
· 1-55. Broad coverage of the federal tax structure; prepara-
·1 rations and actual returns for individuals, partnerships and 
' ; gross and net income; capital gains and losses; allowable 
, estates and trusts. Prerequisite: 205-206. 
Jltf>ORATION ACCOUNTING. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
: •t.J4-55. Problems peculiar to the corporation resulting from 
·f ownership, capital structure and legal characteristics; bonds; 
I nnd common stocks; surplus; responsibilities to customers, 
·nd community. Prerequisite: 205-206. 
\ I>VANCED ACCOUNTING. ( 4 ) Fall. Alternate years; offered 
Coverage of the more complex problems; development of 
lng theory and practice; partnerships; venture accounts; parent 
I· idiary consolidations; compound interest and annuities; con-
•ns and mergers. Prerequisite: 301. 
I'RINCIPLES OF AUDITING. (3) Fall. Alternate years; offered 
· 1 Audit theory and procedure; internal control; detailed audit; 
'· 1tion of financial statements; working papers and reports; audi-
·•l)inion; professional standards and ethics; practice audit case. 
1uisite: 301. 
GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING. (3) Spring. Alternate years; 
• d 1955-56. Accounting principles and practices as adapted to 
•·1palities and other governing units; accounting for funds and their 
•.diture; asset and liability accounts; reports and statements. Pre-
ill ite: 205-206. 
C.P.A. PROBLEMS. (3) Offered on sufficient demand. C.P.A. 
•nination problems in accounting theory, practices, cost, auditing, 
• and business law. Prerequisites: 351 and approval of department 
( 4,4) Fall, Spring. Principles of Gregg 
•Orthand (simplified). Speed and accuracy are stressed through die-
liOn and transcription. 
lfll-106. TYPEWRITING. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Basic skills which 
mphasize speed and accuracy. Styles of business letters, manuscripts, 
•lugh drafts, telegrams, programs, business forms, tabulation and legal 
"ork. 
116. BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS. (2) Fall. Composition of 
,.ffective business letters and discussion of trends in modern correspond-
L'nce. Special emphasis on service, sales, adjustment and collection 
letters. 
I 
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117. OFFICE PRACTICE (2) S · 
and techniques· filin · . . :prmg. Modern business prO< 
records, use of ·telep:~n~r~"i:J~fh Itu~er:ries, postal regul~tions, 1 
personal appearance and personall~y ufies. kStresses the unport. ' 
to type. 0 wor ers. Prerequisite: \ 
217. OFFICE MACHINES (3) F 11 S . 
an_d laboratory periods in. the us a f' Pdmg. L~cture, _demonsl· 
dnven and rotary calculators f~ ok bo edn office equipment. 
chines, duplicating machines ;:r - ey oar a:n~ 10-key addin · 
requisite: Ability to type. ' Ictaphone and sunilar equipment. 
315. BUSINESS LAW (3) Fall AI 
The history of legal de;elopment· n · t ter~tti Y~~rs;. offered 19!> 1 
and administrative agencies· la"': a!dbe a:n c assificatJon of law; c 
mortgages of personal ro ~rt d . usmess, contracts, agency, 
affect most directly th/trfnsa~ti~~s ~ftt~i~~:s~ed legal principles '\\' 
317. OFFICE MANAGEMENT (3) S . 1954-~5. Relation of the offic~ to gene;r!f . Alternate years; oUt 
of office management flow f k a u~mess, modern conceJ 
standards, employment' and tes~ingworff~ mach.mes, office arrangem. 
· ' 0 Ice equipment and supplies. 
Economics and Business 
~08. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE ( . 
mterest, sinking funds de re i . · 3 > Fall. Simple and compou• 
insurance annuities, n~t fnd c g~~~~· 1~he?ry of probabili~y applicablt' tables and some work on the elementse fmsturt~nt?e premmms, mortah 
0 Sa IS ICS. 
112· BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND 
Nature, purpose function t d Ap~STRATION. (3) Sprin 
Production, per~onnel, m~rkYft~~ga~. krgandizatlboln al structure o! _businc 
' IS an pro ems of superVISIOn. 
201-202. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS . 
ground for economics and business B •. (3,?) . Fall, Spnng. Baclc 
garding production, distribution ~a asic prmcipl~s and c<?ncepts rc 
debt and economic systems Pr~requgi_Sel. ste' ~eSnt, . plrSofi_ts, taxatiOn, pubh· 
· s. OCla c1ence 101, 102. 
255. INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS . 
development of the basic techni · <3 >. _Sprmg. A mathematica 
a_nd a~alysis of data, averages,q:~ ot~tatJstJcs .. Problems of co~ec~ioll 
tlOns, mdex numbers and related t p . g, gpraphics,_ ~requency distribu-
matics 151. opics. rereqms1te: 108 or Mathe-
822. MONEY AND BANKING. (3) . . . 
and practices, the relationship betw!:~· thCurFe~t balanking mshtution~ 
and the commercial bankin"' system e e er Reserve System 
principles. Prerequisites· 201o 202 A ' mot~etar205y theory and banking · - , ccoun mg -206. 
830. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETIN 
offe~ed 1955-56. The solution of G. . (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
volvmg the selection of channel a ;ar~etY_ of .Problems and cases in-
manufacturers and middlemen priceo ~stributalion, prod.uct policies of 
' an gener marketmg procedures. 
65 
PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE. (3) Spring. Alter-
years; offered 1954-55. Insurance principles, concepts, rate pro-
lion, risk bearing and regulatory concepts and legislation as related 
.,, fields of Fire, Casualty and Marine Insurance. Prerequisites: 
'02, Accounting 205-206. 
ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORTATION. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
··d 1955-56. Development of water, land and air transportation 
ms. Economic regulation, rate-making and valuation problems. 
c•quisite : 201-202. 
ttl PUBLIC UTILITY ECONOMICS. (3) Fall. Alternate years; offered 
1-55. Franchises and other operating permits; duties of public 
ties; problems of rate, base, structure and composition; rate making; 
• promulgation; intercorporate relationships; and government regu-
•ry agencies and methods. Prerequisites: 201-202, Accounting 205-206. 
I •. PUBLIC FINANCE. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1955-56. 
nl ic expenditures, revenues and debts; their causes, distribution and 
nds; tax principles, practices and burdens; production, employment, 
·'Orne distribution and prices. Prerequisite: 322. 
l:i. CORPORATION FINANCE. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 
'1.>5-56. Forms of business organization including the promotion, or-
mization, capitalization, expansion, reorganization and fiscal opera-
ons; management and financing of modern corporate forms of business 
nterprise. Prerequisites: 201-202, Accounting 205-206. 
~ 15. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FINANCE. (3) Spring. Alternate 
cars; offered 1955-56. International and interregional trade; free trade, 
lislocated currencies, tariffs, reciprocal commercial treaties and similar 
•opics. Interna tional money market, foreign investments and exchange 
tabilizatron. Prerequisite: 342. 
:U6. BUSINESS CYCLES. (3) Offered on demand. Major causes 
rmd possible controls of business fluctuations. Detailed examina-
tion of th e theories of fluctuation. Monetary and fiscal control. Pre-
requisite: 322. 
352. INVESTME...l\fTS. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1954-55. 
The qualitative analysis approach to the problem of selective invest-
ments, risk determination, delimiting of risk, areas and fields of invest-
ment. Prerequisites: 201-202, Accounting 205-206. 
353. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 
1955-56. The conditions which give rise to the union movement, em-
ployer practices, techniques, mechanics and scope of collective bargain-
ing; various approaches made by management and labor to attain in-
dustrial peace. Emphasis on the American situation. Prerequisites: 112, 
201-202. 
354. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT. (3) Spring. Alternate 
years; offered 1954-55. Development of economic thinking and econom-
ic systems, works of Marshall, Rousseau, Keynes, Muller, Marx and 
others. Prerequisite: 12 hours of economics. 
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HARDING COLLI c 
356. LABOR PROBLEMS (3) F ll 
Current problems of une~ 1 a · Alterna~e years; offered 1951 fits, productivity, labor uJo~ent,. wages, lelsu:~ t~e, welfare 1 
bargaining. Prerequisite: 353. ' accidents, rehabllltabon and colic• 
360. SOCIAL INSURANCE (3) Fall 
Economic aspects of legislative progr . Alfternaltde years; offered 195 I 
compensation and unemployment . ams or o age, health, workm 
Insurance. 
863. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY Se p ch 1 · e sy o ogy 363. 
866. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC T 0 
years; offered 1955-56. Capitalism H p~HT. . (li) Spring. Altern 
oth~r economic systems. Prerequ·' 'ts ~ e12sohcla sm,, communism 
semor standing. lSl es. ours m economics 
368. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT . 
offered 1954-55. Techniques a d · 1 ~~) Sprmg. Alternate y~" relations problems involved . n ~o lcles needed to handle hum 
ne~s, in~ustry, government a~d a edane~y of leadership situ~tions; bu 
labonshlps, employee selection t .u~atJOnj Includes orgamzational ' 
turnover. Prerequisite: Psychol~am~~i P Ecemen~, discharge and !abo 
and Psychology 363 are strongly g!ecom~en~:d~ffilcs and Business 3, 
380. INTERMEDIATE ECONOMIC THE 
offered 1955-56 Analysis of th th ~RY. (3) Fall. Alternate year 
national incom~ output and e {ory o production, price, distributio, 
economics and donsent of the ~mtp oymt ent. Prerequisites: 12 hours t I 
ms rue or. 
450· INDEPENDENT RESEARCH (3) 
who demonstrate outstandin sch~I . ~f~ered on demand. Student 
professional or vocational inferests ~tl{ babihty and hav~ clearly defined 
mdependent research Emph . .11 b e granted the nght to work 011 and procedures assign"ments. P:!r:'1 .. ~ !'lcaced on research techniqut 
must be secured six weeks prior t qws~ et. ?nsent of the major advisor o reg1s ration. · 
Political Science 
250. AMERICAN STATE AND LOCAL GO 
Alternate years; offered 1955-56 S VERN~T. (3) Spring 
latures, the courts and the . . tate fand local pohbcs, the state legis-
. ' vanous unctio f d c?un~les, townships, municipalities and ns per orme . by states, 
dlstncts, Relations between th t ' I the several speclal-purposc 
emJ?hasis. on the concrete natu:e na JOna and state governments with 
Soc1al Sc1ence 102. of the federal system. Prerequisite: 
251. THE NATIONAL POLITICAL 
years; offered 1955-56 The Am . SYST~. (3) Fall. Alternate 
the formal and the i;formal side:;~an natlona~ g~vernment from both 
government, parties, interest group~ tphebl?rgarl:lz!ihon and f~nctions of 
• u !C op1mon and fore1gn affairs 
300. GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE . 
off~r~d 1954-55. The political and 1· (3) F~I. Alter~at~ years; 
Pc;>ht1cal J?hilosophies and foreign relatioe;~ l&actlces .an_d mstltutions, 
With special emphasis on the political diff o reat B:r:lt~m .a-?d France, 
from the standpoint of Amer' erences and stmdarlbes evident 1can government. 
11.ITICAL SCIENCE 67 
I THE U.S.S.R. AND GERMANY. (3) Spring. Alternate years; 
· cd 1954-55. The political institutions, governing processes, adminis-
, 1vc techniques and recurring political ideas of the contemporary 
. S.R. and of the German Federal Republic and the "German People's 
1ocratic Republic." Stresses totalitarian patterns of social control 
.1ozi Germany and Soviet Russia. 
ct. U. S. FOREIGN POLICY. (3) Sprin g. Alternate years; offered 
· ~ -56. The history of American foreign relations, the position of the 
S. in world affairs, the techniques and problems involved in the 
king of U. S. foreign policy and the procedures of American diplomacy. 
'l. AMERICAN POLITICAL THEORY. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
ffc•red 1955-56. The leading concepts of American thought on politics 
•m colonial times to the present. Emphasis on the continuous nature 
r the major strands of thought and on the modern contributions of 
t.. social sciences to polit ical ideas. 
~'!8. MODERN POLITICAL THEORY. (3 ) Spring. Alternate years; 
·fCcred 1955-56. The major lines of thought from the Enlightenment 
1bout 1750 ) to the present with emphasis on the development of the 
l'rincipal political philosophies current in Europe and America today. 
~21. PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. (3) Fall. Alternate 
'cars; offered 1954-55. The philosophy, science and art of public ad-
ministration, the role of administrative process in modern government 
nd the concepts developed to maintain the position of the bureaucracy 
s a responsible, democratic agency of government. 
825. GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
offered 1955-56. Governmental regulation of business and th e forms of 
governmental promotion and encouragement of business enterprise, 
including the broad economics of public policy. 
850. iNTERNATIONAL LAW. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 
1954-55. The history, schools, customs and treaty-law which make up 
the field. Territorial jurisdiction, domestic affairs, state succession, 
recognition, sovereignty, pacific settlement of disputes, aggression, 
interpretation of treaties and the laws of war. 
851. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
offered 1954-55. A description analysis and evaluation of major experi-
ments in the field of public international organization with emphasis 
upon the development and activities of the United Nations system. 
352. THE ORIGINS OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONALISM. (3) Fall. 
Alternate years; offered 1955-56. The basic ideas of the American Con-
stitution, their origins in history, their development, how they are 
carried out in the Constitution and their interpretation in the formative 
vears of the Supreme Court. Includes a study of the men and issues 
involved in the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and in the ratification 
controversy. 
S53. THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. 
(3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1955-56. The growth and change 
in the American Constitution, primarily by the agency of the Supreme 
Court. 
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354. AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES, POLITICS AND PRESSt 
GROUPS. (3) Fall. Alternate years; offered 1954-55. The info 
aspects of American Government: organization and practice of 1 
politics and of interest groups as means of initiating and effectua• 
policy. Elections, campaigns and machine politics are included. 
355. PUBLIC OPINION AND PROPAGANDA. (3) Fall. Altcm 
years; offered 1955-56. The factors which influence public opin• 
how public opinion affects policy-making and execution, the proh • 
of measurement and the media, techniques and content of propago11 
401. SENIOR SURVEY. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1954 
A final coordinating seminar designed to promote understanding of I 
relationships between history, geography, economics, sociology ' 
political science. Emphasis on methodology, content of each field ar 
on t he value and frontiers of social science as a discipline. 
450. PROBLEMS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE. (2-6) Offered on demon.! 
For the advanced student wishing to concentrate, through research 1111 
special supervised study, upon a particular problem. Emphasis on rr 
search techniques and procedures. 
Education and Psychology 
Professors: William Knox Summitt, Chairman 
Leonard Lewis 
Russell A. Lewis 
Assistant Professors: Bonnie Bell Beach 
Edwin M. Hughes 
Edward G. Sewell 
Instructor: Florence M. Cathcart 
The objectives of the Department of Education and 
Psychology are to offer training in the art and science of 
teaching; to develop an understanding of the philosophy, 
principles and methods of education; to provide actual teach-
ing experience under supervision; to provide an understand-
ing of human behavior which will help students apply psycho-
logical principles to everyday life problems and to prepare 
majors for graduate study in both fields. 
Major with emphasis on Elementary Education: 36 hours 
in education and psychology including Education 204, 260, 
361, 362, 421, 441 and Psychology 303, 307 plus Art 211-212, 
Music 115-116, Geography 212 and an approved minor. 
Major with emphasis on Secondary Education: 34 hours 
in education and psychology including Education 204, 301, 
305, 431, 451 and Psychology 303, 307 and three additional 
hours in psychology plus the completion of certification re-
quirements in two subject-matter teaching fields. 
•UCATION, PSYCHOLOGY 69 
Major with emphasis on Psychology: 36 hours in psy-
1logy and education including P~ychology 205, 250, 3~3, 
' l , 323 and ten additional hours m psychologyi Ed~catlon 
,, , 305 or 431, 451 plus the completi<;m of certificatwn re-
•nrement in two subject-matter teachmg ~eld~. . . 
Minor in Education: 18 hours in educatwn mcludmg Six 
•Urs of advanced work. . I d' 
Minor in Psychology: 18 hours in psychology me u mg 
hours of advanced work. 
0 
. h 
Forty semester hours exclusive of Psychology 2 1 IS t e 
uximum amount of education and psychology accepted to-
1\t·d the degree. 
Requirements for Certification 
The Arkansas requirements for certification to teach ~n 
1 he elementary and in the high schools of t~e. sta~e are av~Il-
1ble in a separate bulletin. Students desirmg mformatl.oh 
•·oncerning certification in other states should confer Wit 
members of the Department of Education and Psychology. 
Fifth-Year Professional Program 
Harding is cooperating with the . other c~ll~ges of the 
state in a fifth-year of strictly professwnal trammg and ~x­
perience for the prepar.ation of .te.ach~rs. !ho~e who desir~ 
to obtain their professwnal trammg m this fifth-year P.ro 
Secure detailed information from the education gram may 
faculty. 
General Course 
204 SCHOOLS IN AMERICA. (5) Fall. T~e origin, development 
and. resent status of the public schools. Educ!it!onal .thought and prac: 
tice ~s to the function, organization and adm1mst:a~1?n of the sch~ols: 
school support· local state and national respons1bihty for . e.~uca~on, 
the teacher and the 'nature of tht: teacher's work. Prerequ1s1 es: sy-
chology 201 and sophomore standing. 
SOl FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN EDUCATION. (5) Spring. Prin-
cipl~s of education with reference to aims, conten.t, 
1
processesf, prhble~~ 
1 f d t ' n in American culture. The 1nf uence o sue m :~~1:~0~ Co~e~~s,1~ocke, Rousseau, Dewey a:n~ others upon present-day 
educational thought and practice. Prerequ1Sltes: Psychology 201 and 
junior standing. 
Elementary 
251• DffiECTED OBSERVATION. (3) . ~all, Spring. Directed observa-
tion on the elementary level. Prereqms1te: 204. 
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260. CURRICULUM AND TH 
GUAGE ARTS (5) Fall S I! TEACHING OF READING Ar•l• 
elementary school. Meth~ds prm!' The. language arts progrotl• 
velopment in reading and the dtl~e matenal_s valuable in promo· 
types and sources of children's li~:n\ me~a If e?CJ>ression. Th 
and games. Prerequisite or co-requ~:it~e20~~ uding story tellin 
361. CURRICULUM AND T 
SCIE!NCE. (5) Spri..'1g. I;f~e TEAC~G OF S~IAL STUDU., 
studies and science upon hum r:;eanmg and Importance or 
a st~dy of the experience ur.Jn an nat~n;tl r~sources and relatio• 
c;abc experience and the use t,ojhe_ participatH:>n of the child in ' 
bon ?f materials with units f Simkple expenm_eJ?-t and the or . 
standing. 0 wor · Prerequisites: 204 and 
362. CURRICULUM AND TEACHIN 
EDUCATION. (5) Fall Th G ~F ARITHMETIC AND PHYSif 
matter adapted to the ne~ds a:d ~election and organization of ~·l, 
t~al development; consideration olfihrestls of t}e ~hild in relation I· 
c edu~ation in the lives of childr ~ Pace o. arithmetic and of pi 
Prereqwsites: 204 and junior standi:g. emphasizes methods of tenet 
421. PROBLEMS AND TECHNIQ 
(5) Spring. The problems of UES. FOR IMPROVING INSTRUCTrc 
of materials and other resource:e~hmg ~d learning and the funct 
to selecting, producing organ. . m~etmg such problems Attcnt 
~eans of evaluating ~nd ad;z~~g a_n usi~g materials of· instruct, 
VIsual aids testin and P l?g mstrucbon through use of aud 
Psychology' 303 or g307. counselmg. Prerequisites: 260, 361 or . , 
441. DIRECTED OBSERVATION 
(5 or 6) Fall Spring Cl ' PARTI~IPATION AND TEACr..rn.-f for b . ' . assroom teachmg ex . ...H d o servabon; critical analysis f 1 penences are provicr. 
ures; functional room arran er: esson types and classroom pro. 
~6rici~ati?n and teaching. ~ere~~1~ite~~c~ds and reports; direct• 
an either Psychology 303 or 307_ · ne course from 260, 36l 
Secondary 
305. CURRICULUM AND TEACHIN 
Issues and theories under! in G .IN IDGH SCHOOL. (5 ) Fall 
rhethods, materials and evaltiati~n curnc~lum devel?pment; purpose~ 
e ~ature of teaching and lear . proce ures used m the curriculum 
~un~til<?ns of teaching, selection or":tj~~t thettseco_ndary level, includinJr 
scip me and directed stud . Pr . z:na er, Instructional plannin 
307 and junior standing. y. ereqmsites: 301, Psychology 303 !~ 
481. PROBLEMS AND TECHNI 
(5) Spring. The problems f QUE!S FOR IMPROVING INSTRUCTION 
mjter.ials and other resourc~s ~a:mr- and leharning and the function of 
se ectmg, producing organizin ee mg. sue problems. Attention to 
~eans ?f evaluating and adapfin an? usmg. materials of instruction. 
3VJOs3ual aids, testing and counselingg pstruct~o~ through use of audio-or 307. • · rerequisites: 301, 305, Psychology 
IIOLOGY 71 
lllRECTED OBSERVATION, PARTICIPATION AND TEACHING. 
li) Fall, Spring. A funct ional basis for analysis and study of 
· methods, procedures and practices; directed participation and 
ng; instructional planning and use of learning aids, practice and 
Jrn management, including care of the r oom, use of materials 
applies, keeping records and making reports; use of various eval-
procedures. Prerequisites: 204 or 301, 305, Psychology 303 or 307. 
,, hology 
I GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3) Fall, Spring. The science of 
wior with special reference to such topics as aims and methods of 
·hology, characterist ics of behavior, learning, remembering, forget-
. thinking and problem solving, motivation, emotions, frustration 
.1 stress and individual differences and their measurement. Does not 
.nt toward the major. 
M. FIELDS OF PSYCHOLOGY. (2) Spring. Alternates with 323; 
lr red 1955-56. The fields of psychology, such as physiological, psycho-
hysical, comparative, genetic, clinical, social, abnormal, educational, 
•rlustrial and vocational. 
'rO. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT. (2) Fall. The 
mciples of scientific psychology applied to the social, emotional and 
1 ·rsonal problems of adjustment to life. 
,liS. PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. (3) 
· II. The physical, mental, emotional and social development of the 
human individual from birth through adolescence, including a survey 
• £ the factors which influence various kinds of behavior. Application 
,,£ the principles of psychology to an understanding of human growth 
•••ith emphasis on understanding of adolescent behavior. Prerequisite: 
:701. 
S07. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3) Spring. The basic processes 
nnd principles of human behavior, the development and growth of man's 
equipment for learning, the lea rning process, learning and forgetting, 
motivation, principles of learning, with special efforts to make applica-
tion of the principles of psychology to the problems of the classroom 
teacher. Prerequisite: 201. 
321. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3) Spring. The behavior of individuals 
in their reactions to other individuals and other social situations and 
institutions. An appraisal of the social and cultural influences upon 
behavior. Prerequisite: 201. 
322. BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES-MOTIVATION. (2) Fall. 
Alternates with 355; offered 1954-55. An examination and evaluation 
of the historical and experimentai evidence r egarding the motivation of 
behavior. Prerequisite: 201. 
323. BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES - DISCRIMINAL PRO-
CESSES. (2) Spring. Alternates with 205; offered 1954-55. An exami-
nation and evaluation of the evidence regardi..l'lg the discriminal pro-
cesses. Prerequisite: 201. 
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325· ABNORMAL PSYCHOLO 
offered 1954-55. Emphasi GY. (3) Spring. Alternates 1 
!lbnormalities in human beh ~pon causes, . s;ymptoms and trent. 
mstructor. 322 and 323 aVIotr. Plrerequisites: 201 and approv 
are s rong Y recommended 
351. PRINCIPLES AND TEC . 
T~e basic principles, practice~I~UES 0~ COUNSE~ING. (31 
guidance. Prerequisites: 201 and 303 n:.t~~~~s used m counsclu 
355. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF p 
with 322; offered 1955-56 TheERSONALITY. (2) Fall. Altc' 
study of the normal perso:O:alit metho_ds ~d. results of the sc,. 
of personality traits and th ~- Attention Is given to the basic C• 
fluences and the problems o~Ir. ~easu~ement, the development' 
~YPes and methods of an 1 m egratJon ... Theories of organi Instructor. 322 and 323 a a ystes. !Prerequisites: 201 and const ' 
re s rong Y recommended 
36~· INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY . . 
32o: offered 1955-56. The a r · . (3) Sprm~. Alternates 
2
p0sychology to selected problem~Pi~cbtJo!l of the _prmciples of sci ' ' 
1. usmess and mdustry. Prerequi 
English and Humanities 
Professor: 
Associate Professor· 
Assistant Professor~: 
Lloyd Cline Sears, Chairman 
Ruby Lowery Stapleton 
James L. Atteberry 
Dale C. Hesser 
Pearl Latham 
Robert R. Meyers 
The purpose of the De art . 
Humanities is to assist the f d ~e:r:t do£ Enghsh and th .. 
l~gical thinking and clear eff~tr~ m eve!oping habits of 
him to an appreciation of th et' expressiOn and to lend 
treated not merely as art· t' e crea IVe mind. Literature i~ 
de';elopment of human c~slt~r:x;hessi~n but a~ a progressivt• 
latmg to our own a e th . ' ou~ t. and Ideals. By ro-
achievement of the :a t e fmest thmkmg and the highest 
source of our present ~ 'Itwe can understand more fully tho 
the means by which theu m ~r~ anf can grasp more perfectly 
the pass~ng of each age. m s o men have broadened with 
. MaJor: 34 hours in En 1' h d 
m?' 101-102, 201-202, 301 0 ; 302 a331 the Humanities includ-fymg to teach in the element 'fi. ld and 333: Those quali-
Minor: 20 hours in E ~ry e may omit 333. 
ing 101-102, 201-202 a d ~glhh and the Humanities includ-
Students preparin n SIX ours of advanced work. 
Those needing a betteg to dteach s~ould take Speech 255. 
r un erstandmg of grammar should 
73 
Since high school teachers of English are 
· xpected to coach debate and supervise the student 
'l''JlCr, Speech 125 and Journalism 201 are recommended. 
'I he conventional freshman and sophomore English 
will be accepted in lieu of English 101-102 and 
n1ties 201-202 in the English major and minor. 
h Language and Literature 
11,h. IMPROVEMENT IN ENGLISH AND READING. (1,1) Fall, 
Designed for students who have an insufficient background in 
,. ic principles of English and the skills of reading. The course 
1pled to the need of each student, whether it is comprehension or 
' in reading, a better knowledge of grammar, improvement in 
''It or a broader vocabulary. Does not count toward the major or 
I 11)2. FRESHMAN COMMUNICATIONS. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The 
I mental principles of interpretation and of effective writing, such 
entia! grammar, semantics, good usage, clear thinking and logical 
nization. Instruction in use of the library is followed by research 
hods and writing of the research paper. Readings in the fall orient 
'lludent to college life; selections from well-known American authors 
the spring develop important concepts of American culture. All 
ulings furnish materials for writing and discussion. 
JOI, 302. AMERICAN LITERATURE. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The develop-
'll and significance of American literature, with its historical, social 
cl philosophical backgrounds from the beginning to present times. 
1410. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD 1798-1832. (3) Fall. An interpreta-
·~n of the thought and art of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and 
1\• "\ts in its individual achievement and in its relation to the spirit of 
he period. The shorter poems are read with close attention along with 
dccted passages from longer poems and related prose. 
111. TENNYSON AND BROWNING. (3) Fall. The best short poems 
• ,( each author and many of the longer ones, including selections from 
• he Idylls, the dramas and the Ring and the Book. Attention is given 
10 each writer as contributing to and as reflecting the thought and 
pirit of his age. 
SIS. LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY. (3) Spring. The 
major poets of the later nineteenth century exclusive of Tennyson and 
Browning. 
318. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL. (3) Fall. The rise 
and development of the novel and the different tYPeS of fiction from 
the adventure stories of Defoe and the historic novels of Scott to the 
realistic novels of Hardy. The course is critical as well as historical. 
320. MODERN DRAMA. (3) Spring. The major dramatists of Eng-
land, Europe and America from Ibsen to the present. Attention is given 
to the changes in dramatic technique, to social and philosophical back-
grounds and to cultural concepts. 
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322. MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR. (3) Spring. The ba~r 
ciples of English grammar which are necessary to an understnno 
the language today. Designed particularly for those who plan tn 
English and for those who need a better understanding of leu structure. 
323. FEATURE WRITING. See Journalism 323. 
331. SHAKESPEARE. (5) Fall. Shakespeare's genius and do 
ment as a dramatic artist and as an interpreter of humanity. Atto 
is given not only to the richness and perfect ion of his language I 
the penetration of his thought, the breadth of his sympathit 
understanding and the wholeness of his view. 
333. CHAUCER. {3) Spring. Chaucer as an artist and a man 
variety of his interests, the richness of his humor and his sympntl 
understanding of humanity. Attention is given to important ch11r 
in the English language through the period and to Chaucer's social literary background. 
450. SEMINAR. (2 or 3) Offered on demand. An independent at 
and research course for seniors in English and humanities. The '' 
of t he course is adapted to the needs of each student. 
Humanities 
103. PRINCIPLES OF APPRECIATION. {2) Spring. The princi1 
which underlie the beauty and worth of artistic creation. The cone 1 
of form, proportion, color, tone, mood, rhythm and other techniques " 
studied in their application to American music and art. The cour 
accompanies English 102, which carries over the same principles int 
a study of American literary productions. Does not count toward t1 major or minor. 
201, 202. OUR WESTERN HERITAGE. (4,4) Fall, Spring. An 1 1 
amination of the most important ideas regarding the nature of mr• 
and his place in the world through major productions in literature 
music, art and philosophy from classical times to the present. Thro 
hours a week are devoted to writers representative of certain concept• 
ideas, movements or creative types which have had special influenr. 
on our present culture. One hour each week is given to related develo1• ments in music and art. 
306. THE HEBREW PROPHETS. See Bible 306. Does not count to ward the major or minor. 
308. HEBREW POETRY AND WISDOM LITERATURE. See Bible 308 
Does not count toward the major or minor. 
Foreign Languages and Literature 
Professor: William Leslie Burke, Chairman 
Assistant Professor: Velma R. West 
Assisting from other departments: 
Professor: Russell A. Lewis 
Associate Professor: Charles D. Kenney 
Assistant Professor: Jack P. Lewis 
r.tCAL LANGUAGES 75 
t " f the needs of those who The department seeks to ~a ls Ylt ral values those who 
•• a foreign language fof Its cuat~r proficie~cy in their 
•ure a foreign langullge thor grE~lO desire a knowledge of 
n field and especiaby t ose derstanding and use of the ·•k or Hebrew for a et er un 
,Jc. . . . 34 hours of Greek and 
Major in Blbhcal LanguaOgehs. . the latter. Greek 
h . . of 1 ours m b h hrew wit a. ~umml hum f dvanced work in one or ot ) and 16 addltlona ours o a 
nguages. . . s . 24 hours including Greek 
Minor in Blbhcal30L1an3gOu2ageS_. hours of advanced credit •1-102 and Hebrew - · lX 
required. 19 h f Greek including six hours Minor in Greek: ours o 
advanced credit. 
(55) Fall Spring. Grammar a:nd 
IIH-102. ELEMENTARY GREEK. T t' ment with emphasis on learnmg 
vntax of the G~eek of the Nbwl ~~ ~eading in the Greek New Testa-' hi' basic inflectiOns and voca u ar ' 
rocnt in the spring semester. d" the Greek text· 
OF JOHN (3) Fall. Rea mg . 1 t d ·usL THE GOSPEL · t" to vocabulary; exegesis of se ec e fu rther study of gz:a!llmar; ai~~n wn 
passages. PrereqUisite: 101- . . Translation of the Greek 
'' 52 THE GOSPEL OF MARK. (3) Spr~~!~tion to the linguistic style 
text; more intensive ~tu1y of g[aJ":~~;:es. Prerequisites: 101-102 and 
of the author; exegdesis ot se ~c chairman. 
251 or consent of epar men 
l . of the Greek text; more ex-
SOL ROMANS. (3) Fall. Trad~ a\~:ses part icles, style; exegesis of 
tensive study of grammar -:-.tm~o I<h-102 251 and 252 or consent of selected passag~s. Prereqmsi es. ' 
department charrman. in Reading selected passag~s 
302 ACTS OF APOSTLES. (3) Sp[- 1· structure and style; exegesis fro~ the Greek text, study of _g~a~~~;c~52 and 301 or consent of de-of selected passages. Prereqmsi es. ' ' 
partment chairman. Fall Offered on sufficient 
303. I AND II :riMOTHY AND _TITP~he (~reek t~xt with emphasis on 
demand. R~t~Iynngta~nd ;r:~~~~fsi~es: 101_102, 251 and 252 or consent grammar an . · 
of department chairman. TAMENT (3) Offered on 
804 WORD STUDY IN TH~ NE~te~~al lexic~l and grammatical 
sufficient demand. Con~or~al,G co k New 'Testament which represenj 
study of selected words m Tt et r!~t message. Prerequisites: 251 an d" 1 ideas of the New es am 
~~~ ~~a consent of department chairman. 
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450. SEMINAR. (2-4) Offered on demand. Directed stud 
search with primary emphasis on meeting the needs of the in 
student . Readings in Greek and Roman history and the devcJo1•· 
Hellenistic culture. Prerequisites: 301 and 302 or consent of dcp chairman. 
Hebrew 
301-302. ELEMENTARY HEBREW. (5,5) Fall, Spring. Elcmr 
and essential principles of the Hebrew language and grammar; aU• 
to vocabulary with special emphasis on the verb; exercises in n and writing. 
303, 304. READINGS IN THE HEBREW BIBLE . . (2,2) Fall, 81• 
Reading of selected parts and books of the Hebrew Old Testament 
tention to grammar, vocabulary and exegesis. Prerequisite: 301-30 
305. WORD STUDY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT. (3) Fall. Altcrr 
years; offered 1954-55. Concordia!, contextual, lexical and grammnt 
study of selected words in the Hebrew Old Testament which reprt;· • 
the central ideas of the Old Testament. Prerequisite: 301-302. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
German 
101-102. ELEMENTARY GERMAN. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Study f 
grammar and syntax reduced to a practical minimum with the readin 
of graded texts; chief emphasis on reading ability; elementary conversn 
tion. The spring semester includes an introduction to scientific German 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. (3,3) Offered on sufficient do 
mand. Review of grammar; special attention to vocabulary, readin~: 
and appreciation of more difficult representative prose, drama and 
lyrics of German literature. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
Russian 
201-202. BEGINNING RUSSIAN. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1955-56. Basic grammatical structure, working vocabulary, 
common expressions, idioms, translation, reading and elementary con-versation for the beginning student. 
Spanish 
101-102. ELEMENTARY SPANISH. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Practice in 
pronunciation, reading, writing and conversation with emphasis on ear-
training and the fundamentals of grammar. 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Intensive 
reading of Latin American and Spanish literary works. Grammar con-
tinued with attention to sentence structure and idiomatic usages. Pre-requisite: 101-102. 
tmAL SCIENCE 77 
General Science 
Charles G. Pitner, Chairma~, 
Professors: Department of Ma~hematics 
h E Pryor Chairman, 
Josep · t £ Physical Science 
DepartdeS o s Chairman, 
Jack Woo teaf Biological Science Departmen o 
J hn Bell Lasater, . Assistant Professors: o t f Biological Science Departmen o 
William Clarkt ~t~y~k,iical Science Departmen o 
E urn D Watts, 
8 
. 
x . t f Physical cience Departmen o 
. ical Science, Mathematics 
The Departments of Bwlo~ ffering an interd~part-
nd Physical Scier:ce cooperat~ me:eral science is desi.gned 
rnental major. This pr?g~am. m s~veral branches of science 
for those who nee~ trau~mg. m school and for those who ~or 
m order to teach sdcie.nce I~:;:k understanding and appde~~~ 
my other reason esire a he Bachelor of Arts an. 
i ion of the sciences. Both t ffered in general scie~ce. 
Bachelor of Science de~rees arte ~h in the minimum time 
Those planning to certify to ea ro ram in order to com-
should elect the Bachelor do£ Art!/in !ducation and psychol-
plete 18 hours of approve cours . . d 
52 hours in the bwlogical an ogy. Major (Bachelor of Ahrts) :t. including Biology 101-~021, 
l . s and mat ema Ics . 152· PhysiCa physica science. 111-112· Mathematics ' h f 
104-105; Chemistry 2 d a total of 24 ours o 
Science 101; P~ysics 2?!h20foif:wing fields-.bi.ology, c~e~­
advanced work I~ two d h esics - with a mmimum o six . t mathematics an p y d 
~0~~~ in each of the two se.lecte) ·. 67 hours in the biol?gical 
Major (BacJ:.elor of Cie::thematics inclu~ing Bwlog~ 
and physical sciences ~nd 111-112; Mathematics 151, 15?4 
101-102 104-105; Chemistry . 201-202 and a total of 
Physicai Science 101; ~h;vsi~~o of the following fields.-:-
hours of adv::nced :~~he::atics and physics- with a mini-
biology, chemistry,. h f the two selected. . . 
mum of six hours m e~c o . I ical and physiCal sclences 
Minor : 32 hours m. the ~10 og 101-102; Chemistry 111-
d mathematics includmg ~~olloS~ e 101· Physics 201-202 an t• 152· PhysiCa clenc ' 
112; Mathema lCS ' d rk in the area. 
and six hours of advance wo • 
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For ad · t' f 
ment of B.eslcr~p Ilonso· course offerings consult the J 
IO ogiCa cience p 58 h 
Mathematics page 84· th D age ; t e Departn111 
page 90. ' ' e epartment of Physical St 
History and Social Science 
Professor: 
Associate Professor: 
Assistant Professors: 
Clift<?n L. Ganus, Jr., Chairm•• 
Lonnie E. Pryor 
Paul Isaac 
Carl B. Robinson 
The work of the department is d . d . 
basic information concerning th . ~sfgne to giVe studrr 
which affect civilizations· t e socia orces and institutu 
and elementary schools· to f pr~phr~hte~ers for second" 
demic discipline needed' for ~~~Is e o:'Vle~ge and II• 
science or in a related prof!ssio~:;efi~i~~Y m history, SO<' 
History 
Major: Social Science 101 102 201 20 
hours of advanced level histo ' ' '· 2 a.nd 450 plus I 
M. S . ry courses 1ncludmg 301 302 mor: oc1al Science 101 102 201 202 . - · of advanced history including 301 ;r 302. and SIX h our 
Social Science 
Major: 36 hours in s · 1 · . 
History 301-302 s· h OCia SCience mcluding 450 and 
political science . eco~:mi~~rs o~ Idvanced work in eitht·r 
minimum of six'hours to be' e~oc;odofy or geography and " 
ing three fields. ec e rom two of the remain 
Minor: 18 hours of social . . h 
vanced credit. science Wit six hours of ad 
History 
251. LATIN AMERICA (3) F II 
1955-56. The colonial ;nd nationa! . . Alternates with 366; offered 
bors. l?Pecial attention is given to Mper_rodsAof ou~ hemispheric neigh. 
Columbia. exico, rgentma, Brazil, Chile and 
301, 302. UNITED STATES IUSTOR 
S?cial and economic development olth (t3\ Jasll, Spring. P olitical 
giVe the history and social science . e m e t ates. Designed ~ 
American life and development Pr:a)or. 1!-t thorou~h understanding of 
. reqmsi es: Social Science 101 102 
303• 304. JEWISH IUSTORY ' . 
toward the major or minor. • See Bible 303, 304. Does not count 
• 
79 
REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE. (3) FalL Alternates with 375; 
d 1954-55. The revolutionary and national movements on the 
ncnt down to 1848. The French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars 
·•mphasized. Prerequisite: Social Science 201. 
IDSTORY OF THE FAR EAST. (3) Spring. Alternates with 
offered 1955-56. The early history of Japan and China is followed by 
•Ore intensive study of these two countries, Korea, the Philippines 
' other Asiatic countries during the last two centuries. 
~. 836. CHURCH IUSTORY. See Bible 335, 336. Only one semester 
nts toward the major. Does not count toward the minor. 
ll. EUROPE IN THE AGE OF NATIONALISM AND IMPERIALISM. 
I Spring. Alternates with 347; offered 1955-56. Europe from the 
volutions of 1848 to the First World War. Prerequisite: Social Science 
I. 
17. EUROPE SINCE 1914. (3) Spring. Alternates with 345; offered 
'154-55. Social and political development of Europe from 1914 to the 
1 rsent. Prerequisite: Social Science 201. 
~;) L, 352. ENGLISH IDSTORY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Alternate years; 
,(fcred 1955-56. Fundamentals of the political, religious, literary and 
• ••onomic activities of the English people and the development of English 
•nstitutions with emphasis on the English constitution. Prerequisite: 
~ocial Science 201. 
:166, 367. IDSTORY OF THE FRONTIER. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Alter-
nates with 251 and 310; offered 1954-55. Settlement of the West, the 
laws and policies related to its development and the effects of the 
frontier on national life. Prerequisites: Social Science 101, 102. 
875. IDSTORY OF THE SOUTH. (3) Fall. Alternates with 307; 
offered 1955-56. The "Old South," the problems of reconstruction, the 
development of the "New South" and an analysis of continuing trends. 
Prerequisites: Social Science 101, 102. 
Geography 
212. FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOGRAPHY. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
offered 1955-56. Regional geography including climates, soil, river 
systems and mountain ranges. The aspects of geography affecting racial 
divisions and human population. 
217. ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY. (3) Spring. Al-
ternate years; offer ed 1954-55. Natural resources of the major countries 
and their relation to commerce and business. 
Sociology 
203, 204. GENERAL SOCIOLOGY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Introduction 
to the general principles of sociology giving a broad perspective of the 
nature of society and its problems in terms of social institutions, forces 
and change. 
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255. MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY . 
variations, courtship patterns m t · f3). Sprmg .. Historical • 
laws. Designed to l!ive the ' t da et se echtlon, marnage and t 
own standards. a s u en a t orough background I 
305. THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY 
341; _offered 1955-56. A stud of th · (~) Fall.. Alternate'! 
mumties. Prerequisites: 203, Y204. e behaVIor of tYPical American 
321. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. See Psychology 321. 
341. CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PRO 
with 305; offered 1954-55 0 BLEM_S. (3) Fall. Altern into communities, states ~nd ur present social system, the organiz 
affect these social organization~ac~. The_ ~undamental problems " 
· rereqwsites: 203, 204. 
342· CRIME AND DELINQUENCY · 
offered 1954-55. Crime and · ·i J/[. Sprmg. Alternate yr 
law enforcement and treatmed::SvenPri e e ~9uency emphasizing cau 
· erequisites: 203, 204. 
Social Science 
1~1· THE AMERICAN SCENE. (3) F ll · 
history with attention to geographical f at ' Sprmd~· dSur~ey of Amenr 
ac ors an m ustnal developmt·r·• 
102. INTRODUCTION TO POLITIC 
(3) Fall, Spring. Basic con AL_ SCIENCE AND ECONOMK" 
two social disciplines Patter~~P~r' tertmmology and relationships of tl , 
~f go~ernment and ~onstitutionalis:n emp<;>rary government, the natur' 
tlonships of business operations B . dVarliety, structure and interrel' 
government. · roa re at10ns between business an.l 
201. WESTERN CIVILIZATION (3) F l . 
Western civilization from earli~ t t" : 1, hSprmg. Development of 
placed on major political e s . rmes o ~ e present. Emphasis I 
attention to the influenc~ ofonomic a';ld social movements with somr 
butions of older civilizations. geographic factors and significant contr1 
202. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3) . 
the variable of relative national · Fall, Sprmg. A survey of 
problel';ls, ~atural resources, diplof:.~'ti~rt -h s~rategic l~cati~n, P<;>Pulation 
Ism,. mmonty problems, international 1 ec m~ues, na~IOn!ihsm, Imperial-
nomic relationships and propaganda srun:. an orgamzatlon, world eco-
450. SENIOR SEMINAR IN THE SOC 
Synthesizes the various disci r . • IAL ~CIE~CES. (2) Spring. 
course content and bibliograph:es .m tfe social science field. Includes 
' scien Ic research and critical analysis. 
Home Economics 
Pro~essor: Thelma Dumas Bell Ch . 
Ass~stant Professors: Mildred L. Bell ' atrman 
Nona Hanes Cannon 
The Department of Home E · ff . 
women in meeting their respons~bTif~~s o ers atd to young 
consumers; preparation for t hi h as homem~ers and 
eac ng ome economtcs; and 
OME ECONOMICS 81 
•nndation training for dietetics, food service management 
nd other careers related to home activities. Young women 
•t majoring or minoring in the department are encouraged 
1 choose basic courses in home economics as electives. 
Major (Bachelor of Arts): 30 hours in home economics 
ncluding 101, 102, 103 or 202, 201, 312, 313, 324, 331 or 333 
nd six additional advanced hours plus Art 117, 118. This 
l'rogram includes nine hours in foods and nutrition, six in 
lothing and textiles and nine in home and family. Sociology 
•:>5 is strongly recommended. 
Major (Bachelor of Science for Teachers): 37 hours in 
home economics including 101, 102, 103 or 303, 114, 201, 202, 
:n2, 313, 323, 324, 331, 332 or 333 and 403; Art 117, 118; 
Psychology 303; Sociology 255; Chemistry 111-112; Biology 
271, 275 and 12 additional hours of approved courses in 
t•ducation. This program includes eight hours in child and 
family, nine in home management, 12 in foods and health 
nnd nine in clothing and textiles. 
Major (Bachelor of Science for Dietitians and Food Serv-
ice Managers): 32 hours in home economics including 102, 
114, 201, 313, 324, 331, 332, 333, 335, 336 and 403; Chemis-
try 111-112, 301 and 324; Biology 271, 275; Psychology 307 
and 351. Recommended electives are Biology 101-102, 
Chemistry 151 and Accounting 205. 
Minor: 18 hours in home economics including 101-102, 
201-202 and six hours of advanced work; Art 117-118. 
101. FAMILY CLOTHING PROBLEMS. (3) Fall. The selection of 
clothing to meet the needs of the various members of the family. 
Practical experience in planning and constructing clothing for adults 
and children. 
102. FAMILY FOOD PROBLEMS. (3) Spring. Planning, preparing 
and serving nutritional meals adapted to the food habits, customs, 
economic and social needs of families. Table appointments and meal 
service. 
103. TEXTILES. (3) Spring. The nature and limitat ions of common 
household textiles. Emphasis on the selection, use and care of textiles 
in the home. 
114. FAMILY HEALTH. (2) Spring. Personal health and safe living 
in the home. Prevention of illness and the function of the home nurse 
in the care of the sick. 
201. FOOD BUYING AND THE MARKET. (3) Fall. The principles 
of cookery and food costs in relation to food value, markets, standard 
products and grades, labeling and consumer responsibility in the eco-
nomic system. Laboratory experience with table service, entertainment 
problems in the home such as teas, dinners, simple refreshments and 
other managerial problems. Prerequisite: 102. 
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202. CLOTHING. (3) Spring. The more difficult problems invoh 
in the selection and construction of the family wardrobe. Makin 
tailored suit or coat and renovating child and adult clothing. 1 
requisites: 101 and Art 117. 
303. ADVANCED CLOTHING. (3) Spring. The development 
original, simple designs through draping and flat pattern work; exp< 
ence with infant, child and adult garments. Prerequisite: 202. 
312. HOME EQUIPMENT. (3) Fall. The selection of household equ, 
ment, its operation, cost, care and repair as related to efficient bou management. 
313. HOME MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS. (3) Fall. The econon. 
position of the consumer and her problems as a buyer; factors influcn 
ing the cost of commodities ; the wise use of time, energy and money ' 
the management of the home. Prerequisite: 201. 
323. CHILD DEVELOPMENT. (3) Spring. Normal development · 
the child, his guidance and care in the home. Emphasis on recognizill 
childhood problems and r emedial measures in overcoming them. L11h 
oratory experience in the observation of a child four hours a week. 
324. HOME MANAGEMENT. (3) Fall, Spring. Nine weeks of residenc 
in the Home Management House. Participation in the various pha 
of household management including marketing, food preparation, m 
serving, care of equipment, budgeting, laundry and entertaining. Pre 
requisites or co-requisites: 313 and consent of department chairman. 
331-332. NUTRITION. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The principles of nutrition 
applied to normal and special diets for various ages, occupations and 
conditions of health. Laboratory experience in planning diets. Pre 
r equisites: 201 and Biology 101-102 or Chemistry 111-112. 
333. EXPERIMENTAL 
NIQUES. (3) Spring. 
to major food problems. 
Chemistry 111-112. 
COOKERY AND DEMONSTRATION TECU 
Scientific principles of food preparation appli t 
Laboratory experience. Prerequisites: 201 anll 
335. QUANTITY COOKERY. (3) Fall. Organization and manag 
ment, menu planning and standard methods of food preparation in 
quantity. Observation and practice in the college cafeteria. Prerequi site: 201. 
336. FOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION. (3) Spring. Selection, lay 
out and maintenance of the physical plant, equipment, furnishings and 
linens for a food service department; organization and management ol 
personnel. Observation and practice in the college cafeteria. 
403. TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS. (3) Fall. The basic philosophy 
of home economics and its place in the total educational program or 
the community; techniques in creative teaching and leadership develop-ment. 
JOURNALISM 83 
Journalism 
Professor: Neil B. Cope, Chairman 
The Department of Journalism offers trainibnl~ forl tt~ose 
• 1" d tising and pu IC re a Ions planning to make JOUrna Ism, a ver h h d the 
~~:~ti~~~!i~~iq;~:~£ j~!:~;l~~~r~~; !~: ~n o:~o;be~ ~~~ation 
or for those who want to wnte creatively. 
Ma. or. 27 hours in journalism including 18 ~ours .o1 
advance~ ~ork with approved s~pporting ccruhes m SOCia 
cience, political science, economics and Eng IS . 
I·n J·ournalism including SIX hours of Minor: 18 hours 
ndvanced work. 
0 RNALISM (3) Fall. An examination 201. INTRODUCTION TO J. U ·. ·r into vocational oppor-
o£ the broad fie!d of _journa~sm a~~s;~p:::;~:d understanding back-
lunities. Exercises m freha ng n both metropolitan and rural. Pre-ground and pr.oblems o t e press, 
requisite: Enghsh 101-102. 
SM (2 ) Fall The writing of religious 203. RELIGIOUS JOURNAL! · . of c~ for the press and the 
articles for publicat ioh, the dp:eafr·d.~~ls in Pti?Iic relations. Of special 
media used b~ <:hur<: 1es tand mt Vlnd those preparing for church and interest to mmistena s u en s a 
mission work. 
S · The fundamentals of photography, 204. PHOTOGRA~~· (2) P:mg.use of photographic equipment and 
developing and. prmtmg, etnldia:gcff'y lecture and laboratory work. standard techniques are s u e 
3) Fall Alternates with 321; offered 195~-?6. 301. REPORTING. ( . · . . news Exercises in news wntmg 
Fundamentals of ga~hhermg ahnd. wntmg~od jo~nalistic practice for news-and news values, wit emp asis on 
papers. 
. Alternates with 322; offered 1955-56. 302. EDITING. (3) Sprm~. he dline writing desk work and page 
Preparation of copy, copyreading, a 1 es read~r interest, promotion Att t "on given to news va u , . . . t make~p. en I d" . al roblems. Special consideration Is given o te<:hm~ues ant~ e Itfor~atl town dailies and weeklies. editorial prac Ices o s 
303. ADVERTISING. (3) Spring. ts_~ter~~ti~:Sit~n32s~Hf~~er~r~g~ 
56. Advertising m~~hods a~dial ma~tc~tign to newspaper and magazine 
psychology of advertisi_Dg. Sdp 1 c 0 t and to direct mail methods. techniques, to mechamcs an ay u 
SOCIETY (3) Fall. Alternates with 301; 
321. THE PRESS AND nd of the American press; examination ?f 
offered 1954-55_. ~aic1grodom ethics of the press, propaganda, public 
prc;>bJems of ehdi tor!I rfe the ~ewspaper in a democratic society. opmion and t e p ace o 
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322. TYPOGRAPHY AND GRAPIDC ARTS. (3) Spring. Altt 
with 302; offered 1954-55. Principles of graphic presentation and 1 
ing mechanics. Types and type families, legibility, spacing, ht111 
contrast and use of color as they affect the functional design of J>r matter. 
323. FEATURE WRITING. (3) Spring. Alternates with 303; of• 
1954-55. Study, analysis and criticism of non-fiction articles in , 
papers !ind ~agazines. Styl<; and technique
1 
manuscript preparnt 
Illustrations, hterary markets and contacts With editors are considt 
Students are expected to write for publication. 
450. SEMINAR. (2) Offered on demand. Individual study or r 
search on selected topic of interest to the student. 
Professors: 
Mathematics 
Charles G. Pitner, Chairman 
Joseph E. Pryor 
The objectives of the Department of Mathematics Llh 
to give cultural training in mathematics, to prepare teacho1 
of secondary school mathematics, to give the basic trainirw 
in mathematics needed by pre-professional students or stu 
dents of science and to lay a broad foundation for student· 
who are majoring in mathematics. 
Major (Bachelor of Arts): 30 hours of mathematics in 
eluding 251-252 and 10 hours of advanced credit. Physic11 201-202 is required. 
Major (Bachelor of Science): 30 hours of mathematics 
including 251-252 and 10 hours of advanced work, 27 hours 
in two other sciences and six hours in a fourth science. 
Physics 201-202 must be included. 
Minor: 18 hours of mathematics including six hours of advanced credit. 
101. BASIC MATHEMATICS. (2) Fall, Spring. Designed to give 
students an acquaintance with the language of elementary mathematics 
and the ability to appreciate and use the mathematical aspects of our 
culture. Does not count toward the major or minor. 
105. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA. (3) Fall. Designed for those 
students who present fewer than one and one-half entrance units 
in algebra or have inadequate preparation. Does not count toward the major or minor. 
108. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. See Economics and Business 108. 
fATHEMATICS 
85 
I.H. COLLEGE ALGEBRA. (4) Fa!!. Rapid review of elementary 
lgebra, quadratic equations, functic;ms and graJ?hs, inequalitie~, lo&"a-
athms, ratio and proportion, variation, progressJOns, mathematic~ m-
·luction binomial theorem introduction to the theory of equatiOns, lc•termi~ants and complex' numbers. Prerequisite: 105 or consent of nstructor. 
IG2. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. (3) Spring. Trigonometric functions, 
fu nctional relations, logarithms, solution of. right and obliq1;1e triangles 
with application, identities, inverse functions and equati~ns. Pre-
requisites: 105 and one year of plane geometry or consent of mstructor. 
153. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. (3) Spring. Properties of the straight 
line, circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, transformation of axes and polar 
coordinates. Prerequisites or co-requisites: 151, 152. 
251-252. CALCULUS. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Fundamental principles 
of differential and integral calculus. Limits and continuity, differentia-
tion and integration of functions, maxim~>. and minima, applications of 
integration, series, partial differentiation and multiple integrals. Pre-
requisites: 151, 152 and 153. 
255. FUNDAMENTALS OF STATISTICS. See Economics and Busi-ness 255. 
301. COLLEGE GEOMETRY. (3) Spring. Alternates with 302; offered 
1954-55. Advanced plane geometry. Geometric constructions, similar 
and homothetic figures, properties of t he triangle, quadrilateral and 
circle. Prerequisite: 153. 
302. THEORY OF EQUATIONS. (3) Spring. Alternates with 301; 
offered 1955-56. Properties of polynomials, complex numbers, theorems 
on roots of an equation, solution of cubic and quartic equations, solution 
of numerical equations, determinants and geometric interpretation of 
algebraic results. Prerequisite: 251. 
322. HIGHER ALGEBRA. (3) Offered on sufficient demand. Number 
scales, mathematical induction, inequalit ies, indeterminate equations, 
permutations, combinations, probability, continued fractions and theory 
of numbers. Prerequisite: 153. 
343. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. (3) Fall. Alternate years·; offered 
1955-56. Ordinary differential equations with applications. Prerequisite: 
252. Physics 201-202 recommended. 
351. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS. See Physics 351. 
353. ADVANCED CALCULUS. (3) Offered on sufficient _demand. 
Partial differentiation, applications to geometry of space, maxima and 
minima, Lagrange's multipliers, indeterminate .forms, elliJ?tic ~ntegrals, 
line integrals, Green's theorem and transformation of multiple mtegrals. Prerequisite : 252. 
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Professor: 
Assistant Professors: 
HARDING COJ.J t 
Music 
Erle T. Moore, Chairman 
A von Lee Baxter 
Kenneth Davis, Jr. 
E. Glenn Fulbright 
The Department of Music is organized to prepare t 
dents to teach music, to train students for a career of mu 1 
performan ce and to provide for all students the cultural 
tainmen ts afforded through the study of music. The ar 
of concentration are music education, piano and voice. 
Major in Music Education with emphasis on Vot •I 
Choral: 48 hours in music including 111-112, 131, 211, 21 
251-252, 331, 335-336, 351-352, 363, 365; 12 semester hout 
of applied music with at least four hours of voice and I t 
hours of approved work in education and psychology. 
Major in Music Education with emphasis on Instru 
mental: 46 hours in music education including 111-112, 131 
132, 211, 212, 251-252, 311, 332, 341, 351-352, 361-362, 3G:i 
365, four hours of piano and two hours in voice. 
Major in Piano: 54 hours in music including 111-111. 
131, 132, 251-252, 311-312, 335-336, 351-352, 371-372, fOUl 
hours of private or class instruction in voice and 16 hours of 
piano. A piano recital satisfactory to the music faculty musl 
be given during the senior year. 
Major in Voice: 52 hours in music including 111-112, 
131, 132, 251-252, 331, 335-336, 351-352, eight hours of piano 
and 16 hours of private voice. A voice recital satisfactory 
to the music faculty must be given during the senior year. 
Minor: 18 hours in music including six hours of advanced 
work selected with approval of department chairman. 
103. FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC. (2) Fall, Spring. Elementary 
music theory, including notation, scale construction, rhythmic organi-
zation, practice in music reading and song leading. One lecture and 
two hours laboratory per week. Does not count toward the major. 
111-112. THEORY I. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Ear training, part writing, 
keyboard harmony, analysis, diction, melody writing and harmonization 
based on the diatonic harmonies of major and minor keys. Three lec-
tures and two hours laboratory per weeki Prerequisite: 103 or satis-
factory score on a qualifying examination. 
115-.116. E~EMENTARY MUSIC EDUCATION. (2,2) Fall, Spring. 
Mustc reading, use of pre-band instruments, presentation of music 
appreciation materials, production of operettas, organization of junior 
htgh school vocal ensembles and problems of the changing voice. 
\1USIC 87 
131, 132. ENSEMBLE. (1,1 ) Fall, Spring. Participation in one of 
• ltc following music organizations. Open to all students. Maximum 
rcdit two hours. Choral groups: 
A Cappella Chorus, a mixed ensemble selected by audition, 
prepares a balanced repertoire of sacred and secular works by 
composers of various periods from the Renaissance through the 
contemporary. Concerts are presented on campus and on tours. 
The Harding Chorale prepares a repertoire of standard choral 
works. Open to all students. Appearances are primarily local. 
Other groups include Men's and Women's Choral Clubs, 
Women's Sextet, Men's Quartet and Band. 
211, 212. INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Class 
instruction in the playing of band instruments including two woodwinds 
and two brasses. 
251-252. THEORY II. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Modulation, chromatic 
harmonies, chord dictation, music reading, keyboard harmony, analysis, 
melody writing and harmonization. Three lectures and three hours 
laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 112. 
311-312. COUNTERPOINT. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1955-56. Instrumental counterpoint as found in- works in the 
major contrapuntal forms. Analysis and execution of exercises in 
imitation of the styles and forms studied. Prerequisite: 112. 
331. CHORAL CONDUCTING. (2) Fall. Alternate years; offered 
1954-55. Choral conducting techniques, rehearsal procedures, musical 
interpretation, repertoire, program building and voice classification. 
Emphasis on the problems of high school choruses. 
332. INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING. (2) Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1954-55. Preparation for the conducting of high school band. 
Includes baton technique and rehearsal procedures. 
335-336. FORM ANALYSIS. (1,1) Fall, Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1954-55. The structural principles of music, the elements of 
form and the major forms used are studied through analysis and listen-
ing. 
341. BAND ORGANIZATION AND MATERIALS. (2) Fall. Alternate 
years; offered 1955-56. The organization, maintenance and repertoire 
of the high school band. 
346. AMERICAN MUSIC. (2) Fall. Musical activity in America 
from Colonial times to the present with emphasis on the contemporary 
period. 
351-352. IDSTORY OF MUSIC. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1954-55. The development of Western music from its beginnings 
in the Greek and J ewish cultures to its manifestations in the present 
century. Two lectures and two hours laboratory per week. 
361-362. INSTRUMENTATION. (1 ,1) Fall, Spring. Scoring and ar-
ranging for instrumental ensembles with emphasis on the concert band. 
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363. ELEMENTARY MUSIC METHODS. (2) Fall. Alternate ycnr 
offered 1954-55. Techniques and materials for music instruction 1 
grades one through eight. Registration restricted to music majors 
cept by permission of the instructor. 
365. SECONDARY MUSIC METHODS. (2) Fall. Alternate yoat 
offered 1955-56. Organization and objectives of music education pre 
grams, methods of instruction and the directing of choral organization 
in high school. Registration restricted to music majors except b 
permission of the instructor. 
371-372. PIANO MATERIALS AND METHODS. (2,2) Offered on sur 
ficient demand. The standard literature and teaching materials Cor 
the piano, techniques of teaching and problems related to the work or 
the private teacher. 
Applied Music 
GROUP INSTRUCTION 
105-106. FIRST YEAR CLASS VOICE. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Group in· 
struction for beginning students. Special attention to voice development 
and freedom and poise in singing. 
205-206. SECOND YEAR CLASS VOICE. (2,2) Offered on sufficient 
demand. Further voice development with consideration given to ad· 
vanced technique and repertoire. 
Physical Education and Health 
Professor: M. E. Berryhill, Chairman 
Associate Professor: Hugh Harvley Rhodes 
Assistant Professor: Cecil Murl Beck 
The Department of Physical Education and Health is 
designed for three groups: those needing recreational activity 
for health and social values, those planning to teach or coach 
physical education and those interested in the supervision of 
activities or in youth group work such as Y.M.C.A., summer 
camps and scout programs. 
Major: 30 hours in physical education including 103, 202, 
205, 206, 250, 332, 336, 408 and seven additional advanced 
hours. 
Minor: 18 hours in physical education including 103, 
206, 250 and 408. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 89 
*103. HEALTH EDUCATION. (3) Fall, Spring. The relations~p of 
the findings of science and medicine to the development of desrrable 
personal health habits. Two class hours and two hours of recreational 
activity per week. 
111. BEGINNING SWIMMING. (1) Fall. Instruction and practice 
in elementary swimming. 
112. ADVANCED SWIMMING. (1 ) Spring. Instruction and practice 
in finer techniques of the various strokes. 
113. SWIMMING AND WATER SAFETY. (1) Spring. T;he standard 
Red Cross Life Saving course. Students may complete reqwrements for 
the Senior Life Saving certificate. 
202. FIRST AID. (2) Fall. The standard Red Cross course in First 
Aid. Students may qualify for the Red Cross First Aid certificate. 
*203. HEALTH EDUCATION. (3) Fall, Spring. School and comm':J-nity 
health problems. Classroom instruction two hours and recreational 
activity two hours per week. Not open to freshmen. 
205. KINESIOLOGY. (2) Fall. The functional contribution of mz:jor 
muscle groups to various body movements. Open only to those maJOr-
ing or minoring in physical education. 
206. SURVEY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION. (3)_ Fall: ~he histori~al 
development of physical education, its underlymg prmc1ples and 1ts 
place in the educational program. 
300. ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN. (2) Fall. Coaching and officiating 
girls' athletic activities. 
305. COACHING AND OFFICIATING FOO~ALL ~D BASKE!~~· 
(2) Fall. Principles of the games, coaching techmques, cond1tiomng 
and care of common injuries. 
307. COACHING AND OFFICIATING BASEBALL, TRACK AND FIELD. 
(2) Spring. Same procedure as in 305. 
313. FUNDAMENTALS OF SCOUTING. (2) Spring. The his~ory of 
scouting, organization of the local troop and problems of promotmg the 
varied activities that characterize the progressive troop. Students work 
with and observe local scout leaders to gain practical experience in 
dealing with scouting problems. Separate sections for men and women. 
315. CAMP LEADERSHIP. (2) Spring. Instruction and experien~e 
in camping. Among the areas studied and engaged in are can:p orgam-
zation, camp promotion, campfire programs, nature observat10n, camp 
athletics, hiking and outdoor cookery. 
* Students presenting two hours of recreational activity credit will take 
103 and 203 for two hours each. Those pursuing_ a B.S. degree progra;m 
in the biological or physical sciences, mathematics or home ~conorm<:s 
may enroll in 103 or 203 for one hour each. Those presentmg credit 
in health and safety will enroll in 203 for only one hour; those pre-
senting credit in personal hygiene will enroll in 103 for only one hour. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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~~AM~~G~z~~~~ AND SUPERVISION OF _RECREATIONAl, I 
supe-rvision of vir.iou~· t:e~ ~rhof·~ ~~plaloyed m the org!lnizat 
programs B . f . ms 1 u Ion and commuruty rt • 
recreatio~ mo~:me:n~Ideration. of the historical development c I 
ties in the field. m the Umted States and of vocational opp• 
fi:~c~RG~Z~~?N AND S~E~VISION OF INTRAMURAL \ 
athletic~ related t~ i.nl~d.u~I.g~{:::i~~n and supervisi_o~ of in~r~r 
the _gymnasium, playground and thl t ~?I~· competition; !l-C_tt_v•t •· 
motion of leadership· methods fa . e t•cdi Ie 'b s~asonal activ•t•ct I' 
keeping and types of honor aw~dr.om stn utiOn; scheduling, rc 
~!fL ~~:LUAtTih OdN AfND A~PRAISAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
· · me o s o testmg and measu · th ff · ' 
! caching program in ph · al d . rmg . e e ectiveness of • 
various individual and ysiC e ucat~on. Acquamts students wilh , 
<.nd gives practice in thep~~~r~fthteestmdg _deviceps avail~b_Je in the f• 
se eVIces. rerequ1s1te: 206. 
!!'~~- CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION · 
Cltlon of deviation from the norm 1 . : (3) Sprmg. The r ('< • 
ar:tivities for correcting common ba 10 l~:Ious age gro~ps, analysi• . 
ertreme remedial cases E . a. norm~ I Ies. and agencies dealing v.•• h 
mstricted cases. Prerequ.isite:1o~~ence Is gamed through work wt• t 
.WS. METHODS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SCHOOLS. {3) Spring. The selection of games FOR SECONDAR\ 
and organization of a physi'cal d . ' types of instructio• e ucabon program. 
Physical Science 
Professor: 
Assistant Professor: 
Joseph E. Pryor, Chairman 
Exum D. Watts 
the lo1~!~part~ent. of ~hysi?al Scien?e is organized with 
~~~~u;~ ~~o~rd:f~i:~t~e;o 
1
ire;~;:=hJ;h 1:Ch~~t~ci::ceg::~h~ 
d 't f d' . e a_siC ;ammg for pre-professional stu-
a:d ~ o me Icmh, e?gmeeru;g and other professional fields · 
trial ~;;~par~~ eBus~r} maJforSs ~or graduate study or indus: 
h . · . e ac e or o Cience degree is awarded to 
~e:~~~;Y77.a)ors. For the general science degree programs 
Chemistry 
252, ~oior;31~3 ~Slrs of chemist:~ including 111-112, 151, 
credit. Th -£ ll . and 10 ad~:htwnal hours of advanced 
e o owmg supportmg courses or · I t 
must be completed : Physics 201-202, Mathematic~q25i~ G~r~ 
I'IIYSICS. CHEMISTRY 91 
r11nn 101-102 and additional science and/ or mathematics to 
total 67 hours in this area. Chemistry 302, 352 and Mathe-
•natics 252 are strongly recommended. 
Minor: 18 hours of chemistry including 151 and six hours 
of advanced credit. 
Physics 
Minor: 18 hours in physics including Physical Science 
101 and six hours of advanced credit. 
101, 102. PHYSICAL SCIENCE. (2,2) Fall, Spring. An introduction 
to the philosophy and methodology of science; basic concepts of some 
of the physical sciences. Astronomy, geology, meteorology and conserva-
tion of natural resources are included in 101; chemistry and physics in 
102. 
Chemistry 
111-112. GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4,3) Fall, Spring . 
The fundamental principles and facts of inorganic chemistry including 
the basic laws and theories, atomic structw·e, the periodic table, a 
systematic survey of the more common elements, chem ical reactions and 
elementary calculat ions. Three class periods and three hours laboratory 
per week in 111; two class periods and three hours laboratory per week 
in 112. 
151. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. (3 ) Fall. The theory of inorganic 
qualitative analysis and an application of the theory to the semi-micro 
separat ion and identification of the more common cations and anions. 
One class period and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 112. 
252. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. (4) Spring. The theory and tech-
niques of gravimetric and volumetric analysis with emphasis on funda -
mental principles, calculations and precision of determination. Two 
class periods and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: 151 and 
Mathematics 151 or 152. The mathematics may be taken concurrently. 
801-302. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Fundamental 
principles of organic chemistry including nomenclature, classification, 
preparation, propert ies, uses and characteristic reactions of aliphatic and 
aromatic compounds of carbon. Three class periods and three hours 
laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 112. 
811. CHEMICAL LITERATURE. (1) Fall. The sources of information 
in the field of chemistry and the use of chemical literature in research. 
An independent study course. One conference per week. Prer equisite: 
12 hours of chemistry. 
812. ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (2) Spring. Alternates 
with 324; offered 1954-55. The periodic system, atomic structure and 
special topics in inorganic chemistry. Two class periods per week. Pre-
requisite: 151. 
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313. INORGANIC PREPARATIONS. (1 or 2) Offered on suClic·a· 
demand. The preparation of inorganic compounds by various techniq1.• 
Three or six hours laboratory per week. Pererequisites: 151 and con· · 
of instructor. 
324. BIOCHEMISTRY. (3) Spring.· Alternates with 312; offt·• · 
1955-56. Basic concepts of biochemistry including carbohydrates, r,.t 
proteins, vitamins, hormones and their role in digestion, metaboll ' 
and nutrition. Three class periods per week. Prerequisite: 301. 
333. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. (1 or 2) Offered c' 
sufficient demand. Selected techniques of chemical analysis includln 
instrumental methods. Three or six hours laboratory per week. Pre 
requisites: 252 and consent of instructor. 
343. ORGANIC SYNTHESES. (1 or 2) Offered on sufficient demand 
The synthesis of organic compounds using more advanced techniqut 
than in the basic course. Three or six hours laboratory per week. Prc 
requisites: 302 and consent of instructor. 
351-352. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. (4,4) Fall, Spring. FundamentAl 
principles of physical chemistry including states of matter, properties or 
solutions, thermodynamics, equilibria and phase diagrams, chemical 
kinetics, conductance and electromotive force. Three class periods and 
three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: 252, Physics 201-202 
and Mathematics 251, one of which may be taken concurrently. 
Physics 
201-202. GENERAL PHYSICS. (4,4) Fall, Spring. The fundamental 
principles of physics with emphasis on basic concepts and problem solv-
ing. Mechanics and heat are studied in 201; sound, light and electricity 
in 202. Three class periods and three hours laboratory per week. Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 152. 
351. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS. (3) Offered on sufficient demand. 
Statics and dynamics of point masses and bodies with an introduction 
to vector analysis, stressing the use of mathematics in interpreting 
natural phenomena. Three class periods per week. Prerequisites: 201 
and Mathematics 252. 
354. MODERN PHYSICS. (5) Offered on sufficient demand. Some 
of the important twentieth century advances in the field of physics 
chosen from alternating currents, rad;_ation, theory of relativity, X-rays, 
spectroscopy, the quantum theory and nuclear physics. Five class 
periods per week. Prerequisites: 201-202 and Mathematics 252. The 
latter may be taken concurrently. 
Professor: 
Assistant Professors: 
Speech 
Evan Ulrey, Chairman 
Richard Walker 
Wanda Luttrell Wiley 
The Department of Speech has the following objectives: 
to improve the communicative skills of all students, to develop 
SPEECH 93 
specialized abilities in public speaking, dramatics or oral 
reading and to prepare teacher~ of sp~ech. 
Major: 30 hours of speech mcludmg 102, 121 or 255, 125 
or 273 200 250 and 337. The minor should be in a related 
field s~ch a~ English, social science,_ Bib~e or journali~m. Stu-
dents planning to teach speech m h1?'h schools m states 
which do not certify speech as a teachmg field should com-
plete an English minor. In such cases advanced courses 
should be elected from English 301 or 302, 320, 331 and 333. 
Minor: 18 hours including 102, 200, 250 or 337 and 255 
or 273. 
100. CORRECTIVE SPEECH. (2) Fall, Spring. Special training for 
those who have minor speech difficulties. Does not count toward the 
major or minor. 
101. BASIC SPEECH EXPERIENCES. (3) Fall, SJ?ring. Prep~rat~on 
for experiences such as reading aloud before an audience, partlcip~t.Iol 
in discussion groups, organizing and delivering short sp_eeches; ?ntlca 
listening and evaluation. Does not count toward the maJor or mmor. 
102. PUBLIC SPEAKING. (2) Spring. Prepa:B:tion, delivery and 
critical evaluation of prepared speeches. Prerequisite: 101 or consent 
of instructor. 
119, 120. PROBLEMS OF PLAY PR9DUCTIO~. (2,2) Fall, Spring. 
The basic techniques of play production. Special ~aboratory problems 
in directing, lighting, make-up, scenery and costummg. 
121. PROBLEM PROJECTS IN ACTING .. (2) F~. Alternates with 
312; offered 1954-55. Principles and practice of actmg. 
125. DEBATING. (2) Fall. Principles of <3:rgumentation inc~udi~g 
research and organization of argument and evidence. Opporturuty o 
participate in inter-collegiate debate. 
200. INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH ~DS. (3) Sp;ing. Alternates 
with 324; offered 1954-55. An introductiOn to the va~10us areas of the 
speech field and to the terminology and tools of the field. 
250. SPEECH CORRECTION. (3) Fall. A survey of commo~ speech 
defects; training teachers to correct minor de!ects ~~ to reco~P;llze those 
that should be referred to experts. SuperVIsed clrmcal practice. Pre-
requisite: 101. 
255. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL INTERPRE~A~ION. (3). Fall. Oral 
interpretation stressing pronunciation, en~nCII!-tiOn, phrasmg, rhythm 
and bodily expression as means of commurucat10n. 
273. DISCUSSION METHODS. (3) . S~ring. Alt.ernates with ~37; 
offered 1955-56. Principles and practices m conductmg the symposium, 
forum and round table. 
SOO ADVANCED SPEECH CORRECTION. (4) Spring. Trea~s the 
mo;e difficult types of speech abnormalities with. ~pecial attention to 
physiological and psychological problems. Prereqwsite: 250. 
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312. IDSTORY OF THE THEATER. (3) Fall. Alternates with I 
offered 1955-56. Development of drama, acting and the physical thc11l· 
from their origin to the present. 
324. COSTUME DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. (2) Spring. Altt 
nates with 200; offered 1955-56. Designing and constructing of co 
tumes for theater productions. 
331. RADIO SURVEY. (3) Fall. Voice adaptation, radio announcitw 
techniques of program construction, continuity and script writing. 
332. RADIO SPEECH. (3) Spring. Technique of the radio addr · 
including preparation and delivery and phases of radio programming. 
335. ADVANCED ARGUMENTATION. (2) Fall. Application of tho 
principles of argumentation to speech making and debating. Prt requisite: 125. 
337. PHONETICS. (3) Spring. Alternates with 273; offered 1954-5~ 
General phonetic principles and practice. Regional dialects of America 
general American, southern and eastern; also standard British or sta1JI1 
speech. Prerequisite: 200. 
341, 342. PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS. See Biblt• 341, 342. 
351. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE. (3) Spring. Psalms, 
Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon and selections from tho 
New Testament are used as a basis for theory and criticism. Pre-
requisite: 255 or consent of instructor. 
Honors and Degrees 
. June 4 and August 14, 1953 
HONORS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Irma Jewel Coons 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jutta Maria Reich 
Cum Laude 
Phillip Zane Bradford Charles F. Myer 
Harry D. Olree 
Bertha Sue Poland 
Gottfried J . Reichel 
Eleanor Willbanks 
Billy Joe Wilson 
George Chi-Nung Chung 
Ruby Lee Ellis 
Percy A. Francis 
Joan Cauble Hayes 
Robert Horsman 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Robert Howard Anderson 
Thomas Budd Baird 
Elmer Earl Belcher 
Fred L. Bender 
Phillip Zane Bradford 
Reba Brandon 
Herschel B. Breckenridge 
C. Lloyd Bridges 
Alfred Carnell Brittain 
Lester B. Brittell 
Justin James Camp 
George Chi-Nung Chung 
Breland Collier 
Charles Wann Crawford 
Thomas J. Cunningham 
Jimmie M. Cureton 
William M. Curry, Jr. 
Mary K. Daniels 
Joan Davis 
Herbert P. Dean 
Irene DePriest 
Norma Edwards 
Bible Illinois 
Mathematics Arkansas 
Business Administration Indiana 
Social Science Arkansas 
Business Administration Arkansas 
Social Science Arkansas 
Social Science Arkansas 
Bible California 
Social Science Arkansas 
Physical Education California 
Physical Education Arkansas 
Business Administration Malaya 
Social Science 
Psychology 
Social Science 
English 
Social Science 
Bible 
Music 
Elementary Education 
Art 
Social Science 
Social Science 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Texas 
Illinois 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
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Ruby Lee Ellis 
Billy Joe Eslick 
Wayne K . Fortenberry 
Percy A. Francis 
Billy Mack Fulks 
Doris E. Fulks · 
J oyce D. Fuller 
Bobby Ray Futrell 
Elmer T. Gathright 
James D. Girdley 
Willie C. Glenn 
Carlos E. Gorton 
Cletus Green 
Norma Lou Hamilton 
Iwana Faye Hare 
; roan Cauble Hayes 
Houston L. Holt 
Billy Joe Homard 
Edgar E. Knoebel 
Gerald F. Long 
Carol R. Lumpkin 
Bill W. Mackey 
James Nelson Matthews 
Janie McGuire 
Gloria N. Milton 
John Troy Moore 
Phillip M. Morrow 
Richard B. Morrow 
Janice Mae Murdock 
Charles F. Myer 
Harry D. Olree 
Bertha Sue Poland 
Jutta Maria Reich 
· Gottfried J. Reichel 
Doris Jane Richesin 
M. Lester Richesin 
Dale T. Richeson 
Samuel G. Roach, Jr. 
Kenneth Gene Robinson 
Joseph Charles Roe 
Ann R. Rotenberry 
Lloydene Sanderson 
James C. Seal 
Eileen E. Snure 
Herman B. Spurlock 
HARDING COLLI 
Speech Arkt'lh 
Business Administration Califor1 11 
Business Administration Arkuh 
Business Administration Califor1 I 
Bible ·west Virgrr 
Social Science Illin• 
Home Economics _ Arknn· • 
Business Administration Arknn 1 
Mathematics Arkan • 
Bible Arkan ' 
English Arkan. 1 
Social Science Colorud• 
Journalism Oklahom 1 
English Arkansu 
Physical Education Texn 
Business Administration Illinor 
Business Administration Arkansn 
Mathematics Arkanso . 
Bible Germany 
Bible Oklahomn 
Bible Arkansa11 
Bible Kentucky 
Social Science Floridn 
Home Economics Arkansa11 
English Michigan 
Mathematics Arkansas 
Business Administration Ohio 
Business Administration Ohio 
Social Science Arkansas 
Biblical Languages Arkansas 
Physical Education Missouri 
English Missouri 
Bible Germany 
Speech Germany 
Physical Education Pennsylvania 
Social Science Arkansas 
Biblical Languages Nebraska 
Bible Arkansas 
General Science Illinois 
Biology Arkansas 
History Texas 
Home Economics Missouri 
Social Science Kansas 
Speech Can ada 
Business Administration Arkansas 
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Alvin 0. Stevens 
Corene Bro~ Stevens 
Roy P. Teaster 
Dorothy Maie Todd 
Robert W. Turnbow 
Ella Louise White 
Florence M. White 
Eleanor Willbanks 
Billy Earl Williams 
Lilly Warren Williams 
M. Pauline Williams 
Ruby Davis Williams 
Billy Joe Wilson 
V. Ponder Wright 
Hellen Ruth Y ohe 
Bible 
Education and 
97 
Texas 
Psychology New Mexico 
Social Science Arkansas 
English Arkansas 
Business Administration Tennessee 
Education and 
Psychology 
English 
Biology 
Bible 
Home Economics 
English 
Social Science 
Biology 
Bible 
Social Science 
Ohio 
Michigan 
Tennessee 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Mississippi 
Arkansas 
New Mexico 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Rickie Arimura 
Jeannette Black 
Irma Jewel Coons 
Jack Wayne Davis 
Denzil E. Gates 
Dorothy L. Giddens 
Robert Horsman 
Jerry C. Johnson 
W . Gerald Kendrick 
William Bryan Layne 
Glenn C. Olbricht 
Muriel 0 . Proctor 
Kent W . Rollman 
Fay Rushton 
Corinne Russell 
William W. Summitt 
Biology Missouri 
Home Economics Georgia 
Mathematics District of Columbia 
Chemistry Arkansas 
Mathematics Arkansas 
Home Economics Alabama 
Chemistry Arkansas 
Chemistry Louisiana 
Chemistry Louisiana 
General Science Arkansas 
Mathematics Arkansas 
Home Economics Michigan 
Chemistry Oklahoma 
Biology Arkansas 
Home Economics Arkansas 
Chemistry Arkansas 
, .. ..... 
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MASTER OF ARTS 
DEPARTMENT OF BIBLE AND RELIGION 
Robert Alan Abney 
William Hobert Baker 
Joe Delton Betts 
H. Glenn Boyd 
Rees Bryant 
Paul Cantrell 
Carmelo Casella 
Alexander J. Claassen 
Charles Bee Hodge 
James A. Hodges 
Robert Windle Kee 
James R. Massey 
Jimmy Rothwell Noonan 
Robert Skelton 
Paul Anthony Woods 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Bible 
Arkansn 
Texn 
Texn 
Oklah om11 
Alabamn 
Georgin 
Australin 
Africn 
Texas 
Virginia 
Texas 
Mississippi 
Tennessee 
Texas 
California 
Enrollment Summary 
1953-54 
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT 
Summer 1953 Male Female Total 
Freshmen 12 8 20 
Sophomores 20 9 29 
Juniors 13 15 28 
Seniors 28 28 56 
Graduates 17 1 18 
Unclassified 5 12 17 
Total 95 73 168 
Regular Session 1953-54 
Freshmen 163 128 291 
Sophomores 83 77 160 
Juniors 57 40 97 
Seniors 54 38 92 
Graduates 32 4 36 
· Unclassified 9 9 
Total 389 296 685 
HIGH SCHOOL AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
ENROLLMENT 
Summer 1953 Male Female Total 
High School 16 17 33 
Regular Session 1953-54 .. 
High School 56 60 116 
Elementary School 58 57 115 
Total 130 134 264 
TOTAL ENROLLMENT 
Total, all divisions, Regular 519 430 949 
Total, all divisions, Summer 
1150 and Regular 630 520 
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STATES AND COUNTRIES REPRESENTED IN 
REGULAR SESSION 1953-54 
States College High School Alabama 16 Alaska 3 
Arkansas 285 57 California 27 3 Colorado 5 1 Connecticut 1 Florida 5 Georgia 3 Illinois 20 1 Indiana 7 1 Iowa 1 Kansas 8 2 Kentucky 11 
Louisiana 29 1 Massachusetts 1 Michigan 14 2 Minnesota 1 
Mississippi 13 6 Missouri 50 7 New Jersey 5 
New Mexico 4 2 New York 5 2 North Carolina 1 Ohio 15 
Oklahoma 51 8 Pennsylvania 3 
Tennessee 28 11 Texas 47 9 Washington 4 2 West Virginia 3 1 Wisconsin 2 
Foreign Countries 
Africa 2 
Canada 4 
China 2 
Germany 2 
Japan 6 
Korea 1 
Total 685 116 
Index 
Academic Information .. .......... 34 
Academic Regulations ....... ... .... 36 
Academic Standing .................. 17 
Activities, Student .................... 28 
Administration-Auditorium 
Building .. .... .. ...... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. 19 
Administrative Officers ... .. ....... 7 
Administrative Staff .. .... .. .... .. .. 15 
Admission .. .. .. ..... ... .. ..... .. .. .... .. .. . 34 
Advanced Standing .................. 35 
Aims .......................................... 17 
Alumni Association .. ................ 28 
American Studies Building ...... 19 
Art, Department of .. . ... .. .. .. .... . . 52 
Athletics .................................... 31 
Auditorium ................................ 19 
Awards ...................................... 25 
Bachelor of Arts Degree .......... 39 
Beaumont Memorial Library .. 19 
Bible Classes .. .. . .. . .. .... ...... .. . .. ..... 32 
Bible, Religion & Philosophy, 
Department of . .. .... .. . ...... .. . .. . 54 
Biblical Languages .. .. .... .. .... .... .. 75 
Biological Science, 
Department of . .. .. . .... .... . . . .. ... 58 
Board of Trustees .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. ... 6 
Buildings ... .. .. .... . . .. .... .... .. ..... . .. .. . 18 
Business Education ...... . .... .... . .. 42 
Business, Department of Eco-
nomics, and Political Science 60 
Calendar, 1954-55 ................. ... 4 
Calendar, 1955-56 .................... 5 
Chapel Attendance .................. 32 
Chemistry ... .. .. .. ..... .. .. ...... .. .. .... .. 90 
Church Attendance .................. 33 
Class Attendance ......... ........ .. ... 36 
Class Changes ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . 36 
Classification of Students ...... 36 
Clubs, Social ... . .. .... .. .. .. .... . .. .. ..... 31 
Clubs, Special Interest ............ 30 
Committees, Faculty ......... .... ... 13 
Courses of Instruction ............ 51 
Curriculum Organization ........ 31 
Degree Requirements .. ... .. . ...... 39 
Dormitories ...... . ....... .... .. ... .. ....... 20 
Dramatics ..................... ............. 29 
Economics, Business and Polit-
ical Science, Department of.. 60 
Education and Psychology, 
Department of ...... .. ....... ....... 68 
Emeriti Faculty ... .... .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. 12 
Employment, Student .......... .... 27 
English and the Humanities, 
Department of ............. .. ....... 72) 
Enrollment, Late ...................... 36 
Enrollment Summary .. ....... ..... 99 
Entrance Tests .... .. .. ...... .. .. . .... . .. 35 
Examinations .......... ............... ... 37 
Expenses ... ... ............ ... .. . .. .. .... .. .. 22 
Faculty, Academy ...... .. ............ 14 
Faculty, College ... ..................... 8 
Faculty, Elementary School .... 14 
Faculty Committees ...... .. .......... 13 
Faculty Emeriti ........................ 12 
Faculty Housing ....... .. .. ............. 20 
Fees ............................................ 22 
Foreign Languages and Litera-
ture, Department of .. .. .. .. .... .. 7 4 
Forensics .................. .. ................ 29 
Ganus Student Center .. ............ 19 
General Education Program .... 40 
General Information . .. .... .. . ... ... 17 
General Science .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 77 
Grades ................ .................... .... . 37 
Grants-in-Aid .......... ... ............... 27 
Gymnasium, Rhodes Memorial 
Field House .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .......... 19 
Health, Department of Physi-
cal Education and .. ............... 88 
Health Service ... .. .. ............ ..... .. 34 
Historical Sketch ... .. . .. ... .. . .. ...... 18 
History and Social Science, 
Department of .. . ...... .. .. .... .. ... 78 
Home Economics, 
Department of ... .................. . 80 
Some Economics, 
Suggested Program 44 
Honor Scholarships . .. .... .... .. ..... 27 
Honor Society . . . .. ..... .... .. . ..... .. . . .. 29 
Honors and Degrees ... .. .. ........ . 95 
Housing, Faculty .. .. ....... ........... 20 
Humanities, Department of 
English and . .. .. .. .. . .. ...... . . . .. ... 72 
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Institutional Management and 
Dietetics .. . .. . . ........... ... . . . . . . ... . . 44 
Instruction, Courses of . . . .. . . . . . . . 51 
Journalism, Department of .... 83 
Laboratories and Studios ........ 21 
Languages, Biblical ..... .... ....... .. 75 
Lecture and Lyceum Series . . . . 31 
Library, Beaumont Memorial .. 19 
Library ........ ...... .. ...................... 20 
Loan Funds ...... ............. .. ...... ... 25 
Location ... ... ....... .......... ... .......... 18 
Major and Minor Fields of 
Concentration ..................... . 41 
Marriages, Student . . . . . . . ........ . .. 33 
Mathematics, Department of .. 84 
Moral Conduct . . ... ... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 33 
Music Activities ...................... 30 
Music, Department of .............. 86 
Music Education .............. ........ 45 
Music Hall . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . ... . . 19 
Non-Resident Students . ..... .. .... 33 
Officers of Administration ...... 7 
Personnel Services . . . ... . . . . ..... .. . 33 
Philosophy, Department of 
Bible, Religion and 57j 
Physical Education and 
Health, Department of . . . ... . . 88 
Physical Science, 
Department of . . . ........... ... . . . . . 90 
Physics ..... .. ......... ................ ...... 91 
Political Science, Department 
of Business, Economics and.. 60 
Pre-Agriculture Curriculum .... 46 
Pre-Architecture Curriculum .. 46 
Pre-Dentistry Curriculum ...... 46 
Pre-Engineering Curriculum .. 47 
Pre-Law Curriculum ..... ........ ... 48 
HARDING COLLEGE 
Pre-Medical Technology 
Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ........ ... 48 
Pre-Medicine Curriculum ..... .. . 49 
Pre-Pharmacy Curriculum ...... 50 
Programs of Study, Suggested 41 
Psychology, Department of 
Education and .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ....... 68 
Publications, Student ..... .. ....... 30 
Purpose ............................ .......... 2 
Recreational Facilities . . . ......... 21 
Refunds .................................. .... 23 
Regulations, General ... .... ..... . .. . 32 
Religion, Department of Bible, 
and Philosophy .. . ... . .. . . ........ . 54 
Religious Meetings .......... ........ 29 
Residence Halls . . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. ... . .. . 20 
Resident Students ......... ... ........ 33 
Rhodes Memorial Field House 19 
Room Reservation .......... .......... 24 
Rooms, Furnishings for ...... . .. . .. 24 
Scholarship Levels . . . ...... .. . . ....... 38 
Scholarships .. . . . ........ ...... .. . .. ... . . . 25 
Science Hall ...... ........................ 19 
Social Clubs .......... .................. .. 31 
Social Science, Department of 
History and . . . ... . . . . .. .... .. . . ...... 78 
Social Work . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ... . . . . . ..... ... 50 
Special Interest Clubs .. ........... . 30 
Speech, Department of ....... ... .. 92 
Student Activities .. . ................. 28 
Student Aids . . . ................... ...... 25 
Student Association ................ 29 
Student Center, Ganus ... ......... 19 
Student Employment 27 
Student Publications ...... .. ........ 30 
Summer Session ......... .. .......... . 24 
Tobacco ...... ................................ 33 
Tuition and Fees . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . 22 
V ~~e;ans' Expenses .. . . . . . .. ....... .. 23 
VIsiting ........ ....... ... ....... ........... .. 33 
Vocational Rehabilitation ...... 27 
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